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Economic casualty 
Home Hardware is forced to close 
its doors after seven years in 
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Feline mystery solved 
rescued by a firefighter had 
been missing for nine 
months\COMMUNITY B1 
Snowmobilers remember 
Tragic 1992 avalanche marked by 
a memorial ride,and safety 
course\SPORTS B4 
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Cops, city wrangle over nu,mbers 
Uneasy peace in In addition to rocketing natural gas couver - faced off able to use those well. 
RCMP cost debate 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A BATrLE of city and RCMP num- 
ber-crunchers ended in an uneasy 
truce Friday in which they agreed to 
look for ways to reduce the city's 
share of policing costs. 
That happened after city reps reas- 
sured senior RCMP officers they aren't 
seeking to eliminate police positions 
here - but might be forced to do that if 
they can't make the provincial govern- 
ment o pay more. 
"We're not arguing that we don't 
need more people," said city admin- 
istrator Ron Poole. "The city seems to 
be paying a high proportion of costs." 
costs, the city faces a $310,000 in- 
crease in RCMP expenses for 2001. 
Much of that is due to salary in- 
creases that when added to equipment 
,and training costs have pushed the 
total cost per officer to around 
$102,000 per year. 
Without budget cuts in other city 
departments, the extra $310,000 would 
translate into about a four per cent in- 
crease in local property taxes, mayor 
Jack Talstra said. 
"We may not be able to absorb thatl 
$310,000 and there may have to be 
cuts," Talstra told the RCMP contin- 
gent. "If you have any ideas to deal 
with that, we're all ears." 
Six RCMP reps - three from this 
detachment and three more from Van- 
against senior city 
administrative staff 
and five council 
members Jan. 19. 
The officers large- 
ly rejectedarguments 
the City of Terrace is 
paying too much. 
But RCMP In- 
spector Doug Wheler 
agreed his staff would Insp. Doug 
try to determine what Wheler 
portion of support 
staff hours now paid by the city are 
used by provincially financed RCMP 
officers, such as those in highway pa- 
trol. 
Officers warned it likely won't 
amount o much, but the city may be 
findings to argue for 
a reformulation of 
support staff costs. 
The olive branch 
came after city offi- 
cials asked RCMP to 
consider how much 
extra it would cost 
the province to ere- 
Jack ate a new detach- 
ment in Thornhill if 
Talstra the city formed its 
own police force and 
didn't cover the rural area. 
Officers said it would cost a lot - 
particularly to set up a detachment 
able to provide 24-hour coverage 
seven days a week - but they also 
noted it would cost the city more as 
Councillor David Hull suggested 
the largest extra costs would be to the 
province, and that's an indication the 
cost-sharing split right now isn't fair. 
Terrace RCMP Staff Sgt. Darcy 
Gollan noted a stand-alone Terrace 
police force would also face surprise 
costs from time to time. 
A murder here two years ago saw 
RCMP flood Terrace with officers at 
no cost to the city. 
If Terrace had a separate force, he 
said, a situation like that would see 
the city billed for* every hour worked 
by RCMP officers called in. 
"The city of Terrace is getting a 
great benefit from those resources," 
Continued Page A2 
n~rtv,-o,  J =rw-: HUMP' omcer ust. trent Johnson displays marijuana seized Jan. 12 when 23 police officers swooped down on' three 
houses in Thornhill. The raids were the culmination of a three-year investigation. 
Nine snared in Thornhiil drug raids 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN amounts of cocaine, marijuana, and firearms pected presence of firearms in the homes. 
NINE PEOPLE face numerous drug-related 
charges, possession of stolen property and fire- 
arms charges after RCMP raided three homes 
in Thomhill. 
Shortly before 9 a.m. Jan. 12 RCMP exec- 
uted search warrants at two homes in the 3800 
block of Pine Ave. and at a third residence on 
as well as stolen property. 
They also discovered a marijuana grow 
operation in one of the home's basements. 
"It was a true hydroponic operation," said 
investigating officer Cst. Trent Johnson. 
Twenty-three RCMP officers including 
three Emergency Response Team members 
the 3500 block of King St. were involved in the raids, said Johnson. 
Police say they confiscated undisclosed ERT officers were there because of the sus- 
The operation was a result of three years of 
investigation, Johnson said. 
"These people have been the subject of in- 
vestigation in the past," he said. 
The suspects have been released from cust- 
ody pending their first appearances in court. 
Names were not released pending formal 
charges. The investigation continues and po- 
lice anticipate further arrests. 
Exchamsiks may close to 
avoid chainsaw massacre 
By JEFF NAGEL 
B.C. PARKS may close Ex- 
chamsiks Provincial Park to 
camping in a bid to protect a 
stand of old-growth trees there. 
No final decision has been 
made on the possible closure of 
the 20-site campground 55 kilo- 
metres west of Terrace, said 
parks area supervisor John Tre- 
whitt. 
A camping ban there is being 
Teetering trees, campers are a 
threat to each other, says B.C. Parks 
identifies rotten, leaning or dis- 
eased trees in parks that are a 
threat. 
It requires that high-use areas 
where such trees can fall must be 
made off-limits or else the trees 
must be cut down. 
something," he said. "We have to 
close a site down or take a tree 
down." 
More than 1,000 trees deemed 
hazardous have been removed 
from Lakelse Lake Provincial 
Park over the park's lifetime, 1"re- 
old growth forests in this area, he 
added. "Most of it is being logged 
off along the Skeena River corri- 
dor," he said.. 
It's difficult to close sites ra- 
ther than cut trees there, Trewhitt 
added, because many of the trees 
are so tall they could cover the 
entire campground, 
The trees and salmonberry un- 
dergrowth are also being damaged 
That's in line with the Workers whitt estimates, by campers who scrounge fire- 
Compensation Board's workplace But doing the same thing at wo~, break off limbs and trample 
considered because the towering safety guidelines, and it also pro, Exchamsiks isn't a good option senmtlve vegetation, he said. 
Sitka, cedar and hemlock trees, tects B,C. Parks from lawsuits if because it could see the removal A number of options are being 
posea danger to campers and campers are injured' or their vehi- o f  much of the 18-hecthre forest contemplated, ranging from corn- 
park operatorsshou!d they fall, des are damaged, Trewhitt noted:  surroundin the cam ound plete Closure to a combination of
The parks branch's hazard tree " i f  We determine the tree i~ ~ Th,= ¢,~g=) 1~ o. P~ - ' -  
, . ~' . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  mporzant ex -  Continued PageA14 management Program: routinely potentia ! risk; we have to do  ample of:red'listed or endangered 
Indy schools 
shine in test 
results here 
By JENNIFER LANG That's in line with Other 
' TERRACE'S ,independent Terrace,-,schools,o,i wh ch 
schools outperformed their 
public school counterparts 
in a province'wide snap- 
shot that looked at read- 
ing, writing and numeracy 
skills. 
Except in Grade 4, Ver- 
itas School and Centennial 
• Christian School had the 
highest number of students 
meeting or exceeding 
standards for their grade 
level in Terrace, according 
to individual school results 
from last spring's Founda- 
tion Skills Assessment 
2000. 
Grade 4 students at Up- 
lands Elementary School 
had the best scores for 
reading, writing and num- 
eracy, surpassing all other 
Terrace schools, including 
Veritas and Centennial 
Christian. 
Uplands also beat the 
provincial averages for 
their grade in reading, wri- 
ting and numeracy in 
Grade 4. 
By Grade 7, Uplands 
was still leading Terrace's 
public elementary schools 
in the assessment, better 
than the district average, 
but lower than the B.C. 
average. 
generally performed better 
than the assessment's dis- 
trict average for all three 
basic skills , but are lower 
than the average perfor- 
mance of all students tes- 
ted in the province. 
The gap between inde- 
pendent schools and the 
B~C. and district average is 
particularly evident at the 
Grade I0 level, according 
to the results. 
Just four per cent of 
Centennial Christian 
School's Grade 10s didn't 
meet reading expectations. 
Just nine per cent didn't 
meet writing standards. All 
students assessed met 
numeracy expectations. 
That's much higher than 
the provincial average, 
and the average for B.C.'s 
independent schools. 
Grade 7 students at 
Veritas performed better 
than the provincial aver- 
age for reading compre- 
hension, with 15 per cent 
ieading below expecta- 
tions, 74 per cent meeting 
and II per cent exceeding 
provincial standards. 
In writing' and numeracy 
Continued Pg. A14 
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l l  Our eye on Survivor 
BRIAN MARLEAU got the right breaks - from 
high school at Caledonia to a stint at CFTK 
television. Now he's behind the camera on 
s hottest show. ComPlete story Page B1. 
! 
ICBC to pay 
• - ' "  When Mar ia  was out dividends, , Igue l redo  
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
NINETY-TWO per cent of ICBC policy holders will get 
money back starting next month. 
The provincial insurance corporation is issuing divi- 
dend cheques, totalling $209 million, to policy holders 
starting in mid-February. 
The money is coming from the corporation's profits 
from its investment portfolio, said Geoff Butler, ICBC's" 
operations manager in Terrace. 
The portfolio generated $177 million more income 
than anticipated last year and ICBC's surplus is projec- 
ted to hit $350 million. "We also had a lower than ex- 
pected increase in claims last year," Butler said. 
Drivers who have had four years of claims,free driving 
can expect a cheque for $100 in the mail. 
The crown corporation estimates that 1.3 million poli- 
cyholders will receive the $100 cheques. 
An additional 225,000 policyholders will receive divi- 
dend cheques for $50. These are the people who were at 
the 30 per cent discount level or less when they renewed 
their insurance in 2000. 
"All cheques will be distributed by the end of 
March," said Butler. 
ICBC will give other policy holders, including those 
insured for less than the full year, pro-rated mounts. 
ICBC also announced it will be freezing insurance 
rates for the sixth consecutive year. 
The rate freeze is due in part to lower claims last; 
year, but also because of increased public awareness in 
road safety issues, says Butler. 
From front 
City eyeing idea of 
its own police force 
Gollan said. Officers also noted the highway patrol 
section would he relocated, and wouldn't provide the 
backup it now does to regular Terrace-based officers. 
Peele said the city intends to continue pursuing the 
idea of its own force, or perhaps a regional one in part- 
netship with Kitimat and Prince Rupert. 
It's paying $2,500 for a workshop here next weekend 
with a consultant who's an expert in policing options. 
: =If it sounds favourable we'll probably press on," Tal- 
stra said. "We owe it to our taxpayers to see what's our 
: best bang for the buck. If there's a way where a different 
• approach results in less money being paid and the same 
. level of service, then yeah; we're interested in looking 
'; at that." 
Much debate Friday centred on police use of statis- 
tics on where crimes are committed in determining whe- 
ther costs are to be paid for by the city or province. 
' Sgt: Craig Duffin said the city pays 79 per cent of 
• support staff costs here because that's the ratio of cases 
. that happen in Terrace, as opposed to outlying areas. 
Of the. 32 regular.duty officers at the detachment, the 
,. city pays for 25 and the province pays for seven. 
• City officials presented statistics comparing Terrace 
to s~mdar razed cltiesa,d suggested'it sllows~:tSe pro- 
vince should pay for more and the.city for less. ' ~.; 
; ' Terrace'i~ays the •highest policingces'ts per taxpayer 
of 17 similar sized communities, those stats show. 
But RCMP officers said situations vary from place to 
' f lace .  "It's difficult to look at these statistics and make 
these sorts of comparisons," Duffin said. 
Another facet of the issue is whether the city should ' 
be paying all of the cost Of support staff at the detach- 
ment - as it is now - or only a 70 per cantshare. I 
The policing contract for Terrace indicates both and 
RCMP reps admitted they're not sure how to interpret 
the contract language. 
"To be 100 per cent up front, this is a question we 
want the province to answer," said Inspector Gordon 
Ford. "The contract is with the province." 
If the city only paid 70 per cent of present support j 
staff costs, taxpayers would save nearly $200,000 a year. 
"If I were you I'd be asking them that," Ford said. 
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/ 
phoned at home and told 
she'd won a brand new Ford 
Escape as part of Canada 
Safeway's Home for Holiday 
Sweepstakes, she had to come 
down to the store to hear the 
news in person. And here she 
is with local Canada Safeway 
manager Steve Hogeweide 
and an Escape. Scanning your 
Safeway Club Card has never 
been more rewarding. 
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Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for your assistance 
in solving a break, enter and theft that occurred at a 
residence on Weber Ave. in Terrace, BC. 
Sometime between 9am and 11pro on January 14, 
2001, unknown culprit(s) attended the residence located 
at 4628 Weber Ave., Terrai~e, B.C., where they proceeded 
to force their way in to the house. Once inside, the 
culprit(s) proceeded to steal from the residence numerous 
items of electronic equipment, jewelry and numerous 
miscellaneous items, including photograph albums. arn  up to Among the Items stolen are: r Television, Stereo ~Speakers, Answering Machine, 
Women's Clothing,, Women's Shoes, Bread Maker, Food 
Items Sanyo cordless telephone and ca I display unit and 
a large collection of old Canadian. (and some new 
American) dollars end coins ,some dating back to the 
00,s .. contained jn a grey ,ojd looking, metal box. B0H S ~lu d of the theft i s  believed to be upwards of 
If youhave any information about this or any other 
similar incidents, or i! you know the Identityof the person 
or persons responsible for this,' (or any other), crime, 
o--wu.o.r ou A IR  IVIILI  rewardm,les, i hay . . . .  i , , , s~muuun call  Cdme Sto l l l~m at 63S-111~ thmt,. I *It 
Call 635.TIPS 
°"° iiiiiiii 0LOOlJ 
eve  Sa+urda¥! 
7~leven Is a proud supporter of Crlmestoppers 
/ 
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$2.3 million for seniors complex , . . . . . .  
Gov't approves housing News In Brief 
A CEREMONY today on 
vacant land beside Terra- 
ceview Lodge marked the 
official beginnings of a 
$2.3 million provincial 
government project to 
build 22 units of supportive 
housing. 
Construction of the two- 
storey complex is to begin 
in Auga.st by B.C. Housing~ 
the provincial agency 
which ~ provides ocial and 
other types o.f housing in 
,, B .C .  
: Skeena NDP MLA Hel- 
mut  Giesbrecht said B.C. 
Housing will also provide 
rental subsidies to those 
who need them and will 
provide an annual mainte- 
nance grant. 
When finished, the 
housing project will be 
managed by the Terrace 
and Area Health Council 
which also runs Terrace- 
view Lodgel called 
"This project is 
supportive housing and ]he 
idea is that Terraceview 
can provide services uch 
as Meals on Wheels and 
cleaning for residents who 
while they can live inde- 
pendently, need a certain 
August. Planning began in the late 1980s and has 
gone th.rough various concepts and ideas over the 
years. A ceremony took place at the location today. 
EMPTY FOR now but not for long is this piece of 
land beside Terraceview Lodge on the benchi Con- 
struction of a seniors housing complex is to start by 
level of assistance," said 
Giesbrecht. 
He also aniieipates that 
some of the units could be 
occupied by people who 
have spouses at Terrace- 
view. 
"This way, if getting to 
Terraceview Lodge is a 
problem for a spouse, they 
can live right next door," 
said Giesbrecbt. 
A covered walkway will 
connect the two structures. 
Two of the 22 units will 
have two bedrooms and all 
will be wheelchair access- 
ible. 
Giesbrecht said some 
detail work in terms of ap- 
provals needs to be done 
but doesn't anticipate any 
problems. 
The approval marks the 
mitment of $746,000 over 
25 years from B.C. Hous- 
ing to help subsidize eight 
rental units out of a plan- 
ned 22-unit project. The 
remaining units would 
have been sold. 
But the project, called 
Terrace Mountain Manor, 
couldn't sell enough units 
up front to satisfy finan- 
cing requirements by the 
Northern Savings Credit 
Union. 
Although that project 
failed, getting B.C. Hous- 
ing involved then helped 
convince it to take on this 
new venture in its entirety 
when the health council 
surfaced as a new sponsor, 
said Giesbrecht. 
He also paid tribute to 
the groups and people who 
had worked on various ear- 
lier efforts dating back to 
the late 1980s. 
"This will be a really 
nice addition to housing 
here," said Giesbreeht. 
"The last project, the 
past public project, for se- 
niors was the Willows in 
1973-1974 and that was 
project after Willows was 
Phase I of the Skeena- 
Kalum affordable housing 
complex in 1995. 
No name has been cho- 
sen for the project but sev- 
eral are being considered. 
One suggestion is to 
when the first NDP gov- called it McConnell House 
eminent was in power." after long time community 
Giesbrecht added that activist Walter McConneil 
the next social housing who passed away recently. 
Schools next on construction list 
TENDERS FOR the construction of a $12.45 million re- 
placement for Skeena Junior Secondary School should 
be ready to go out July 1, says Skeena NDP MLA Hel- 
rout Giesbrecht. 
Speaking last week, Giesbrecht said plans are now 
being converted into detailed drawings o that contrac- 
delayed the project. 
One other proposal would have seen the replacement 
constructed behind the current school on the location of 
the running track. 
It will now be built just north of the current location 
and front on to Munroe. 
end of more than 10 years tors can make their construction estimates. At the same time, Giesbrecht progress is being made 
of effort b various rou s T e actual cogstrg¢~.,o~. ~is estimated tg, cost $11.3 .... ~a., a~co, n structiqn start to a new elementary school on Y g, P- ~! T '1~!..~,,: .... .,, ..~.;, " ,  :~.~;. ........ ~ .:%,., ~. :,.. 
to build Supportive h0using i' nulhonand the p.!hnmng'f0r'~lt ' s~l;.l:'rm.!hon; .hestud. :tiX~ 6¢~C~':at ri' ~stimated:cost f $3:7 million,, , . ~ ] 
for seniors on'iha-t'parti~U~ .......... 'A rdplaceni6fii !for'aging Sk'eem ~Iunibf iUis b~en:~an'-" , '  Tile:in: ~a~:a :l~ang U~ o~'er,servieing"co's't~?i~Ut a deai~ is
lar location. " .... ted for years. ~ !i ~ : ~ ' ' : 'underway between the city, the school district and a de- 
A private group last - Opposition to various proposals, including one to veloper with land in the area. 
year came very close move it to the bench and another to locate it beside Ca- A date for when tenders would go out is not yet avail- 
when it received aeom- ledonia Senior Secondary, were said by critics to have able, said Oiesbreeht. 
Terrace firefighters take 
on Kitsumkalum village 
AS THE Kitsumkalum volunteer fire department 
takes som. e time to revitalize itself, the Terrace 
fire department is providing temporary service to 
the village. 
The department is providing the fire protection 
free of charge for a three month temporary term 
ending at the end of February. 
"We're trying to provide them with as many op- 
tions as possible," said :fire chief Randy Smith. 
"We're hoping to start acting on formulating a plan 
here this month." 
If the band decides not to revamp its volunteer 
force after the temporary term is over, it will have 
the option to buy into Terrace's fire protection ser- 
vices. 
Low snow levels a worry  
FLOODING appears unlikely this year but the 
threat of forest fires could be higher because of re- 
duced snow accumulations so far this winter. 
The province's River Forecast Centre has 
warned snow packs province-wide are lower than 
usual. ~ 
In the northwest, he blanket of snow covering 
the mountains is 20 to 39 per cent thinner than 
normal, the centre says. 
Overall, the readings are the lowest in 12 to 15 
years. 
Snow packs affect water levels in salmon 
spawning streams, and the amount of water in re- 
servoirs for power generation. Low levels in the 
Nechako watershed triggered Alcan's recent dis- 
pute with B.C. Hydro over fulfilling power delivery 
contracts. 
February and March measurements are expected 
to give a better indication of how serious a pro- 
blem the low water levels may be. 
Land-use deadl ine shifts 
THE DEADLINE has been moved forward for com- 
ments in the public review of the Kalum Land and 
Resource Management Plan. 
Public comments will be taken up until Feb. 12, 
say organizers. Originally, the deadline was set for 
Feb. 16. 
Meanwhile, the provincial government an- 
nounced its target of preserving 12 per cent of the 
B.C. land base has been passed with the approval 
of the Okanagan-Shuswap LRMP. 
That plan adds 49 protected areas totalling 
122,963 hectares. Completed !and use plans now 
cover more than three-quarters of the province. 
Equipment stolen 
SEVERAL pieces of multimedia equipment were 
stolen'from'a' Thetahiti Service'building sometime 
,d ,  , . , , . -  . . ', betwe~t'hn': ~*~l~', .',~"~ '~"" ;.:i ...... ~. :.. ...... ~ ..... ,- 
StoiCal are /i ~lult~sync mult~medm prOjector, a 
Motorola pager, a Radio Shack scanner and a 
VCR. If you have information about this break and" 
enter please call the Terrace RCMP at 638-7400, 
"A new way to lose wei 
Eat what satisfies you: 
Sarah, Duc 
With new Winning Points, you can eat the 
Foods you love -- every food has a POIN.TS ® 
value. Just stay within your daily PO!NTS 
range. It's thai: easy. VVhat's more, you'll 
discover the best way co use N E W 
chose POINTS so you stay 
• satisfied and lose weight. I I 
Jo in  Weight Watchers and get free registration with 
a minimum purchase of a 12 week Commitment Plan. 
' Cal l  1 -800-682. -8011 fo r  more  in fo rmat ion .  
Knox United Church (Terrace) 
4907 Lazelle • Tuesday 7:00 pm 
www.weightwatchers.com 
Valid in aritish Columbia for a limited time only. Subsequent weekly fees apply. GST included. 
@2001 Weight Watchers international, Inc, Owner or the WEIGHT WATCHERS trademark, All rights re~erved, 
BC Hydro - Transmission and Distribution Maintenance - 8475 128th Street. Surrey, 
Be, V5W 0GI, Phone: 604-543-4153 (Surrey) or 250-561-4984 (Prince George) is 
applying for Pesticide Use Permit #105-961-01103 to apply Roundup (glyphosate) 
lat:Trl 
 iA[ 
:V( 
2001 is the 
YEAR OF THE VOLUNTEER 
We going to 
$howcase Terrace's 
HARD WORKING 
VOLUNTEERS. 
You all know 
who they are! 
Your business can 
and/orGarlon4(triclopyr)toapproxirnatelyPOOhectaresbetweenApril lSt, 2001 SPONSOR A VOLUNTEER 
and December 31st ,  2003. Site-specific applications are proposed on distribution 
and transmission corridors and rights-of-way from, and including; Endako west to Just let us know who it is. 
Prince Rupert, Terrace and Kitirnat, including.loactions in between, Herbicides will 
be applied by tree-specific treatment methods such as cut surface, selective 
backpack foiler, and basal applications, Herbicides are applied only to tall-growing We will photograph and highlight that person in a 
deciduous plants. Low-growing plants are left undisturbed, Applications will have 
minimal or no negative impact on surrounding low-growing plants, Control of the Special Supplement, Your investment is only $75 + GST. 
tall-growing plants ensures reliability of electrical service, public and worker safety 
and reduces chances of fire by maintaining clearance between powerlines and 
plants, Resulting plant community provides forage and shelter for many wildlife IT'S TIME TO LET THE PEOPLE WHO WORK SO HARD 
species KNOW THAT WE APPRECIATE THEI R EFFORTS. 
A copy of th'e Pesticide Use Permit,application and maps may be viewed at BC 
Hydro offices in Prince George, Terrace, Smithers and Burns Lake. For additional = 
information, contact AI Leake, Vegetation Maintenance Manager in Prince George For more information, 
at 250-561-4984 or John Emery, Vegetation Management Biologist in surrey at ~ . 
604.543.4~53. ~,;~ ~,~ P I ease contact 
A person wishing to contribute information about the site for the evaluation of this ~/?',f/'~ , Brian or Darlene 
application for a use permit must send written copies of this information to both .~ 
the applicant and the Deputy Administrator, Pesticide Control Act, 1011 4th ~ J  ai't\~i. at the 
Avenue, Prince George, BC V2L 3H9, Phone'. 2S0-S6S-694S or ,ax'. 2S0-S6S-6629 ~7-- ~'~'~~f~'----i Ter race  Standard72_83 
within 30 days of the publication of this notice. 
• *~ T ,H  I "POWER IS  YOURS :. ~ Z ; " 
BChgdro " 
i i i i 
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Keep RCMP 
UNHAPPY WITH what it's paying for the 
RCMP and suspecting that it is paying more than 
its fair share, council is spending upwards of 
$3,000 to bring up a consultant to conduct a 
workshop on setting up a separate police force. 
Yes, another consultant - the modern form of a 
mercenary in the way a world works today. 
Council wants to use its workshop as a bar- 
gaining chip for an upcoming session with 
RCMP beancounters. The idea is to show the 
RCMP that the city just may consider dumping 
the federal police force and create its own. 
That's all very fine and dandy, but there's a few 
things the city should keep in mind. First is that 
the city does not pay the full whack to have the 
RCMP police its streets. That will only happen 
once the city passes the 15,000 population mark. 
Barring a massive economic upswing or the unli- 
kely event of merging with Thornhill, this isn't 
going to take place anytime soon. 
Second is that, on average, RCMP salaries are 
less than what they are for municipal police for- 
ces. That means the city might just face a higher 
per-officer cost if it sets off on its own. We're not 
sure that this would be a good thing simply to sa- 
tisfy the city's ego. 
Thirdly is the vague sense of unease when con- 
sidering the idea of a municipal police force be- 
holden to a local, elected body which would have 
absolute and total control of everything the de- 
partment does. 
This is not to suggest acity council would treat 
a city police force as its own private army. But 
there is a lot to be said in having a police force 
which ~hile working closely w]~ ~e crtv,  is:also 
ultimately removed from its politicad and t"anancial 
control. There's nothing wrong with a bit of se- 
paration in this circumstance. 
Fourthly is the RCMP itself. Sure, it's not per- 
feet, but what is? The force has recreated itself 
from a strict, military-style law enforcement 
agency to one in which it strives to be more in- 
volved with the community under the premise 
that prevention is more effective and cheaper than 
enforcement in the long ran. 
Critic, s would argue that a local police force 
would be more responsive to the local commun- 
ity in which it operates. Perhaps. But the RCMP 
brings a broad view of the world beyond the bor- 
ders of Terrace. 
On the grand scale of things, $3,000 doesn't 
sound like a lot of money. But it's the rough 
equivalent of the tax payments of two modem 
homes. So think of council's show of force as 
costing what yourself and your neighbour for- 
ward to the city each year. 
By all means have city council rattle the chains 
of the RCMP. But is it worth spending $3,000 in 
this day and age to prove something which ulti- 
mately may be suspect? 
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Beware of politicians and gifts 
VICTORIA.- In the old days, CBC that his wife's entire only to announce shortly after you could tell that an election 
was in the air when W.A.C. 
Bennett ordered highways 
paved and potholes filled 
throughout British Columbia. 
Coupled with a generous 
dose of Ottawa-bashing and a 
few dire warnings that the so- 
cialist hordes, speak New De- 
mocratic Party, are at the 
gate, the scheme worked like 
a charm, getting the Old Man 
re-elected, time and again. 
These days, the politicians 
are even more blatant. They 
try to buy your vote with cool 
cash. 
The government's announ- 
cement hat motorists will get 
a share of the surplus the In- 
surance Corporation of B.C. 
has amassed this past year is 
the most barefaced attempt at 
luring .disillusioned voters 
back into the NDP fold. ,.-.. 
:It's like. telling voters: 
"Here's a hundred bucks, 
please remember us on elec- 
tion day." 
Of course, Ujjal Dosanjh, 
the Premier, says the cash. 
back scheme has nothing to do 
with the election to be called 
this spring. 
It's just a way of paying di. 
vidends to the shareholders, 
namely the province's drivers 
who have no choice but to in- 
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HUBERT BEYER 
sure their vehicles with the 
government-operated compa- 
ny. 
I also find it cute that the 
government is trying to bribe 
me with money it took out of 
my pocket in the first place. 
Well, that may not be entirely 
pension income went towards 
heating their home. 
At temperatures of minus 25 
degrees and colder for much of 
the winter, I can believe it, 
and some form of assistance 
is definitely called for. Still, it 
can't hurt a government s aring 
a hostile electorate in the face. 
The question is: will it do 
the NDP any good? Are voters 
likely to be swayed by such 
generosity? 
I expect not. Voters made 
up their minds a long time ago. 
This is a government that was 
condemned to death two years 
ago and is simply waiting for 
the execution date. 
The reason for the voters, 
foul mood is two-fold. Fast fer- 
ries and budget lies. And both 
the election that there is a 
hefty deficit instead, voters de- 
mand retribution. 
Most people would not 
throw a government out of of- 
fice because it hasn't balanced 
the budget, but they will do so 
when they've been lied to. 
The bottom line is that no 
matter how much money the 
government will throw at voters 
between ow and the election, 
it won't make one bit of differ- 
ence. 
The NDP will not be re- 
elected. To paraphrase an old 
saying, voters will beware of 
polit!cians bearing ifts. 
And now for something 
completely different: I had a 
call from Mike de Jong, the 
Liberal MLA from Matsqui, to  
true. Some of the surplus was are the legacy of Glen Clark, whom recently I referred to as 
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some form of relief for home- 
owners who've been hit with 
enormous increases in the 
price of natural gas. In fair- 
ness, however, this is less of a 
bribe than the automobile in- 
surance refund. 
The hikes in natural gas 
have left many British Colum- 
bians, particularly in northern 
B.C. destitute. One Fort Nel- 
son resident recently told the 
monumental a blunder as -terances. 
many other British Columbians 
do. The losses pale before the 
overruns incurred in the con- 
struction of the Coquihalla 
Highway some 15 years ago. 
It is the fudged budget affair 
that turned British Columbians 
off the NDP, and rightly so. 
When a premier (Clark) 
says before an election that 
the current budget is balanced, 
Mike laughed and said he is 
proudly wearing the profession. 
al heckler label. Now, there's a
guy who can not only dish it 
out but take it as well. Which 
is why is also called him an 
"otherwise nice guy." 
Beyer can be reached at+." 
E-mail: hubert@coolcom.com; 
Tel (250) 381-6900; Web 
http: //www.hubertbeyer.com 
Student records divulge a lot 
AN AD January issue of Oprah sending a powerful message to how many days I'd been ab- Magazine showing three book- 
carrying teenagers caught my 
attention with its caption: 
"The more your business cares 
about how we do in school the 
more we will." 
The full-page ad is paid for 
by 12 educational organiza- 
tions including the American 
Federation of Teachers, Natio- 
nal Association of Secondary 
School Principals, U.S. De- 
partment of Education and 
U.S. Chamber of Commerce. 
"You can help students 
e.verywhere and help your bu- 
siness at the same time", the 
ad goes on. "How? By asking 
potential employees for their 
high school records." 
Now there's a revolutionary 
idea. Were you ever asked by 
an employer for your high 
school records? Me neither. 
All took me at my word when 
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"Eighty-four per cent of high 
school students say they'd 
work harder if they knew that 
employers would look at their 
transcripts," the ad continues. 
I believe that. 
"Thousands of businesses 
are already requesting 
I said I had graduated Grade records,, claims the ad. 
12. : "When you: ask, you'll be 
students: 'How you do in 
school can help determine 
what kind of job you'll get, 
how much you'll earn, even 
how far you'll go.'" 
"What does your business 
gain?" asks the ad. "Better 
students make better entry 
level workers; they have lower 
failure rates and require less 
skills training." 
As a rule, graduates especi. 
ally those with high marks 
have learned to listen wel l  to 
instructions, prioritize their 
workload, ask for help ff they 
need it, stick to a task until 
it's done, and know the saris- 
faction of doing their best. 
Says the ad, "You can learn 
a lot about a student from a 
school record: grades, courses 
taken attendance, and extra- 
curricular activities." 
I haven't seen a B.C. high 
school record for 15 years. My 
Saskatchewan record divulged 
sent, and how often I had been 
late. A high school student who 
skips school or arrives at first 
• recess is unlikely to come to 
work every day, on time. 
B.C. Chambers of Commerce 
often urge educators to make 
daily classes more relevant o 
the workaday world. As a re- 
sult, schools devote precious 
time to teaching courses better 
suited to the outside world - 
defensive driving, budget ba- 
lancing, banking .... 
Businesses might gain better 
qualified entry level staff if 
employers reinforced to stu- 
dents the value of their class- 
room achievements when it 
comes time to find a job. 
Schools would be left with 
more hours to teach basic read- 
ing writing, arithmetic, 
spelling, and grammar. 
The Oprah Magazine ad 
sums up, "Make asking for stu- 
dent records business as usual." 
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desp icab le  
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The Mail Bag 
Dear Sir: 
I have been a member of a union for the past 
50 years. I have recently retired. 
My wife and I are covered by a medical, den- 
tai~ and life insurance plans, administered by my 
union. If anything should happen to me, my wife 
will inherit 1t30 per cent of my pension as long as 
she lives 
The above conditions came about after a long 
andbitter struggle by men and women in the 
1920s and 30s. Some had worked underground in 
mines when they were nine years did. Many did 
not live long enough to see the gains the future 
would bring. 
Many of these gains are now being wiped out 
with the stroke of a pen by incompetent union re- 
presentatives who are possibly in the pockets of 
corporate multinationals. 
Who has ever heard of a union that would 
agree to lay off employees in 'reverse order of 
seniority', throwing away hard-earned benefits it 
took so many years to gain? 
Yes they have succeeded in keeping the flow 
of union dues into their coffers. 
Evidently this has happened at the Overwaitea 
store in Terrace, through the United Food and 
Commercial Workers Union. Long time faithful 
employees have been edged out with little 
thought for their future welfare. Will Safeway be 
next? 
If something like this were to happen in our 
union, we would certainly take up the banner to 
rid ourselves of incompetent representatives. 
Failing that we could decertify and have a 
union installed that would represent us properly, 
rather than work under the badge of slavery. 
Fred Glover 
Terrace B.C. 
• Conflict query answers 
already in, trustee says 
Dear Sir: 
I, read with interest he article in the Wednes- 
day January 17, 2001 edition of The Terrace 
Standard entitled "Conflict advice sought." 
I was disappointed that it was necessary to 
explain again at a Coast Mountain School Board 
meeting that the legal opinion obtained from the 
B.C. School Trustees Association in September 
was that I could continue as a trustee in Coast 
Mountain while being employed as a principal in 
another public school district, 
In fact, it is quite a common practice around 
the province for a teacher or principal to work in 
one,district and serve as a trustee in another, the 
SchoolAct requirement for attendance at board 
m.¢¢tings, i  one every,three.months. 
,:~ I b~!jcye,~efface nd District Tea,c~ersd. Union 
president Frank Rowe only: ra!sed the question of 
my eligibility because of his concern that the 
question had been posed by 
him at a previous meeting and 
neither the question or my re- 
sponse had apparently been re- 
corded in the minutes of that 
particular meeting. 
In actual fact, Coast Moun- 
tain provides more information 
in minutes than most boards. 
I have no idea what promp- 
ted trustee Peter King to pur- 
sue the conflict motion. 
He is a veteran trustee who Hal 
prides himself on "knowing the Stedham 
rules". 
I am shocked to think that he would have al- 
lowed me to continue for five months if there had 
been the slightest possibility of "conflict of inter- 
est." 
I will repeat what I was quoted as saying in 
the article: "i enjoy being a trustee and I feel I 
make a valuable contribution. Also, I am proud 
of the job I hav.e done." 
I would like to thank my current employer Sti- 
kine School District for allowing me release time 
to physically be present at Coast Mountain board 
meetings. 
Finally, if you have ever made the twelve- 
hour drive from Lower Post to Terrace you know 
it can be quite a challenge any time of the year. 
Hal Stedham, trustee 
Coast Mountain School District 
More on forestry 
Dear Sir: 
In regards to the photo and caption above my 
letter ("Forest growth optimism irrationally short- 
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 EG ONAL 
ANGER over health care - which spawned a series of rallies here last fall - is just the latest 
symptom of problems that began in Victoria.says one letter writer. 
Our Utopia has crumbled 
Dear Sir: 
Thanks to Ida Mohler and others who try to 
drive home the message that we are disgusted 
with the rhetoric from our government represen- 
tatives in blaming others for the disgraceful dec- 
line of health care issues in Terrace and other re- 
gions of B.C. 
The government must dissolve the present 
health councils and allow provincial regions to 
locally elect hospital board members to hire qua- 
lified persons in administration jobs. 
Blame may be somewhat warranted in Cana- 
dian and worldwide downtowns in avenues of 
economy services and supply, but our B.C. guy- 
ernment is mostly at fault for mishandling our 
raw resources, industries, health care, tax mon- 
ies, and other services. 
Other provinces in Canada are doing a better 
job than B.C, and this province was the Utopia of 
Canada a few years ago. 
Let's hope that the citizens of Terrace and 
B.C. will answer against he NDP politicians in 
the next election. 
It's a shame and sad time for Terraceites to 
lose our brilliant internist Dr Kenyon and others, 
because of work conditions in Terrace. 
Edna Jensen 
Terrace B.C. 
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switch from old growth logging to second growth 
is not necessarily a good thing, I would like to 
add a few clarifying comments. 
1. Decreasing old-growth logging is a food 
thing and should be commended. 
2. Focusing on the already-cut tree farm lands 
is a step long overdue. 
3. The focus needs to be directed at rehabili- 
tating and re-establishing complete forest sys- 
tems with old growth systems as the goal• 
4. Selective harvesting methods would help to 
re-establish multi-generational forests for the fu- 
ture. 
5. The present clear cut plan for second 
growth stands serves to depreciate these already 
critically simple forests, reduce the labour force, 
and further the myth of sustainable forest man- 
agement that has become a model for a depleted 
public forest. 
Rob Mereereau 
Terrace B.C. 
Sick of eco-simplified 
debate about forestry 
Dear Sir: 
In response to the letter from Mr. Mercereau, 
(The Terrace Standard, Jan. 10, 2001), it be- 
comes increasingly difficult to read and listen to 
the "environmentalist" perspective of what goes 
on in our forests without offering some response 
from those of us who found themselves some- 
where in between the forest harvesting industry 
and the forest-harvesting-slamming industry. 
Having worked in silviculture for many years, 
I have found myself, at times, exasperated with 
both views. 
Yes, there have been many problems associa- 
ted with the way our forests have been managed 
i 
in the pastybut ~ I .hhve also* seen ~many improve,: 
ments. ~ ' . . . .  
What l don't see is an improvemefi(iil ~s the 
level of education of those who would openly 
criticize the manner in which the forests are 
being managed. 
A person would have to spend some quality 
(and quantity) time walking on something other 
than concrete and carpet o appreciate what is 
actually happening in the real world. 
Other than a fewexperimental and trial areas, 
the second growth forest is far from being heavily 
manipulated. If it was, those of us in the silvicul- 
ture sector would be the first to know about it, 
On the contrary, l have seen numerous occa- 
sions where the "manipulation" of the forest was 
desperately needed in order to establish and 
maintain a sustainable yield• 
There is nothing simplified about the forest 
that exists in the tree farms. If it was simple, 
we'd let the armchair critics take care of it. 
As for the health of the conifers, I've looked, 
and yep, what we've managed looks healthy to 
me, and yep, the biomass is still there, and yep, 
the insects are definitely still there, and nope, 
the nutrients aren't gone. 
As for the fibre quality degradation of the re- 
sultant second or third growth harvests, I think 
that view should be backed up with information 
other that an opinion formed from sources un- 
known. 
Look, it's good that we have people con- 
cerned about the state of our forests, we all need 
that. 
But let's not have the efforts of those of us 
that are involved in achieving sound manage- 
ment of a resource that is available to all the 
people undermined by those woefully underedu- 
cared' few that would consider themselves 
"environmentalists". 
Casey Eys 
Terrace B.C. 
Dear Sir: 
It is becoming difficult to carry on a rational 
discussion about complex topics in this forum but 
let me comment on two letters in the Jan. 10th 
Terrace Standard. 
Shelley Fisher implies that she is being taxed 
to death, among other things. The fact is that 
British Columbians have the second lowest taxes 
in the country for anyone making less than 
$80,000 per year• 
She also objects to the government taking 
credit for how well the oil and gas industry js 
doing• 
I'm not sure where she heard this comment 
but some years ago the government improved the 
incentives for oil and gas exploration in the 
Peace River area and this has had a positive ef- 
fect on the industry. 
The CBC recently did a piece on why gas 
prices were so high and they credited such things 
as "supply and demand", Brian Mulroney's dere- 
gulation of the oil and gas industry and Free 
Trade as the primary culprits, 
Since there has been a great public outcry for 
balanced budgets, it seems odd that before the 
end of the fiscal year and when the indications 
are that a surplus is in the works, everyone now 
lines up for more spending; That's fine and I hope 
there is some relief coming but let's just stay 
with the facts. 
On the one hand I'm being accused of being 
too friendly with unions and then I read Don 
Philpot's letter. 
To suggest I have not supported 
a labour.oriented social agenda 
based on one vote is a real 
stretcl~. 
! remember the criticism I received about sup- 
porting B.C.'s Labour Code, Fair Wage Legisla- 
tion, the Health Labour Accord and increases in 
the minimum wage just to name a few. 
Every worker-friendly piece of legislation has 
received "both barrels" of opposition from the 
Liberals. 
Some of the nasty mail I have received would 
make you cringe. I recall the public sector unions 
agreeing to 0-0-2 and except for back-to-work le- 
gislation once for Vancouver teachers and once 
for CUPE workers, free collective bargaining has 
taken place for a past decade and unions have 
agreed to the terms and conditions of settle- 
ments. 
I'm not sure you can hold me accountable for 
"public sector wages not keeping pace with in- 
flation" although I fully appreciate there was a 
desire to work within the limits of government fi-
nances. 
Yes, I "supported the "CUPE bill" for reasons l 
don't have space for here. To suggest I have not 
supported a labour-oriented social agenda based 
on one vote is a real stretch. 
Don is also critical of my position to support 
taking a second 10ok at the Offsh0rei0il~rteGas 
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A design committee will meet to determine 
how we should undertake this review. 
B.C. may come to the decision ot to proceed 
but the public will be coming to the decision 
with all the information available. 
Environmentalists hould not be afraid of tak- 
ing a second look after more than 20 years. 
One, thing a review will facilitate is a discus- 
sion of the cost of continuing the moratorium. 
Then perhaps the public will understand that 
there is a sacrifice necessary to protect he deli- 
cate ecological balance of the B.C. coast. 
Then perhaps we won't always be hearing how 
we in B.C. should be more like Alberta with its 
massive oil and gas revenue and lower taxes• 
And Alberta still asks for more money for 
health care and they also have their own health- 
care horror stories. 
Nowhere in my comment, tothe reporter did I 
refer to "all trade unionists". If the union leader- 
ship doesn't recognize that their membership s
all over the political map in many cases then the 
leadership shouldn't be surprised if they wake up 
one morningand their job of looking after their 
members gets that much more difficult. 
Every old veteran of the trade union move- 
ment understands this. 
Helmut Giesbreeht 
MLA for Skeena 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. 
Our  address is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, 
B.C., VSG 5R2. You can fax to 638-8432. 
And you can send an e-mail letter to 
standard@kermode.net. No attachments 
please. We need your name, address and 
phone number for verification. 
modified my position 
and expressed a will- 
ingness to consider 
protection for the bowl 
area only that encom- 
passes the waterfall 
and wetland area. This 
would reduce the pro- 
posed protected area 
from the 2,200 hec- 
tares to less that a 
1,000 h~ctares. 
Jim Culp 
As was noted in the article on Dec. 
6 the table agreed to set aside an extra 
0.35 per cent of the total plan area. 
The existing protected areas in the 
District - the Kitlope, Gitnadoix and 
Nisga'a Memorial Lava Bed Park, 
along with the other smaller protected. 
areas - currently total 18.27 per cent 
of the entire Kalum Forest District. 
Adding the Miligit to the 0.35 per 
cent would bring the table set aside 
total to about 0.5 per cent. 
If the Giltoyees and Foch Lagoon 
proposed protected areas totals of 2.85 
per cent were added to the mix, the 
total percentage of protected areas in 
the Kalum Forest District would rise to 
21.47 per cent of the land base. 
The watemhed is blessed with other mountain peaks and the waterfall are a In addition, I agreed to a forest ac- It is now up to the public to decide 
wildlife, including many mountain spectacular calendai" setting, cuss road being constructed through if an additional' 3.35' per cent of  spe- 
goats, moose, timber wolves, grizzly The mining industry currently is the lower section of the valley. Unfor- cial and wild land within the Kalum 
and black beat. Alongwlth its vartety ~ able to explore the entire Zymodtz tunately even my willingness to find a Forest District land base is worth say- 
of fish and mi~mmais, are the extra0r- watershed. I have asked for the 2,200- mote palapible solution was turned lag for future generations . . . .  
dinary rugged scenic attributes, hectare Miligit Creek Valley to be set ' down by the mining interests and some . J im Culp 
Even•With ell this diversity and spe- aside :as :a representative wildlife "other table members. Terrace B.C, 
Dear Sir: 
On Dec. 6, you printed an article on 
the land use plan agreed to by the 
members of the Kalum Land and Re- 
source Management Planning table. 
You discussed the proposal that would 
provide protected area status for the 
Miligit Valley located in the Upper 
Zymoetz (Copper) River Valley. 
You went on to say why mining in- 
terests at the table did not support he 
proposal but little was said as to why 
the Miligit should be protected. 
As the member and representative 
from the tourism industry who pro- 
posed the protected area status for the 
Miligit watershed, it is important for 
• me to shed a little light on why. 
The Zymoetz river watershed, in- 
cluding its largest ributary the Clore 
River, covers more that 160,000 hec- 
tare,fall andin the Kalum Forest Dis, 
trier. It is a huge and I might add a 
very ben utile! watemhed, 
lr'he aver is Wry special because it
The Miligit Valley is a 
gem. R is particularly sce- 
nic with three stunning 
mountain peaks and a wa- 
terfall that could be the 
highest in the Terrace area. 
is home to a large population of sum- 
mer'steelhead, a species growing in- 
creasingly rare. 
It is also home to all five species of 
Pacific salmon, cutthroat and rainbow 
trout, Dolly Warden char, bulltrout, 
Rocky Mountain whitefish and a var- 
iety of coarse fish. 
cial qualities, not one hectare of it has 
been set aside for protection. 
The Miligit Valley is a gem. It is 
particularly scenic with three stunning 
mountain peaks, a waterfall that could 
be the highest in the Terrace area cas- 
cading over a precipice that is more 
than a 100-metre drop. The lower val- 
ley has a wetland about 50 hectares in 
size, which is quite unique for the Zy- 
rnoetz watershed. 
The valley behind the waterfall is 
steep and rugged, with a glacier and 
snowfield on .the south west side. En- 
tering the Upper Copper Valley along 
the North Copper Forest road and 
looking south across the large logging 
setting along N0gold creek, the bowl, 
viewing area for today's British Co- 
lumbians and tourists, but in particular 
for future generations who will have 
fewer and fewer wild places to see and 
walk through. 
In an effort to reach a consensus, i 
Here's why the Miligit should be protected 
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New company to invest $11 million 
i 
Cable system sale nears 
THE PENDING sale of Skeena Cablevision to 
Medicine Hat-based Monarch Cable Systems 
West lnc, is one step closer. 
Monarch submitted a request for approval of 
the sale to the Canadian Radio-television and 
Telecommunications Commission in mid De- 
cember, 
"The CRTC taust give approval for the sale 
before the deal can be finalised. 
"An agreement has been reached for the 
sale; The commission will either approve or 
sion's cable operations in Terrace, Prince Ru- 
pert, Kitimat, Stewart, Hazelton, Smithers and 
Houston. 
It will also include those cable operations 
owned by Okanagan Skeena Group's south- 
eastern B.C. cable system Kootenay cable. 
Monarch plans to invest $11,000,000 into 
the new B.C. operations. 
So, as far as staffing is concerned Pisko is 
optimistic that jobs will not be cut once the 
sale is approved by the CRTC 
deny and at present we have no reason to be- . "We have no intention at present o make 
!ieve that  the application will not  be  changes to staffing. We are looking at up- 
approved," said Monarch vlce-president and 
general manager Jan Pisko. 
In the meantime Monarch is already mak- 
ing its presence felt fn Terrace. 
Monarch representatives have visited Ter- 
race to scope out possible new building loca- 
tions. "We are looking at different locations 
and checking out some facilities to see if there 
is a place better suited for our 'dish farm'," 
Pisk0 said. 
However that decision has yet to be made. 
The purchase will include Skeena Cablevi- 
grades in services, which means we need 
people in place to deal with the changes," she 
said. 
The company, in conjunction with Skeena 
Ca blevision has also began offering lower 
rates to subscribers. 
As of Jan. 1 full premium cable service 
costs dropped $9.88 to $49.95 plus tax per 
month in Monarch and Skeena's "Get it all" 
package. 
Premium service includes basic cable, "E- 
Max", which includes both extended cable op- 
tions, and movies plus, which includes Super- 
channel and Movie Max. 
According to Pisko the package was suc- 
cessfully introduced in Alberta last year so 
they have brought it to the B.C. markets as 
well. 
However, the price drop is partly in re- 
sponse to many customers opting for satellit~ 
service. 
Thus far, no reduced rates are being offered 
to basic cable subscribers or subscribers with 
extended cable. 
"We are in a interim position where we do 
net own the business yet we are providing as- 
sistance to the current owners," said Pisko. 
"We have implemented promotions and 
sales campaigns to the cable system and they 
have some specials running now," she said. 
CRTC approval usually takes between three 
and six months. Monarch is hoping to gain ap- 
proval by spring, Pisko said. 
"We've been to Terrace a couple of times 
and there are really great people there and we 
are really excited about the future," said 
Pisko. 
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tal's new chief of medical staff. He replaces sur. for a nursing 
geon Dr. Jim Dunfield who resigned the end of SEMINAR: 
2000 after six years in that capacity. 
The chief of medical staff position carries a here "Investing In The New Mi l lenn ium"  
small salary and is a part time admlnistrative posi. program 
tion. The chief of medical staff provides advice on January 24, 2001 
'medical staffing matters. NORTHWEST COMMUNITY College continues to as- 7:00 pnm. 
Osei-Tutu is a long time specialist in the north- semble its plan to bring in a two-year licensed practical west and is based here in Terrace. 
nursing course which, if things go the right way, could Coast Inn of the West 
start as early as this fall. 
Wants privileges College official Barb Sheridan says it is preparing in- Where will you build wealth in the coming year? 
formation on college facilities, instructors and locations Join us to discuss portfolio strategies and how to A REQUEST BY local podiatrist Dr. Michael Foist where students would get practical experience. for medical privileges at Mills has been put on 
hold for the moment . . . . . .  All of this then goes to the College of Licensed Prac -  potentially profit from declining markets. Call 635-8900 
The hospital's, by-laws relating to privileges tical Nurses which must approve of the program, for complimentary tickets or see  your local TD Bank. 
don't include podiatrists on the list of those who The college has to make a visit to examine its facili- 
could be granted privileges and those by-laws must ties and to see the places where the students would get 
be amended first, said Dieter Kuntz of the health the!,~vFeracticai experience, said Sheridan. R ~ 'Trademark ofTD Bank, TD Evergreen lsa division of TDSecuriUes Inc. a sub- sidiary of TD Bank and a Icensed user of TD Bank trademarks. TD Securities Inc 
council, need to show a commitment from the commun- . , , , , . .= Fhta~dal Indel~ndcnce . Member ClPF. "'Partially sponsored by Mackenzie ~utual Funds. 
ity. We already have upwards of 20 letters of support 
from health councils and professionals," she added. 
NO dialysis word yet Pending government financing, Sheridan said the pro- 
WHILELOCALhealIh officials waitforwordon gram could be in place for this fall or by next January. ~ ~1~ i , I~  ; i~  I ~! ! I  II I i~  jIll ] ) j ! i ]  ! I t ;  - 
wh~ther Mills Memorial Hospital will ever get a When the college will hear if it has the money isn't ! 
kidney dialysis unit, Victoria and area residents yet known. Ii 
got their good news last week. An official of the advanced education ministry, which .11 ~ ~i ~ i l l  II i | ~ II l 
The province announced an $8 million kidney ] finances colleges, said that might not be until the spring. 
treatment facility to triple the existing 19-dialysis 
station unit at Royal Jubilee Hospital. 
The new 60-space centre should be completed 
by 2002 and is part of a five-floor, $115 million 
centre going up at the hospital. 
Provincial officials say the demand for kidney 
treatment is growing by 16 per cent a year. 
That may be, but Skeena NDP MLA Helmut 
Giesbrecht says he's having trouble getting some 
answers out of Victoria. 
"I know we were on the list for an expansion and 
that was based on issues such as access and 
distance," he said. 
The closest dialysis treatment centre is in Prince 
George, meaning that people from here who need 
treatment often have to move to that city. 
Northern docs wanted 
UBC AND the University of Northern British Co- 
lumbia want to train more doctors in the north, pro- 
vided they get the money to do so. 
The plan, announced last week in Prince 
George, is to have 15-20 students register each 
year at the UBC medical school who would com- 
plete about half of their education in Prince 
George. 
UBC would also expand its medical residency 
program to include Prince George. 
By 2006; the two universities predict, the size of 
UBC's medical school corld grow from 128 to 200 
students. 
All of this does require money and there's no in- 
dication yet from where they will come. UNBC 
also wants to ensure there is preferential admission 
for northern students.' 
Flint Bondurant said his ministry is still working 
through allocations based on the December announce- 
ment that there would be more nurses training seats 
across the province. 
Much is also the same for plans by the college to 
offer the first two years of a Bachelor of Science in Nur- 
sing program iu partnership with UNBC in Prince 
George. 
The university would offer the final two years of the 
degree program after which graduates could apply for re- 
gistered nurse status. 
UNBC official Rob Van Adrichem said it must wait 
until it knows if it has the money to offer the final two 
years. 
~, number of additional registered nursing seats have 
already been approved based on the December announ- 
cement but UNBC wasn't included in that round. 
UNBC already has a two-year and two-year partner- 
ship with the College of New Caledonia. 
What will probably be announced soon is a refresher 
program at the college for existing registered nurses. 
Bondurant said an announcement on refresher pro- 
grams bffered at various places around the province is 
expected in the next few weeks. 
Q: P0 y0u Have a p~rs~'--" 
imstmmt pla.?  
A: For a balanced 
portfolio, include: 
1. Physical activity 
2. Heakhy eating 
3. Your doctor's advice 
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1 Keeping the rain out 
THE NORTHWEST Community Health Ser- 
vices building on Kalurn Avenue Is getting a 
new coat of paint. The siding on the Southern 
side of the building is being repaired. 
Subdivision planned 
A BIG new residential subdivision will be •developed on 
the bench this year just north of the site of a new ele- 
mentary school. 
The B.C. Assets and Land Corporation, the province's 
land-holding division, will map oul up to 52 new resi- 
dential lots south of Soucie Ave, between Marshall and 
Bailey Streets. 
The new neighbourhood will likely" include two cul de ~ 
sacs, said project manager Jim Senka. 
But he stressed the corporation doesn't plan to sell off 
• all the lots right away, adding that will likely be done in 
phases to avoid flooding the market. "We're not going to 
dump 52 lots on the market," he said, "Obviously it's not 
good for developers." 
A feasibility study is underway to determine how and, 
whether to proceed with the project, he said. 
• Af, all goes well, he said, many of the lots should be 
~i developed along with the school. 
CANADIAN MADE " SIZES TO FIT 
X-LARGE TO 5X 
PRICES TO FIT THE BUDGET! 
JUST  PLUS 
CASUALS & SPORTSWEAR 
4704 KE ITH AVE iMAL L; TER RACE 
TWiliO ht;:SPa !& :Pump:,SUPply 
i i: 888 720:8'828 
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Heating help possible 
A LITrLE used government program here 
tO help seniors with rents could ease the ~ ~An~: fri eoSn~i;o~ hica hn~s!e bil ~vffii !~bare" 
burden of extra heating costs. i pre;eiited bY the ~ 
Only 14 people in the Terrace area are • dized by a government program. I 
signed up for. the provincial govemment's At the same,line, the rental payment ! . ~ , ~ t  ~ ~J ' ,~ .~ l~/~# 
Shelter Aid for Elderly Renters (SAFER) must be in excess 'of 30 per cent of the 
program, senior's income, 
While SAFER does not apply to all 
seniors, it should not be overlooked in the 
bid to cope with rising costs of natural 
gas, say government officials. 
SAFER is a rent subsidy program 
which could help as long as a senior citi- 
zen's heating costs are included in the 
rent, says Michclle Ncilly of B,C. Hous- 
ing, the agency responsible for provincial 
social housing programs. 
"If the rent goes up and it is because 
of heating, then SAFER could help," she 
said. 
SAFER may not apply to all senior ci- 
tizens, Neilly warns, but those interested 
should apply to determine their eligibility. 
" I f  a person already receives B.C. 
Benefits, they aren't eligible," she notes. 
In the first place, a senior must be 
renting and cannot own his or her home. 
And SAFER does not apply to seniors 
who have. income levels above the pro- 
greta's limits. 
For those who are eligible, SAFER 
will reimburse l~art of the different be- 
tween 30 per cent of total income and a 
senior's rent. 
Fo/singles, the maximum rent level is 
$520 a month. 
That means, for example, a subsidy of 
$116 a month if rent is $650 a month and 
income is $1,200 a month, says Neilly. 
Overall, Neilly says there are approx- 
imately 13,000 seniors using SAFER at 
an annual cost of $21 million. 
It's been in existence for 20 years and 
was introduced to help seniors living on 
fixed incomes. 
M6re information is available by call- 
ing 1-800-257-7756, which is toll-free. 
. . y  . . "  - ) . 
ICBC dividend i.s a non-taxable b nefit. 
g, ' i~  i . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 .... - " 
k- '  
Good news from ICBC. goo. year for ICBC andwe wahl to share it with 
you..We've been managing our business more efficiently and our financial investments performed even 
better than we expected. Our road safety programs helped reduce the number of accidents arourld 
the province, and claims costs were less than planned. So we ended the year with a 
surplus which we're sharing with over 2 million of our customers. And we're .keeping 
insurance rates frozen, for the sixth year in a row. Look for your dividend cheque in the mail. 
* Customers with discounts less than 40% and short term policyholders will receive alesser amount, Dividend amount will be applied to those policies with an outstanding debt. 
Helping save lives 
Captain Bruno Castonguay coordinates air rescue for the 
? 
Canadian Forces. He and his c011eagues and partners help ! 
Canadians in danger. They respond around the clock to 
emergencies on land or at sea and help save lives. This 
is just one of the hundreds of services provided by the 
Government oi Canada. 
For more information On government services: 
• Visit the Service Canada Access Centre nearest you 
• Visit www.canada.gc.ca 
• Call 1 800 O-Canada (1 800 622-6232) 
TTY/TDD', 1 800 465-7735 
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Bear awareness on its way 
NO NEW conservation of- Terrace-based censer. 
ricer positions will be ere- vation officers handled 962 
ated in the Skeena region of those calls, or about 92 
as a result of extra money per cent, said conservation 
pumped into the environ- officer Adrian Juch, one of 
ment ministry late last three COs working out of 
year. the Terrace office. 
In October the region Juch  emphasized that 
got a $114,000 increase, Bear Aware willhelp re- 
part of a province-wide duce the number of bear 
hike of $4,9 million in the complaints his office re- 
ministry budget, ceives. 
It has now been decided 
where that money is going 
to be spent " $15,000 will 
go to a Bear Aware pro, 
gram in the Terrace-Kiti, 
mat area. 
Bear Aware is a pro- 
gram designed b~ the B;C. 
Conservation Fund to edu- 
cate people on how to 
store their garbage proper- 
ly and take measures to 
avoid attracting bears. 
Steps that can be taken 
also include pruning back 
bushes and removing un- 
dergrowth where bears can 
hide. 
Regional enforcement 
manager Wayne Campbell 
said Terrace and Kitimat 
were chosen because of 
the number of bear com- 
plaints each community 
receives during the sum- 
mer months. 
The Skeena West re- 
gion - a huge area extend- 
ing from Kitimat north to 
Atlin and as far west as 
the Queen Charlottes - re- 
ceived 1,041 bear com- 
plaints (both grizzlies and 
black bears) last year. 
The expectation is that 
once Bear Aware has been 
implemented, it may en- 
courage municipal govern- 
ments to get on board. 
The  program details 
still need to be finalized, 
bUt Campbell :anticipates 
Bear Aware will 'be ready 
by May provided his mini- 
stry gets more money, 
That first $15,000 will 
be used to hire a program 
co-ordinator, possibly the 
wages of a couple of addi- 
tional staff members, and 
production costs for educa- 
tional materials. 
Once the start-up costs 
have been covered, the 
money left will go toward 
getting the program under. 
way. 
The $15,000 is part of 
the budget for the fiscal 
year which ends March 31, 
The remainder of the 
$114,000 is being spent on 
a study of marbled murre- 
let on the Queen Char- 
lottes, upgrading the re- 
gion's air quality hotline, 
an assessment of the en- 
v-ironmen.ta! _ impacts o f  
UONSERVATION OFFICERS such as Adrian Juch, 
pictured above with a bear trap, will have another 
tool this year to cope with bears, On its way is an 
educational program to help people avoid having 
problems with .bears in the first place 
. -  . , ; , . . . . . .  
community watersheds, ning. 
and landscape unit plan- 
Web-based method 
to check out fees 
THERE'S A NEW web-based way to work out fees rela- 
ted to investments such as mutal funds. 
It's called the Mutual Fund Impact Calculator and is 
the product of securities regulators across the country. 
"What at first can seem life a small difference in the 
feel level can have a large impact on an investment's 
returns over time," sayus Doug Hyndman, chair of the 
B.C. Securities Commission. 
There are typically four kinds of fees - management, 
loading, transfer and administrative. Some mutual funds 
do not charge all of these fees. 
The calculator can be found at www.bcsc.bc.ca or at 
http://consumerconnecdon.ic.gc, ca 
We Want To Help Your Famil ' 
--II 41 Y 
Have A Better hnanaal Future!!! 
• What happens if the Canada Pension Plan 
Isn't enough? Learn howto supplement 
your current retirement plan. 
• Worried about a post-secondary 
education? Learn how to prepare for your 
children's future and not start their adult 
, lives In debt! 
• Worried about the security of your family's 
Income in the event of your death? Get life 
insurance coverage that meets your needs. 
• Do you know,when you will be debt free? 
Primerica Financial Services educates consumers about money 
management. We believe that it's getting tougher every day to decide 
where to put your money to make it work more effectiVely for you. 
PRIMERICA~ PFSL 
Amember0fot,group lnveslnlents Canada Ltd. 
lbl l~N'dl ~I m m I~ ~l~e~l I re'lad ~ l i  ' tken'.ed to W g rind ~1 Itm¢~ Ihfav<)h . , 
L~ ~ *d¢~¢ ~,~ ~ ~k bmrlm ,ml,~ ~(m,~ f f~  In - - I ra+ni l  (M41C~ trot, k4u b~ll FUnd O~hllef 
Call us today for a free appointment for a 
FINANCIAL NEEDS ANALYSIS. a 
How many paycheques do you have left? 
1-461 g Lakelse Avenue; Terrace 
~ 635-7800 or 1 -800-295-7676 
cadlpfs@kermode.net 
This advertisement paid It+ part by AGF R~nds , n e ~  C'ONC'F : ]~ • 
The Coast Mountain Group of 
the Sierra Club is holding its 
ANNUAL 
GENERAL 
You Don't Need A Lot Of Money To 
Dine Out In January 
SPECIALS HELD OVEfl BY REQUEST 
M EET  ! N G i For the month of January, enjoy any - 
of the following s!eak Combos... 
Saturday, Feb. i ,Your Chome =12" : 
7 p.m. the I Steak & Battered Shrooms i ..... 
• • Steak FantaiIShrimp ' ' : Carpenter's Hall Steak~ :! :: :,,~:~:~::. ~. ~ .... j • Calamari ,, + . ,., ' " Coffee and desserts will be available 
for sale, and we appreciate all dona- 
tions of baked goods. After the meet- 
ing Merran Smith, senior campaigner 
for Sierra Club, will talk, followed by 
live music. Members and non:mem- 
bers alike are invited to come and 
hear about what we have been doing 
and help us plan upcoming activities. 
Bring a friend, some baked goods and 
come have a good time. 
IN OTES FrOi il 
.~)~¢ ~' 
r --. 7 T ~ • n ¢ ............. + 
Who We are  
Fisheries Renewal BG (FsRBC), a Crown 
corporation, was created to lead the renewal of " 
n ' 12 s fisherzes resource and the communities 
that depend on it. The renewal of the fish 
resource isto be accomplished by local groups 
who determine what the priorities are for their 
area under the guiding prificiples ofprotecting 
and improving fish stocks, protecting and 
!reproving fish habitat;, and strengthening fish- 
mg communities by creating jobs. 
Terrace and Kitimat Partners for Salmonids 
(TKPS) is this community's partner group. It 
was formed, at the request of FsRBC, in the 
spring of 1998 to establish goals and priorities 
for our area, to evaluate proposals, and to 
award Fisheries Renewal dollars to deserving 
projects. ThroughFisheries Renewal BCjust 
over $220,000.00 has been spent in watersheds 
from the Kitimat, Lakelse, Kalum, Nass, and 
Stewart areas in the past two years. 
The goals of TKPS are to rebuild fish stocks,' 
to find ways to create, maintain and enhance 
employment, to share the benefits of the pro- 
gram in a fair and equitable manner, and to 
foster cooperation between groups with similar 
goals. Proposals for projects are submitted by 
non-profit groups and are evaluated on techni- 
cal merit, on feasibility, and on whether or not 
they address the goals of TKPS 
Our community and our fishpopuiations 
benefit from FsRBC's investment inthe com- 
munity, from the jobs that investment Creates 
and from the fish habitat hat i's restored and 
protected. Local professionals, teehiaieians; 
and labourers have completed project s in and 
around our rivers and streams tlmt have cre- 
ated side channel habitat for juvenile fish, pt o- 
meted stewardship ofour rivers, and enhanced 
rearing ponds among other projects~ ' 
over the next five weeks, lookhere to read 
about five local FsRBC funded projects that 
hav'e been cam )leted or are underway. 
: :  
• Steak & Chicken Breast 
• Steak & Pasta  Alfredo 
• Steak & Halibut g.,~ . . . .  
ALL SERVED with 
pasta caesar salad, 
today's veggme. 
and garlic p~ta. 
4702 Lakelse Ave Terrace 
635-6302 
Where good food 
brings the family 
together/ 
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,To place your business, call one of our. Sales Reps at the Terrace Standard 638-7283 
ALLAN HUDSON has been Ioadidg up his truck with firewood every two 
weeks since he got rid of natural gas heat for his home. Natural gas prices 
have doubled since July 1998 and many home owners are looking in to alter- 
native sources of heating such as wood burning appliances. 
People choose wood 
instead of natural gas 
By SARAH A, 
ZIMMERMAN 
STEADILY increasing na- 
tural gas prices are forcing 
some people to switch to 
alternative sources of heat. 
Local resident Allan 
Hudson is so fed up with 
the rising costs of natural 
gas that he has switched 
back to wood burning heat 
to keep his homo warm. 
'.'I had no choice but to 
go backto wood burning, I 
have a five bedroom 
house," he said. 
Since making the 
switch his cost of heating 
has gone down to about 
$70 per month. Hudson es- 
timates the cost to heat his 
house with natural gas .  
would be roughly $200 per 
month at the current rates. 
He's been getting his 
wood from the Terrace 
Correctional Centre since 
he made.-the switch. 
...... ,Siii~i~,~tfi~ , pric~s~'w'e~t 
up I have to drive down 
here every two weeks," he 
said. - 
The amount of wood 
sold at the institution is 
not much higher than last 
year, but employee Fred 
Sturby blames the average 
sales on the type of wood 
thc'y had early in the sea- 
son. 
"If-we'd had a better 
quality o f  firewood this 
year, the sales would have 
been booming, guaran- 
teed," he said. "We've 
had a lot of inquiries." 
The Terrace Builders 
Do-It Center has also had 
a steady stream of custo- 
mers. 
"There has definitely 
been an increase in the 
sales of wood stoves," said 
store employee Rocky 
Gray. "You're looking at a 
35 to 40 per cent 
increase." 
A couple customers 
have already installed 
their wood burning stoves, 
he said. 
"These people are real- 
ly angry," said Gray. 
However, the cost of re-  
placing natural gas ap- be a higher efficiency fur- 
pliances "with wood burn- nace, Townsend said. 
ing can be a costly enter- "They can run figures 
'prise and not everyone is through a computer to de- 
prepared to make the in- termino what the savings 
vestment, said co-owner of are using a higher effi- 
Acadia Northwest Mech- ciency furnace," he said. 
anical Inc., Grog Town- "It depends on what your 
send. recovery rate is." 
"To take out gas and Allan Hudson is glad he 
put in wood will cost at' made the switch to wood 
least $3,000," estimated -but he's still upset by the 
Townsend. "It'l l take ten skyrocketing natural gas 
years to recoup their prices. 
costs." "Thank God we don't 
"Everybody's looking have a natural gas water 
but nobody's buying," he heater , "  he said.  
said. "Something's got to be 
Another option would done." 
Rupert 
pushes 
for steel 
enterprise 
THE PRINCE RUPERT 
Chamber o f  Commerce 
has started a letter writing 
campaign in support of a 
planned steel mill. 
The chamber is trying 
to convince the provincial 
government to help subsi- 
dize a company called Pa- 
cific Iron and Steel Pro- 
ducts. 
That company says it is 
working on a commitment 
for money from a steel 
company in Korea but also 
needs government help. 
The company says it 
r,.ould provide up to 33 per- 
manent jobs after the mill 
is built and 1,200 jobs dur- 
ing a-16-18 month con- 
strucfion period. 
: I t  says the project is 
worth an estimated:S810 i ' 
million, " :;~'~" !i:ii~ 
: ~ •/• ~ / :  " / •/  • ~, • i '~ • i  • ~ : • 
Dr, P, A, Ok, m, 
General DentiStry, Orlhodonticsl 7~ 
: 200-4619 Park Ave 
O~iceH0urs ~ TeiraCel B.CV8G 1V5 
e M0n ~l~urs 8:00 o,m,-4:30 p,m; (2S0) 635-7611 
Kxi & Crafts 
CLOSING OUT SALE 
40-70% OFFI 
Located one mile west at the Highway 16 & 37 Junction 
Sale in ef fect  f rom January  22-31st  
Upcoming Events at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
January . 
- th " " ' ' : Thursday 25 at. 7 p.m, ...... -."~,:,i:;::i:i~:~;~-~:~.i. i;  .::. 
• Centennial .Christian School :.ii:i;.:'.~ 
" '  ZZ' : "  . :. ::: . : .-~'?'~'~::~:i:: .  :ii:r¢::~i: 
perfoms the muslcal:..8ones:~,:: 
Sunday 28"~ af 8 p~m:iii::++::'i::.;:iiii.ii:.:+:.i i; i+iii!!ii! }!i! !i::~:+:" 
: : : : . " .  ' :: '  ' : : i i : :a .::: ' : , .  '::':" re ~ ~ .... special guests  :~ Trio Accord 
February :i ;:~:' :ii:~::! 
Thursday1"* at 8 p.m. 
Terrace ConCert Society presents 
"J.P. Corm[e( '  
Terrace Concert Terrace Little 
Society Tickets Theatre Tickets 
Available at 
Erwinrs House of 
Fine Jeweflery 
in the Skeena Mall 
~ | ]K  ] [  J t  I t  a t  I t  ] t  ] i ' l l  ] [  ~ 
Available at 
Unlglobe Courtesy 
Travel 
O O I I I I I l  I 
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T•RRACE 
i j '  VOLUNTEER 
r BUREAU 
VOLUNTEERS 
NEEDEDI 
Volunteers needed to help our seniors! Can you 
give a couple hours a week on o regular basis? 
Help those who need help to go shopping, to 
medical appointments, or for social outings. 
You could also be a friendly visitor. 
. For more information on the 
Volunteers for Seniors Program 
call 
638-1330 
AI I I I  Ip l I I l i l  ^ i  i " IP  ^ 1  l i l t  
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Out & Abou t 
I Passenger counts at airport I 
Airport ends the year up 
A SURGE in air travellers in the final three months 
of the year put the'Terrace-Kitimat airport well 
ahead of last year's numbers. 
The airport recorded 88,880 passengers, up more 
than 2,600 from the 86,218 in 1999. 
The numbers point to increased interest in flying 
after homegrown airline Hawkair Aviation started 
offering cheaper tickets in September. 
Up until the end of September, the passenger 
count for 2000 had been down 
about 170 from ! 999. 
But 2,833 more people flew in 
the final three months of the year 
- I0 per cent more than the same 
months of 1999. That produced a
year-end increase of three per 
cent. 
"You can obviously see the 
result of competition here," said 
airport manager Rick Reed. "It's 
excellent for the community." Rick Reed 
"We feel very positive about 
the numbers and hope they'll keep up," addled air- 
port society chairman Frank Hamilton. 
Runway a priority 
THE TERRACE-Kitimat airport is hoping for fed- 
eral approval of a big project his year - the resur- 
facing of the main runway. 
If Ottawa okays it, a federal grant would cover 
95 per cent of the cost of the $2.2 million project. 
Airport rmanager,Rick:Reed said the runway 
wouldn t be clO~ed,~!bUt'~0~k'-:.Would pr ceel]i when . 
airlines aren't usingthe runway; primarily at night. 
The airport also wants to resurface the taxiway 
and apron, and to carry out a major improvement of
the terminal's heating and ventilation system. 
Hawkair 
I()ves bad 
weather 
MISSED APPROACHES - 
when planes are unable to 
land due to low fog and 
are diverted to Prince Ru- 
pert or back to Vancouver 
- have proven to be a rare 
occurrence for Hawkair 
Aviation passengers. 
The new Terrace-based 
airline recorded just three 
missed flights due to 
weather from its Septem- 
ber startup to the end of 
December, said Hawkair 
co-owner Rod Hayward, 
Airport records show a 
total of 34 missed flights 
from October to December 
-w i th  19 of them in De- 
cember when Terrace get 
its worst flying weather. 
The vast majority of 
those missed flights were 
flown by Canadian Air-  
lines' jets, confirmed air- 
port manager Rick Reed. 
Hawkair's turboprop 
Dash-8 flies slower than 
the jets, giving pilots more 
time to spot breaks in the 
clouds as they approach. 
"The approach speed is 
,slower and the aircraft is 
more manoeuvrable," 
Hayward said. "And throw 
in a little bit of luck there 
too -that always helps," 
Hawkair has two other 
advantages in winging its 
way to a superior landing 
record, Hayward said. 
Its pilots fly only this 
route and know it well, 
while Canadian pilots ro- 
tate among various routes. 
And, Hawkair's flights 
start out onthe ground in 
Terrace ach morning and 
head for Vancouver. That 
'means their 'pilots don't 
have to attempt o land in 
the morning when the fog 
is" often heaviest here, in- 
stead making their first ap. 
proachlof the day to Ter- 
race just after noon. 
'Pure economics' 
Hardware. store w.iil c lose 
The closure means layoffs for 
three full-time and two part-time 
workers, he said. 
"It's been a tough decision," 
Stiksma added. 
The economic downturn of re- 
cent years in the northwest is the 
biggest of a number of reasons for 
the store's difficulties, he said. 
But he said the arrival of Ca- 
nadian Tire in Terrace three years 
ago was also a major factor. 
"It's economics - pure and 
simple," he said. 
Canadian Tire's opening was 
also cited as a factor in the clos- 
ing of a local auto parts store and 
the Terrace Co-op's department 
store. 
Home Hardware has been the 
only remaining local hardware 
store that has faced competition 
from Canadian Tire in all its de- 
P~esctiption 
for Maintainit~g 
Heakhy Weight: 
Physical ctivity, healthy eating 
anti your doctor's advice 
We Want To Help You 
And Your Family Have A 
Better Financial Future!!l 
Primerica Financial Services educates consumers about money 
management. Webelieve that it's getting tougher every day to 
decide where to put your money to make it work more effectively 
for you.This eminar isdesigned to help you find the right answers. 
Seminar  Will  Cover:  
• Asset Management: RRSP's, RRIF's, RESP's or 
New Investment options to 
diversify our p()rtfolio. 
• Debt Management: Learn your debt freedom 
date 
• Protection 
Management: Cut your insurance costs 
HENRY STIKSMA has told his five employees h~. plans to close his seven-year-old Home Hard- 
ware store. Stiksma has served on the Chamber of Commerce executive and the store has won 
awards at the Chamber's annual Trade Show. 
partments. St. home centre is about to close 
Other stores in town also sell are false. 
lumber and building supplies that People are calling asking if the 
the big box doesn't stock. Co-op building supply centre is 
[] [] [] still open, he said. 
Meanwhile, Terrace Co-op "We are not clb~ing," he em- 
general manager Allan Cote said phasized. 
rumours that the Co-op's Molitor The owners of the property 
have put it up for sale, Cote said: 
But all that's expected to mean 
is that the Co-op - which leases 
the location - will at some point 
end up with a new landlord. 
Cote said customers may have 
been comfused by the Home 
Hardware closure. 
• " . - ' I  : , 
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Intravenous I 
I-ood Allergy Testing) Vitamin/Herbal Medicine I I 
Preventative Medicine • Homeopathic Medicine II 
Nutritional & Lifestyle Consultation I I 
Ozone Therapy eVega Testing 
www.chelat ionnorth.com 
Seating is 
L m ted!! 
Please register inadvance through 
Pdmerica Financial Services at: 
635-7800 or 
1-800-295-7676 
emaih arcadipfsOkermode.net 
If unable to auend, we offer a FREE appointment 
for a Financial Needs/mal)'dsl 
PRIMERICA  
A member of atlgmup 
Ph: 635-7800 or 1-800-295-7676 
Jcensed io sell mutual lunds through PSFL Investments Canada Ltd. Mutual Funds 
)ealer. Representing Pdmedca Life nsura~ce Company ofCanada. 
PFSL 
.. Investments Canada Ltd. 
AGF Funds Inc .  (3'(:~qC'l~[~" 
II ZT ALL BEGZN5 W£TH WATER/ It IS a critical component of human lifell Tap water that is healthy and great tasting ~lb -== 
l ie  increasingly rare these days, Since 
1933, EVERPURE has been turning ~!~l l l l l l~  
ordinary tap water Into sparking, great ~ 
i tasting, healthy water. Your authorized I 
EVERPURE dealer is , ' I 
5URETECH SYSTEMS & SOLU'rlONS I 
• ca, 25o-63~74:1.0 now'for'more informationl Jl 
I 
iYour Ad could 
I 
be. here! 
Call Clare at 638~3 for more info 
STANDARD 
Kermodei Denture Clinic 
RUDI PETERS, BRS 7 DD, RD, FCAD(A) 
YOUR DENTURE SPECIALIST 
#206-4650 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, BC 
VaG 1S6 Ph/Fax: (; 
-www.dentureclinic.r 
~i l  ~ Recovei!~y'btir health in'a~i~ =i!¢!~(iiSi!71 
i ~  ~  ;i~natura!JntegratedWay. ~ i 
;i.i)i LIFE ENERGYASSESSMENT 
' : Detoxify .,~:/,!~ I AROMATHERAP'~.ASSAGE, R,=~=L~OLOQ.I, r R'CANDUN~!I 
I FrancesBirdsell, Naturail~ea~h Practitioner! ~iii!~!'E~!: 
I ' ~:?, i:i~/'i Call 635-2194ior an ap~i~ent ':, i :: 
• >:~! 4506 Lakelse (across from Toio~!;Fum ture) 
• , . .  . 
i : i !  ~I • ' 
~h;, : : f  i'::;> 
~eat:!5 
)0921!1 
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LYDIA ANGUS was one of the volunteers assisting with the Salvation Army's 
Christmas hampet program. Volunteers logged more than 500 hours in the 
annual effort. Demand for help rose by 400 people over last year. The Army is 
now considering various ways of assisting local poor people such as money 
management classes, life skill sessions and job preparation classes. 
Army looks at ways 
to assist local poor 
THE NUMBER of people 
turning to the Salvation 
Army over Christmas con- 
tinued to climb this holi- 
day season, leading the or- 
ganization to consider 
some long-term solutions 
to help curtail poverty in 
Terrace. 
The Army's Christmas 
hamper campaign ensured 
a total of 1,605 adults and 
children living in the Ter- 
race area had enough to 
cat in December. 
That's .nearly 400 more 
' people than just four years 
ago, when 1,213 people 
here were aided through 
the campaign. 
The number of families 
receiving the Army's 
Christmas hampers has 
also kept pace with the in- 
crease, rising to 568 fami- 
lies in December 2000. 
Meanwhile, the number 
of single people receiving 
a food hamper dropped 
slightly from the previous 
year. 
"This change may be, 
and hopefully is, due to in- 
creased job opportunit!es.'~ 
• for those people;, saida)t 
:David Sessford, director of 
community and 'family ser- 
vices for the Salvation 
Army for Terrace and Kiti- 
mat. 
"Unfortunately, this 
also shows that there are 
more families with child- 
ren who are in need then 
there have been in the last 
few years," Sessford said. 
Right now, the Salva- 
tion Army is considering 
other ways of getting 
people back on their feet 
and help them look for al- 
ternatives to assistance. 
"Our goal is to start 
whittling down this number 
through money manage- 
ment, life skills, and job 
preparation classes offered 
to these people," he said. 
"We are striving for more 
than a temporary solution 
to the ongoing problem o f  
poverty in this city." 
At,this point, it's not 
known if the Salvation 
Army would offer these 
courses or would work with 
other agencies as sponsors. 
Donations to this year's 
campaign, although stea- 
dy, failed to meet he fun- 
draising target, leaving the 
Salvation Army about 15 
percent short, Sessford 
said. 
"We were short last 
year, too," he added. 
Hampers distributed to. 
single people and couples 
contain $29 worth of food 
for the Christmas period. 
Hampers for three to five 
people are worth $43, and 
those distributed to fami- 
lies with six or more 
Equipment 
damaged 
SOMETIME overnight Jan. 
15-16 several items were 
damaged and stolen from 
two pieces of logging ms- 
chin,cry parked on Thun- 
derb~td~.Road. 
Approximately $1,500 
of tools, lights, fuel and a 
battery were •stolen from 
the machines, ay RCMP; ' 
'FUses were removed and 
lightslwere smashed, 
~!:,P61ice are asking any ° 
people are worth about 
$51, Sessford said. 
The hampers also con- 
tain toys and gifts for 
children. The approximate 
value of toys donated to 
the Salvation Army for 
distribution this Christmas 
is about $13,000. 
The campaign also re- 
lies on a team of dedica- 
ted volunteers who sort, 
package and.distribute he 
hampers. This year volun- 
teers logged in excess of 
500 hours during the cam- 
paign. 
Donations are tax de- 
ductible and can. be 
mailed to the Salvation 
Army Church at 4643 
Walsh, Terrace, B.C., V8G 
4H3, Or they can be drop- 
ped off at the Thrift Store. 
Winter sun  
V .(:ationw  : VACATIONS 
Mella Puerto Vallarla 
Beach Resort 
Exclusl~'el 
Stondord room 
Felxu0n/3. 10 
7"I~"TSS1469 
Kids SIoy & Eat Fro. 
Las Hadas Resort Manzanlllo 
SteWard ~oom /~ 
Fei)nJ0n/6, 13 
..,~.TSS1810 
Unllmlled dolly Golf. 
, Fm CLUB ROOM* upgrade. 
e. 
Air only 
JonuoP/22, 24 
 279 , ? NIGHTS 
k 
Air only 
January 26 
,.,oJ309 
I 
" Sunset Lagoon & Maf~no 
Excluslvel 
Stoodord (earn 
Fe0rua~ 4, 11 
Slay at 1 Play at 2, 
Fm shuffle to Roy01 Sunset Concun. 
Caravelle Beach Club 
9r*~t 
Holel ~oom 
February 2, g 
 .,  7759 
Kids Stay & Eol Flee. 
Bahia Princlpe San Juan 
,k-k"k,k" 
Sfondord room 
F~nmP/8 
..,~.TSS1529 
GoH Deal Available:: 
I Barcelo Bavor~ 
Casino Resort 
Hotel room 
Feb~uofit 1
..,..,71619 
For new boo:~ngs only. Prices ore edult per person based on dbt. o¢c. SP~ce is limited & sublect o avallabltl~ al lime of booking. Taxes, cuffency & fuel surcharge foes exh'o, Some 
cofi~llofi ,Vres~ct(ons ~ay  apply, *Conditions apply, Vancouver deperlures o~ Air Tronsot or Ro~/01 AlPines, Ask for delolls, 
Call today for details: 
Suite 2 - 4736 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
635-2277 . . : 
OPEN SATURDAY ,. 
R#~504-4 
I 
THE FACTS 
• Alzheimer Disease is a neurological disease • 
affecting the brain. It is the most common 
type of irreversible dementia. • 
• Over.. 35,0,.00 .B, ritisl3 ~Columbians,~!r~re,,,:~ 
?~lementias. 
• The disease occurs more frequently as peo- 
ple get older. 
• It is NOT a normal part of aging. 
• The disease is fatal. * 
One in 20 people over 65 years have 
Alzheirner Disease. 
One in four people over 85 years have 
Alzheirner Disease. 
~lois Alzheimer, ~ German .physician,.firs.t, 
described it as a disease of the brain caus -'~ 
ing memory loss and serious mental 
deterioration. 
THERE IS NO KNOWN CAUSE OR CURE. 
0 
YOUR DECOR 
"THE STORE FOR YOUR FLooR"  
Terrace Carpet Centre Ltd~ 
3202 Munroe St. at Hwy. 16W Terrace 
635-2976 1-800-665-1657 
t. , M,,77ccKAY, S I~U'h~]ilAL 
and 'I~.RP~CE C~' I~RgJM 
Concerned Pcmorml 8erv/ce 
in 2'~ Northwemt 81noe 1948 
BRONZE PLAQUE8 & MOWOMENTS 
635 2444 m L~S.2160 
4626 Dmts, Terrsce, e .c .vga  lX7  
10 Warning Signs of 
Alzheimer Disease 
1) 
day 
2) 
s) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
Memory loss that affects day-b- 
function 
Difficulty performing familiar tasks 
Problems with language 
Disorientation of time and place 
Poor or decreased judgment 
Problems with abstract thinking 
HOW DOES ALZHEIMER 
DISEASE AFFECT A PERSON'S 
ABILITY TO FUNCTION? 
Like all dementias, Alzheimer 
Disease affects the brain. The brain 
controls everything we think, feel or do. 
As a result, Alzheimer Disease affects 
everything someone thinks, feels or 
does, 
At the present time, it is estimated 
that over 32,000 people in British 
Columbia (over 253,000 people in 
Canada) have some form of irreversible 
dementia. Of these, itiis estimated 
that 64% have Alzheimer Disease. 
These numbers are expected to triple 
by the year 2031, 
For more information contact the 
Alzheimer Society of B.C. 
' wEsT POIN~ 
RENTALS L~¢~I~ 
A Complete Line of Equipment 
for Construction, Home& Industry 
635-3038 
2903 Kalum St. Terrace 
4708 KEITH AVE., TERRACE, B.C. 
TEL: (250) 638-8746 FAX. (250) 638-8715 
i III 
7) Misplacing things #20 - 601 West Cordova St.,  - - - - - - - - -  
8) Changes in mood and behaviour vancouver, B.C. V6B 1G~-  I ~  
9) Changes in personality Phone: (604) 681-6530 
(Lower Mainland) "1-800-667-3742 
1 O) Loss of initiative (Outside Lower Mainland) 
Fax: (604)669-6907 Ill 
E-mail: alz@mindlink.bc.ca, I I I  4916 Hwy.  16 West  Ter race ,  B.C. 
RESOURCES '" 250-635-718"7 COMMUNITY' 
Terrace Alzheimer Support Group, Aveline McConnell at 798-2581, 
Sandra Horbachewsky at 638-0223, 
Terrace Home Support Services, Home Support Program at 635-5135. 
Senior's Counselor, Marti Lorriman at 635-9090. 
Horth West Community Health Services, (Health Unit), 638'2200. 
Alzheimer Society of B.C., Skeena Region, Mona Hazel, Regional Representative, 
1-800-900-2288 or i-250-627-7148. 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
J PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and returnl and all points in between, Pick- 
up and del!very of goods in Terrace, C.O.D, and 
cour ie r  serv ice .  ": ", 
, '~ ,P.O;Eog217,$tewarl, B.C. 
i :~. i ii- Ph: 636;2622 L:-, V.,FAX. 636-2633 
:"' i  : L, Terrace Depot:. 635.7676 
n l  
TERRACE 
 zmzzzzza 
.:, ~ 4912 Hwy 16 W, Terrace B.C. 
250-635-6558 
ww'w. ter raceautomalLcom 
I I I 
I I | • N =eG t2 'i g/fSg" Au,=,,,,F., 
versions J Service 
4904 Hwy 16 Nest, Terrace 
635-6617 
a lm a~L ~BL i~,  
n u b i a  ,.. m ine  qn i=. , .  
, i n ~ i l ~ , / ~ u n  'n - , , , ,~  
' .m " i . . . . . . .  " 
4652 Lazelle Ave 
635-4997 
Hi  
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" " 1% Grade 4 student~ n°t meet ng exp°atat l °ns"  ' " ~  : f '  I ~RRA E S 1 
• I : . . . . . .  T EH IORS & 
" , [ ]Wr i t  ng  
/ r . . . . . .  i I ' 
50. - -  - -  [~ i  " ' ' " [ [ ~ Numeraoy /DO YOU NEED HELP? Some • of the areas | 
4o ' ' lwe  can help you with... | 
| 'M inor  Plumbing "Changing out olLreach ceiling Lightsi 
| ,M inor  Carpentry "installation of grabs bars, etc | 
|'Consultations on ramps (clients pay for materials only) l !i |aMinor  Home Repairs I I Also snow shoveling oFwalk and steps ~ | 
J depending on availability of volunteers 
vg. B.C. Avg. ' 1 Call TERRACE VOLUNTEER ,¢~)~-"~lJ~._Jl 
" 1% Grade 7s n°t meeting expectatl°ns [ ~ ~ a  BUREAU at: "N / . : , . - ,= ,o  From fron. . de | #2-3215 Eby St., Terrace; B.C. ~ x..,, i 
cs met writing expecta- L (lower level City Hall) ~ ' -~ I 
~- - _  _a ~t_  eo, ~ tions, while more than 30  zuaems ,el . l i ;= ;  i per cent failed to meet 
lag B.C. :1 ~ ~Tcdti!~l:i~efi:guub::rih~Yt iin ~ i .  y P .
. . . . . . .  ,c/ l a  IR!! sence of additional stu. average ,o I L for those compo- ) 
skills, Grade 4s and 7s at IHild!lHi!ll~ii]  d~l The Foundation Skills ~ WINTER TUTOR 
Veritas are in line with ~o Assessment 2000 was con ) other independent schools r~ 1 ~ [ . • • . "  8"  ) 
and the provincial average. ° [ l~|~[ i ]=: : : [ l~! ] l~[  [ f ,~[ l l~ i ] l l l i~{] l~|  ducted in all puo, ,c  TRAINING ; 
Principals at both Veri- o schools and provincially 
tas and Centennial point B.C. funded independent  ~ When'. ~onda~even'm~s for 6weeks 
Hall ~ Idtn ~ Christian ~ schools in the province out the results are just ~ ' one f February 5,~2, ~9, 26 & 
during the first two weeks (~ March 5, q2 tool schools use to evalu- meeting expectations is scores an inherent difficul- socio-economic status of of May2000. ~ 6:00 p .m. -9 :00  P.m. . . ate students and program 
SUCCESS. 
In the public schools, 
one-quarter to one-third of 
Terrace and Thornhill stu- 
dents tested are not meet- 
ing provincial reading 
standards in Grades 4, 7 
and 10. 
In some cases the per- 
centage of students not 
higher, particularly in wri- 
ting and numeracy skills. 
For example, 63 per 
cent of Grade 4 students at 
Parkside Elementary didn't 
meet expectations in num- 
eracy skills. 
But just 11 per cent 
didn't meet writing expec- 
tations,, a fact that under- 
ty with the assessment. 
Education ministry and 
school officials caution it 
can be misleading to rank 
schools or districts based 
on their performance on 
the assessment 
That's because it ig- 
nores local factors that 
shape results - such as 
From front 
Trees, campers aren't a good mix 
increased public educa- 
tion, reduced use and se- 
lective tree removal. 
If the campground is 
closed, it won't be this 
year, he said, and there 
would likely still be a day- 
use area with trails. 
Trewhitt said the parks 
might also develop a new 
campground along that 
stretch of the highway in a 
less sensitive location. 
"We're not sure what 
we need to replace it 
with," Trewhitt added. 
!'Exchamsiks has pretty 
low use in the summer 
season. And it costs a lot 
of money to run that area." 
B.C. Parks tops up the 
contractor's earnings with 
an extra $12,000 subsidy. 
"We're not sure if that's 
a park we can afford to 
operate at the level we 
have," Trewhitt said. 
Greg McDonald, a for- 
mer operator of the camp. 
ground at Exchamsiks, 
supports the idea of clos- 
ing the area to.camping. 
"I thinkwe have to re- 
cognize that there are 
areas that are sensitive 
and contain things we 
want to preserve," he said. 
"T  " " " hzs one ~s a umque area. 
It has one of tlie 'last ac- 
cessible stands in this area 
of first growth Sitka, hem- 
lock and cedar." 
Keeping it open but 
being forced to cut down 
many of the trees would be 
ridiculous, he added. 
"It's silly to have a park 
we're protecting and trying 
to  preserve and have to 
take 60 per cent of the 
trees out." 
!1 i l  Ill 
Exchamsiks also faces 
a nearly $6,000 bill to get 
started this year after a 
bad bout of fall vandalism. 
Trewhitt said vandals in 
a 4x4 pushed through the 
gate and ran amok inside 
the campground. 
"They knocked over 
outhouses, they lit up and 
burnt one of the pit toilets 
down," he said. "They 
knocked our well over and 
broke it." 
students or their parents, or 
geographic distance from 
urban centres. 
Class size can also 
skew results. Only eight 
Grade 4 Copper Mountain 
students participated in the 
writing component of the 
assessment. 
One hundred per cent of 
The assessment was de- 
signed to provide a snap- 
shot of how well students 
are doing in relation to 
provincial averages. 
It's meant to comple- 
ment other information 
collected in the district, 
school or c lassroom 
throughout the year. 
Northern Region of the Ministry 
For Children and Families 
KPMG is currently conducting areview of the Northern 
Region of the Ministry For Children and Families. The 
review team is interested in soliciting the viewpoints 
of service providers, foster families, current and past 
employees of the Ministry on a confidential basis. Focus 
group workshops will be held in the following locations: 
PRINCE GEORGE January 18th and 19th 
January 25th and 26th 
DAWSON CREEK January 3Oth, 31st and 
February 1st 
TERRACE January 24th, 25th and 26th 
If you are interested in providing input, or for further 
information, please contact: 
Gordon Gunn Stdi~ MitCHell 
KPMG KPMG 
tel 250480 3563 tel 250614 4017 
fax 250 480 3539 fax 250 563 ~693 
ggunn@kpmg.ca smitchell@kpmg.ca 
Where: Terrace Volunteer Bureau 
For more information, call Sue at 
638-q33o 
FUTOHS MADE SY!l 
°, 
), 
S 
Going up ...... :: .i~ ~ . . . . .  
, ;IC. RSP's escalating rate will make you very comfortable, 
At TD:Bank ~dC~ada Trust we have a GIC The 1 +1 GIC RSP gives you flexible access 
that's going nowhere but up. The I+ I GIC RSP.' 
An escalating ratel Flexible a~ces& . ~ • 
Complete security. : : .  : 5.75 
to your money with guaranteed safety, all with a 
minimum investment of $500. 
The 1+1 GIC RSP is fully cashable without 
I ; ' t ' " 
Thats why we believe tts the OlC for today's [ SECOND YEAR INTEREST RATE' penalty on the first anniversaq, date.** 
volatile financial environment, particularl-'for ' Rising interest with a premium : . . . :  ' ' : = • . '. ~, :  
• .  ~ ~. ! ' second year rate ~o ityouve got rising expectations tar your 
- ~he conservative inv~tor. !thasg competitive .: :i ; ~exible access and comp!ete security RSP, get a lit, incomfort with the I+1 GIC RSP 
tirst' year interest' rateand offers --~---- ,  : wmlmmum investment :4  : : : : " 
aErFmtum rate - . .  ,,,,.. . . ,  , from TD Bank and Canada Trust [] ' ':~, :::: : ' , , '  " MaKe your ttol- investment oecislon I " ~ . . . .  : . . . . .  
in the second , .: before theMarch I, ZO01 deadlinel Its moving upl .:i.. ...... 
ii , ? :~:-.~:~:'~;: .'at. Put your feet up, Call the number. :,.: ='::>r~,: : 45:':~, ,  :: :.. 
k'J Trust : :  
.ii ::v'@,~; www,  canadatrust.com . ',: i : " :  ):( : . . . . . .  
~"hme~;/O~P~!%to_~e__ _C _ d,~. T~t.I+ !.~/.CRSP nv,~ila.ble,fu:,.n The Gnad, a Trust Co,,,p~ny and Canada Trustee Mr,ngwee Company as~,ll as the 1+I GIC I~P an lab e from TD .bl0%,age Corporation, all 
~mud L . '~ I t  imura~c¢ kx~rpo~tlon ~,UIU) lhe Ineth(~J (,rlnterest CalCUl ) * t  at nandlnterestlncomeo ti mlna va An iv • ' ' p ,y 13,. n' em~&telslZmont~b~forethematuriffdate.'l'lnterestratnmhjeettodaange. 
i~i~: ~i : : :~! : !~ 
tOpemt inz l  
Tradilionolly designed, the 
Colorado will add slyle 1o any 
~.~.. room in your home• 
i~"  Available wilh matching 
chair, lavesea! nd 
tohJ~ in n vnr;=~, ~[ ~;.;,I..o 
Supreme Plus S20g 
Dream $229 
Trl-Zone Coil System $359 
All prices shown are for double sized nem.~. 
Matching Iovaseats, chairs and queen sizes are also available. 
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EVENTS B2 , 638-7283 
FOLLOWING THE ACTION: Brian Marleau dons a wetsuit while shooting a 
segment on artificial reefs off the coast of Miami for the Discovery Channel. 
ECO-CHALLENGE 2000 took him to this village in Malaysian Borneo. 
Datc !ine 
"S u rv  ,vo  r 
From northwestern B.C. to the Australian Outback, it's just 
a matter of timing for cameraman Brian Marleau 
SO, HOW DOES a guy from Terrace 
end up working on the biggest TV 
show on the planet? 
That's a question Brian Marleau 
asked himself this fall, when he ar- 
rived in the rugged Australian out- 
back to work on Survivor two. 
Marleau, a 38-year-old veteran 
news, documentary and adventure 
TV camerman, quickly found him- 
self working alongside some of the 
best people in the business - in a 
production unit the size of a small 
city. 
"When I got onto the set I 
thought, 'What's a boy from Terrace 
doing here?'" 
What indeed. 
"Survivor is totally different from 
anything that I've ever shot in the 
past. Just the sheer size of the pro- 
duction, it sort of blows me away. 
You're in the middle of nowhere in 
this little city." 
Details about the much-anticipa- 
ted second edition of the reality- 
based "IV show are scant; anyone in- 
volved with the production are on 
strict orders from CBS to keep quiet. 
"I can't even talk about the 
weather," Marleau said from his 
home in Toronto Jan. 9. 
The series begins Jan. 28, follow- 
ing the Super Bowl, and expecta- 
tions are high. 
Whatever happens with the ra- 
tings, it's clear lightning has already 
struck twice for Marleau, who actu- 
ally turned down a' chance to work 
on the original Survivor last spring. 
That's when Mark Burnett, the 
producer and creator of the Discov- 
ery Channel's Eco-Uhallenge shows, 
asked him if he wanted to spend two 
months on a "desert island in the 
south China seas to tape a reality 
show called Survivor. 
Marleau said no. 
"I didn't know anything about the 
show," Marleau recalled, "It was a 
couple of weeks after our daughter, 
Hayley, was born, so I stayed home. 
And then," he said wistfully, "I 
watched the ratings..." 
The original Survivor was a sum- 
mer smash hit, as millions tuned in 
each week to catch the latest intri- 
gues on Palua Tiga, where 16 ag- 
gressive Americans ate bugs, roasted 
rats, even slathered themselves in 
volcanic slime - all for the chance 
to win a cool $1 million. 
While the cameras rolled, e;~ery 
candid, unrehearsed moment was 
captured. Hours of raw footage were 
then edited down into an addictive 
TV package. 
We watched as tempers flared, 
alliances were struck an~l backstab- 
bing schemes were hatched. 
Best of all, each week, someone 
got booted off the island, in a chee- 
sy, ritual humilliation-style vote. 
It was irrisistible 'IV. A phenome- 
non was born. 
So, how does a guy from Terrace 
end up working on a big show like 
Survivor? 
By working his way up, and being 
in the right place at th e right t ime- 
at least, that's how he sees it. 
Marleau got his first big break 
right here in Terrace at CFTK, the 
local broadcast station. 
He'd taken a course called Edu- 
cational TV at Caledonia; hooked, 
the high school studerR pitched a 
proposal to work at CFTK part time• 
There, producer Peter Reynolds- 
Long (who just passed away last 
year) took the budding cameraman 
under his wing,:. 
Marleau cites Reynolds-~ng asa 
major ihfluence in a career that's 
taken him to the top of his craft. 
Marleau left Terrace in 1985 for 
Australia, where he spent a year-at 
Channel 7 ip Brisbane. By  !986, 
he'd landed a job at CKPG ]a Prince 
George, but he "wasn't too crazy 
about Prince George," so later that 
year he joined a new station in Win- 
nipeg. 
He hit the big leagues in 1989, 
when CTV hired him as an editor 
and sound man at its national news 
bureau in Winnipeg. 
"It was a wild year." 
Assigned to Washington, he 
hadn't even checked into the hotel 
when he got a note telling him to get 
on a plane to El Salvador, where a 
civil war was raging. 
He arrived, long john clad, to 
sweltering 100 degree Farenheit heat 
and a country mired in political tur- 
moil. 
"We came under fire a couple of 
times. It was really rough• There was 
a lot of fighting oing on." 
Rescued cat to remain with Stella family 
Owner wants 
adoptive family 
to keep 'Tigger' 
lice cat, named Calli for her dis- 
tinctive markings. .': : 
She'd gone missing Easter 
weekend, neatly nine months ago, 
and he'd checked wtth the ammal 
shelters but there was no trace of 
her. t 
"It's always been a mystery," 
Townsend said. 
But the puzzle was solved a 
few weeks ago, when he saw a 
photograph of Calli - and'her res- 
cuer- in the newspaper. 
"I feel so much better," said 
.Townsend, who visited his ~ former 
cat Jan, 8. 
"To survive and come through 
it like she did. It just bogg! ; the 
mind. I can t get over it•~i n so 
grateful." 
He has an enormous amount of 
praise for the Stella family. 
"People like that make it worth- 
while living here•" 
It's a bittersweet ending for 
Townsend, but he's just glad to 
find out what happened to his cat. 
Still, there are no easy answers 
about Calli/Tigger's whereab6uts 
A CAUCO cat found clinging to 
life in a Terrace storm drain be- 
fore' Christmas has been reunited 
with her original owner. 
But now that he's seen how 
much the Stella family loves her, 
Greg Townsend says he just 
doesn't have the heart o take his 
cat home again• 
"I came this close, but I can't 
take her back. I can't do it," he 
said, adding the Stella children 
are particularly close to the cat 
they've now named 'Tigger'. 
"She's so content, Townsend 
said. 
Tigger has been living with the 
Stellas since Christmas, a few 
days after she had been rescued 
from inside a storm drain on 
Hamer Street• She had been hang- 
ing by a paw that had frozen to 
the metal drain cover. 
Her rescuer, firefighter Law- 
• rence Stella, brought the cat for the past nine months. 
home so she wouldn't be lonely The Townsends used to live in 
over the holidays. Stella had tried the Horseshoe area of Terrace 
to locate the cat's owners, to no until two years ago, when they 
moved to Thomhill. : 
avail. Townsend suspects someone 
Tigger's limb, injured in the may have deliberately trapped his 
mishap, was later amputated, cat and eventually set her fi a fa r  
She's now recoveringcomfortably from her Thornhill home :~ne 
at the Stella's home. . . . . .  would have found the Stalin, s
• "Townsend, meanwhile, had neighbourhood familiar, i '~ ! 
given up hope of ever solving the ..... "i think it's a hell ( 
mystery behind the baffling disap- , . 
pearanCe of his eight-year-old Ca.. tuation," he stud, ~ .  
The experience was to forge a 
lasting, awful memory: the sight of 
six dead Jesuit priests, a house- 
keeper and her daughter, who'd been 
murdered by the government an hour 
before• 
"That's probably the thing that's 
left the biggest impression on me." 
But the lure of the camera lens 
soon brought him back to Winnipeg, 
this time at CBC, making documen- 
taries for the news, honing his visual 
storytelling skills. 
"Since then, I've stayed in the 
same groove." 
In 1995 he joined the Discovery 
Channel, traveling the world as a 
field cameraman and producer for 
the channel's documentaries, the 
show At Discovery.ca, Canada's 
nightly science program, and the an- 
nual Eco.Challenge specials. 
Marleau's "follow the puck" lens 
was in the right place at the right 
time when a medical emergency for- 
cad a Calgary woman to drop out of 
Eco-Challenge 1999 in remote Pata- 
gonia. 
Her amazing rescue by helicopter 
just happened to be witnessed by the 
show's producer, Mark Bumett. 
"That sequence nded up being a 
major portion of the show." 
A year later, Burner told him he 
could pick his own crew for Survi- 
vor. 
Marlean's dodged bullets and 
Molotov cocktails in the line of 
duty; he's also seen space shuttle 
and Russian space station launches. 
But he's counting his work on the 
second edition of Survivor as a car- 
eer highlight. 
"I was really proud of my crew, 
and I think the producers were im- 
pressed by our footage." 
Now back home in Toronto, with 
his wife Dorothy and daughter Hay- 
lay, he sounds content as he con- 
templates the road ahead• 
"There are two places I've always 
said I'd never live in. One was 
Prince George. The other was Toron- 
to." 
His job's taken him to both. 
"Now, I'm saying I never want to 
live in Hawaiil" 
Hawaii. Now that would be a Hol- 
lywood ending for the story of a guy 
from Terrace. 
GREG TOWNSEND With the photo that solved the mystery. 
Cat owners who are concerned 
about their pets' welfare are ad- 
vised to always keep them in- 
doors, according to Thomhili's 
animal control officer, who cau- 
tions there's no evidence that 
someone's trapping cats mal- 
reals, there are no bylaws control- 
ling or protecting cats. 
Clashes between cat owners 
I l l l  
Thank You 
TSO grateful for 
cooperation and support 
Dear Sir; 
A community project akes a great deal of co- 
operation and support from both the participants 
and the community, 
Terrace should be very proud that this kind of 
cooperation ot only exists, but thrives. 
In December, the Terrace Symphony Orchestra 
together with Vex Polaris, our community choir, 
and Prince Rupert's Rotary Choir put on a perfor- 
mance of Handel's Messiah. This involved about 
100 people on stage, but in fact at least double 
that behind the scenes. 
The TSO could not have taken on such a pro- 
ject without local sponsors. We would like to 
thank everyone who helped make the event such 
a success. Their support is immensely apprecia- 
ted. 
The conductors of each each group also de- 
serve special mention• Their leadership and en- 
thusiasm was extraordinary. 
To involve Prince Rupert people was also ex- 
citing, and it is hoped that we can do more of this 
again in the future. It is said that the strength of a 
society can be measured by its support of the arts. 
Based upon that, it seems that Terrace is indeed 
very strong and everyone involved hopes that it 
continues to thrive and grow. 
Thank you again to all those who braved the 
and their neighbours can occur, snowstorm to come and listen to Handel's glor. 
Andgela Vanderboon said• 
"Lots of people take things into - 
their own hands," Vanderboon • 
said, adding it's difficult to trace ~ 
logs, or even farm ani- wrongdoing, • .... " 
. ,  ~ , , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~  _ , -  . . . .  
' /  ~I ° i 
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tar, ~ and ~ ti~:,e. J.P. Cormier a~.ars at the ~ ,,,ill~ob>'ou ,,,,,,, ,, ., ,, | 
FLE.M.LeaTMatmFeb. lat8p.m. Presented by the horn. url:lloom-llpm,-/uoys I 
CI FY SCENE • 4 r l(Oon't Drink |OTOl .... • I i  & Dr ive  
' = vo0 INN 
BAR SCENE Tenace C~x:~ Satiety. 
The Terrace Community Band presents a benefit 
guest ~ Montreal's Beniot Turcotte, and local 
guests: ~ , ~  Caledonia Choir, and Vex i 
d'~. Proceeds to the Dare to Dream Founda- 
tion in support of the Grade 7 band program. Tickets 
~t S~ht and Sox~ at ~ Skee~ Mall 
seas~ofsong~ify~usings~pran~alt~ten~r~rbass~~P~iarisc~mmunityCh~irisbog~nninganew C H R O N i ¢ I I  
the choir wants yout For more information call Kelly • 
",: Great Local Bond I I 
, ~'~-'~ Playinq Classic Rock Jl 
The Terrace Uttle Theatre presents dinner ::' 
MUSIC  F~rSorr~ is a farcical romp through a golf " 
course as four college graduates reunite after 15 
.years. Directed by Gordon C)ates, the play will run /! 
J ,P .  Cormier Feb. 2, 3, 9,10,15,16 and17. Doors open at 6 p.m., I ! ~ 1  
amaisoo~fedngvi~n, vic~,cel~o, bass and p~ les- dinner is at 7 p.m. and the play begim at 8:15 p.m.  0  t=mb.ll 
sons o~ Monday and Tuesdey durbcj the day. Ca~ Bon- TK:kets are ~ at Unigiobe Travel ~' 
J.P. Connlerisa mu~.faceted singer-songwriter (he V IS U A L A R TS :. ,.: ;ii:  
also I:gays 10 instruments)who hails from Cape Bre- Northwest Jurleo Art Show, Jan. 12 to Feb. 25. H ghWay 
:: Terrace, c~s~, , .m=,~h~hls~te~=ede-  ~ d~.~O~ediS~TOm Te.-d~, Prince Rupert, i Ph: 635- 
s=b~ as su~, but ex~'essiv. =,c. cormier 6375 
has to~-ed England, Scetland a~l Nuth Amedca, and : ' . . . .  :~ ,  
has reteased six albums. He's aL,¢o won awards for gu~- Make the SCENE: Can 638-7263 or fax to 638-8432. , 
GATOR'S PUB: W~pe away the Januaq t~ 
TRIXXX. Catch this zany band six nights a weald 
Check out our brand new 2001 weeldy events. If you 
love Tina Turner, don't miss TINY TINA, a trilx.¢e to 
Tins Turned. One night only, Thursday, Jan. 25. 
Every Wednesday is games night and ~ is st~ 
the best lad~s night in Terrace. 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Check out our new feed and drink 
rna~ 
GEORGE'S PUB: Chronic, a great local band, plays 
c~ssic rock. Thursday to Saturday, Jan. 25-27. 
HANKY PANKY'S is your weekend parly destYa- 
tion, the northwest's largest dance night club. No 
cover. Join us Friday and Saturday nights for great 
tsme~ Karac~ on Sunday and Monday nigh~ 
JUST ANNOUNCED: Terrace Musicians Associa~n 
Sound River Coffeehouse presents John "r. Smi~ 
and the Frolicking Simpledites, and Dizzy 
Strings, at a Coffeehouse ,Jan. 27, sta~ng at 8 p.m. 
at the Carpenters Hail, 3312 Sparks ~ There wi, 
atso be an open rnic session. Doors open at 730p.m. 
Trio Accord, the fine string trio that pedormed in 
Terrace in the Pall, returns with the Terrace Symph- 
ony Oral'rostra in concert, ,Sunday, Jan. 2S, at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Featuring pianist/accompanist 
Allen Stiles. Concert starts at 8 p.m. Tickets at 
Sight and Sound or at the door. Trio Accord members 
If You Like T ina  Turner ,  
You'll Love 
Amazing One Woman Show! 
One Night  Only! Thur ,  Jan 25  
T ix :S5 .0Oadv .  $7 .00@door  
a~,ttllable at ll~e ~ We.~tenl Terl~c~ Inn 250-4535-0083 
a~ a ,~r ln~ ... TRlYO(X 
Bab)3 ,'~m e:. 
Madison Ale~ds Milb 
Date & lime of Birth: 
Jan 10, 2001 at 3:'~ p~. 
•'eight: 8 lbs3 oz. ~ ~ : 
Parents: ~,~hdle ~e..l:son &Ch'is ~t~ls 
~'s  Name: 
/J/j'~mz Marie Fur~ado 
lxl,3~/UnaMa Funado 
Da/e & Time of 
Jan. 5, 200/at5:OOp.m. 
Jam 5,2COI at 5:00 p.m. 
11;dgb~ 7Ibm. 15 oz S~ Male 
Pamals: Tent Morion & 
Glenna Mac.~icol 
e=b)'s ~ame: 
Kaiser: Glofm lee. 
Dale & Time of Birth: 
J=n. 6, 2001 -~ ~:55 p.m. 
~r¢i#~t: 8 Ibs. 9 oz..Sex= Fen~ 
- Pa~.ts: Ttm l;e~.,o~ & 
j~rsw~m 
~by's ~=n~ Wa&bt: 5/bs. I oz ~,~, Female 
Date &'lime of Birth: WaiSt: 5 Ibs. 8 oz. Se~: ~ema]e 
Pateats: Ice & ~ Furtaclo 
J~ 8, Z001 = 5:10 =us. 
Mdea Eme~ ~ Archer 
Ihte & Tune of Birtl= 
j~n. 3, 2001 a112:32 p.m. 
Weight: 7lbs. 0 oz. Sex: Mde 
~ ~  
 Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
Overwa=tea 
! 
THURSDAY. JAN. 25 
Looking for something fun to do as a fami- 
ly?. Need a night out? Come out to BONES. 
m _'.u~ ~';or you~ voices, based on ~ s  
Visions, will be performed by Centennial 
Chri~an School on Thursday, January 25th at 
the R E M Lee Theatre. Pick up your free t~cket 
at the Centennial Christian School office, 3608 
Sparks St. 
nance to shovelling snow from your walk, call the 
Terrace Volunteer Bureau at 638-1330. 
Residential School Outreach Program spon- 
sored by the Northwest Band Social Workers 
Association group/suppert circle every Tuesday 
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at 1581 Kulspai in Ter- 
race (Kitselas reserve.) For info phone 638- 
0744, ask for Louis~ 
Terrace Anti.Racism Committee meets at 6 Parent-Child Mother Goose Program start- 
p.m. at the Family Place, 4553 Park Ave. Had ing Feb. 7 for 10 weeks at the Northwest 
experiences? Want change? Challenging atti-, Health Unit from.,!:2 p.m. Simple:rhymes and 
"tudes. Planning for In!emation~ 0.ay t0 Eljm~. a¢~'on s0ngs for J~s  and.toddlers (newborn 
n~te Racism March 21, Call 638- !~ for ~o. ~ to .2 and a:haif years,) Free, but please register 
• b~ Cdling Pat at 638-2233. . . . . . .  
SATURDAY. JAN. 27 
All are welcome to the Knox United Church and 
Terrace Scottish Country Dancers' Eighth An- 
nual Burns' Potluck Supper end Entertain- 
ment, at 6 p.m. Wholesome food and entertain- 
ment for the entire family, in celebration of Ro- 
bert Bums (1759. 1796). Admission is by do- 
nation plus your favourite dish. Please bdng 
your own plates and cutlery. For info call 635- 
7763. 
SUNDAY• JAN. 28 
Lakelse Community Association General 
Meeting. At 2 p.m. at Mount Layton Hot 
Spdngs Resort. For information call Shidey at 
635-7134, ext. 250. 
TUESDAY• JAN. 3O 
A workshop for women on stress. Learn to 
identify and deal with everyday stress in a com- 
fortable, safe environment. From 1:30-3:30 p.m. 
at the health unit auditorium, Research shows 
women and men are stressed by different things 
and deal with it in different ways. Free, but 
please register in advance by calling the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre at 638.0228. 
Terrace Breastfeeding Support Group meets 
in the education room at Mills Memorial Hospital 
at 7:30 p.m. Topic: Billing's Ovulation Me- 
thod of Natural Family Planning - a natural 
way of understanding your cycle of fertility and 
infertility even while breast feeding. For info, 
call Cathy at 635-7397 or Nancy at 635-5607. 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
The Family Place is offedng How to Talk So 
Kids Will Listen and Listen So Kids Will Talk, a 
six-week course for parents of children 6-12 
who want to be more effec~e and happier in 
their relationship with their children. Wednes- 
days from 7-9:30 p.m. Jan. 31 to March 7. Umi- 
ted space, Register by calling 638.1863 or 
drop by 4553 Park Ave, 
Regular mestinga of the Pacific Northwest 
Music FssUval held the second Tuesday of the 
month, 8 p,m, in the lower level of the Terrace 
Public Ubrery, 4610 Park Ave, Everyone wel- 
cornel Call Kim at 638-0131 for information. 
Registration for children's programs at the 
Terrace Public Ubrary is.now taking place. 
Winter programs include: Tickles & Tales, Tocl. 
diet Time, Tales for Two's, and Preschool 
Storytime, Programs are free, but registration 
is required. Call the Library to register or for 
more information at 638-8177. 
Emergency Shelter Winter Drop-In. Get out 
of the cold and come for a snack- daily from 2-4 
p.m, at 2814 Hall St. (the big white house be. 
hind Totem Ford). Men and couples are invited, 
but we are not set up for children. Drop in for 
coffee, conversation, card games, the odd video 
or plain old conversation. Call 635-5890. 
Play, Paint and Playdough drop-in for under 
5-year-olds and their adults. Dress for mess! At 
the Family Place, 4553 Park Ave.. Jan. 29 and 
Feb. 5. From 1-3:30 p,m, Call 638-1863, 
The Kermode Friendship Society invites you 
to come in for a cup of coffee and see what's 
happening at the centre. We will offer a strong 
correspondence program with a tutor available 
in the new year. A computer oom (computers 
will have Intemet access in January 2001) is 
mraJlabls to ~e public. You must schedule hours. 
Pregnancy and parenting programs available. 
Call today at 635-4906, 
Free tutoflng available for all grades at the 
Kermede Friendship Sodety from 2-5 p.m. Mon- 
day, from 4:30-6 p.m. Tuesdays and Wednes- 
days and from 2-6 p.m. on Thursdays. For info, 
contact Corinne at 635-4906. 
Can you spare some time to help others? 
Why not join the Revenue Canada volunteer 
team? Revenue Canada offers training sessions 
on how to prepare straightforward income tax 
returns to community organizations and people 
interested in helping others. For details, contact 
the Terrace Volunteer Bureau at 638-1330. 
All mother= sre welcome to attend Mother's 
Time Off at Knox United Church Monday, Wed- 
nesday, Thursday or Friday for coffee and con- 
versa~n. Guest speakers, team about ~e joys 
of parenting. Sponsored by TCDSS. Phone 
635.4147. 
S'mrting Feb. 1, the Mills Memorial Hospital Alsteen, a program for young people affected 
Auxiliary Thdft Shop will now be open from 10 by someone else's ddnldng, meets every Thu~. 
a.m.i Tuesday to Saturday, We re located at day night at 7:30 p:m. at the Terrace Women s 
4544 Lazelle Ave. For info, call 635-3512, " Centre, 4542 Park Ave. Open to all ages. For 
info, call Wanda at 635-1449, 
Volunteers needed to help our eeniorel The The Terrace Standard offers the commun/ty 
Volunteer for Seniors Program at the Terrace calendar as a public service to its readers and 
Volunteer Bureau assists those needing help community oroaniz~ons. 
shopping, keeping medical appointments, or so- This column is intended for non.profit orgs- 
cial outings, or friendly visits. You must be able • nizations and events without en admission 
charge. Space permitting, items will run two 
tovolunteeracoupleofhoursaweekonaregu- wedcs before each ewnt, Submission deadline lar basis. Call 638-1330. 
,~,nlor~ lind .n~ with d l ,  ! tJ ~ : "~ which :~n : item is to. appear: !SubmiSsions ~'"  "--'-- ~ ! eS dO you ' 1 . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
need help? For minor home repolm and malnte- should ~ typed or prated neatly,. ;i~ i " 
- terrace.automall @telus.net J 
,. z 
The Terrace Standard 
lARD standard@kermode.net 
Your webs i te /emai l  address  
could be here! 
Contact  us at 638-7283 
Red Clover : 
For most ot us, red clover is a familiar road-side weed, :! 
To animal owners, it's a nutritious pasture crop. It's valued:~: 
for its ability to improve the soil, and as a rich nectar source 
for honey bees. Did you guess it's a most useful herb 
also? 
Perhaps some of the usefulness can be attributed to a:: 
.,ep root system. By this means it draws upon a wealth of i 
minerals in the subsoil. It's a dependable source of nutrl;b~ 
lion, full of vitamins and minerals. 
Scientists have discovered that red clover blossoms 
contain a trace element, Molybdenum, This is becoming!: 
known as an important nutrient In very smell quantities:i: 
playing a role in cleansing, lactation, end the formation of~ 
both hemoglobin and antibodies. 
The herb is quite sweet, and is considered excellent for 
cleansing the blood. Some antibiotic action is assoclaled;:~ 
and it's often suggested for skin eruptions and dogenera4; 
tire diseases. It is said to activate the liver and stimulat6; 
the gall bladder, with a slight laxative ffect. ::. 
Applications include acne, bladder Infections, bloodi:) 
cleansing, boils, bronchitis, cancer, gout, leukemia, Iiveri 
disorders, nervous conditions, psoriasis, skin ailments', 
spasms, tuberculosis and tumors. It's been used as a;~ 
sedative for whooping cough, with expectorant qualities. ~'~ 
A red clover formulation was used by Dr. Hoxsey in his~ 
Mexican cancer ctinic, with famed results. Use It either as~. 
a liquid extract or encapsulated, in combination with licorlce;i 
root, sarsaparilla prickly ash, burdock, buckthom and ke p:;)! 
: Red clover is regarded as a safe herb for all ages, with :1 
no known toxicity. . ~ : ":.)~| 
ii: However you choose Io use your red clover, we doh~:~ I 
recommend you harvest it from the road-sides which ma~!;| 
:have undesirable toxins, such as lead residue fromfUel~| 
- -  For in fo rmat ion ,  a consul tat ion or to  .ii!~ ! 
[i. purchase herba l  nut r i t ion  products !~il 
at  who lesa le  pr i cesxontact t  :~1 
_ Claudia Perry, Bo~ro Emery, C~rcie m~, ,  Shelly ~;.] 
Coxen, Mauree, .Gent, W~/ne Gray, Joan Hough (~mc~l ~1 
Bruno I~anger & Kris~ ~n Crern~). ~I 
ENRICH INDEPENDENT DISTRIBLITORS!~il 
Phone: (2~) 638.1:541 - Terroco!~il 
: E N R I C H" i250) 632.2740. KiflmaQI 
~,t,,T= ~,,T,o~^L . !Fox: 12.,~1635" I .~1  
I . . . . . . . . . .  I .... I "'II II 1' "I c ' 
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The biggest 
contribution to any 
RRSP is good advice 
Frank Donohu~ ° 
Fred Lindsay" 
Successful' RRSP planning depends 
on making choices that match 
your long term g0als.As a Clarica 
Agent, I'll talk about your 
retirement goals, and then help 
you put together an RRSP strategy 
that helps you achieve them. : . . . . . . . . . . . .  
i 
Skeena Mall, Terrace BC, 
Tel 635-2387 Fax 635-6532 
m CLARICA" 
Investment and insurance solutions-Since 1870 
,,,A'i'm~mo~ 0t0~ blel~rm(~pony 
ReFe~,'xj(l~li(~ [ite Ir,~'once Co~onyand'Oom In~ol~ ,, , 
DEBBIE SCARBOROUGH, Terrace Transition House executive director (front left), and Dawn Garner (right) 
from Preceptor Gamma Omicron, unpack gifts. The organization donates to items each year at Christmas. 
When women can't go 
home for the holidays 
THIS DECEMBER a Fortunately for those for the facility. 
handful of women and who need it, the Transition The refuge operates 
their children spent Christ- house is staffed 365 days a through government grants, 
mas Eve and Christmas year, even on Christmas. but relies on donations 
morning at the Terrace The staff prepare a tra- from the general public for 
Transition House. ditional Christmas dinner the so-called "extras" that 
That's unusual, says ex- on Dec. 25 that's available help make the transition 
ecutive director Debbie to anyone dropping by for house seem more like a 
Scarborough. a visit, or because they're home - anything from fur- 
The facility offers safe in crisis, niture and kitchen ap- 
refuge for women and Scarborough as also pliances to light fixtures 
children• fleeing abuse, noticed an increase in the and shampoo. 
It's mere often the ease, number of people coming For several years now, 
Scarborough notes, that to the transition house who the members of Preceptor 
battered spouses tend to don't have enough food to  Gamma Omicron, a Beta 
remain at home over the,.. :eat.,':~Tbisyear,:,.mor¢ and Sigma Phi .chapter, have 
ilholida~s~i.inii~ni~ ef. qi~ tq~' i~r~ip~0pl~ ~i~ihdngry.": ~ b6en :', delivering ' tini~ly 
this hme of year. . . . . . . .  ~s grateful for the fact that transition house. "~ ...... 
"This year has been dif- the community can be The women's organiza- 
ferent," she says. counted on for its support tion, whose motto is Life, 
Learning and Friendship, 
has established a Christ- 
mas tradition in recent 
years. 
Members collect items 
throughout the year, and 
donate them as gifts to the 
transition house in time for 
the holidays. 
This year member 
Dawn Garner dropped off 
two large baskets filled 
with shampoos, oaps and 
toiletries - essentials the 
women and children stay- 
ing there need,: because 
~often they arrwe.w~thjust 
tli~'~10th~ on th~tr'l~ad~s'.  ; . . . .  
'Ti~|~ ':year's donation 
also included toys for: 
children. : 
BC Hydro - Transmission and Distribution Maintenance - 8475 128th Street, 
Surrey, BC, V3W OG1, Phone: 604-543-4153 is currently applying for 
Pesticide Use Permit: 105-959-01/03. The tollowing wood preservatives are 
proposed for use under this permit: Impel Rods (boron) - 6550 poles or Post 
and Pole Fume (rnetam sodium), and/or either Cobra Wrap (copper 
naphthenate) or Cop-r-plastic (copper naphthenate, sodium fluoride), - 
65495 poles. These products are proposed for use to preserve transmission 
and distribution woodpoles, ensuring worker and customer safety and a 
reliable supply of electricity. 
Applications are made by bandage, or drill and inject between April/st 
2001 and December 31st 2003 . . . . .  
• Treatments are planned in various locations throughout the northern region 
from (and including) 70 Mile House to Fort Nelson and west to the coast, 
including Terrace and Prince Rupert. 
A copy of the permit application and maps may be viewed at BC Hydro,. 
8475 128th Street, Surrey, BC V3W 0GI, or in Prince George at BC Hydro, 
3333 - 22nd Avenue, Prince George, BC V2N IB4, or contact John Emery at 
604-543-4153 or Mike Maser in Prince George at 250-565-4872.. 
A person wishing to contribute information about the site for the evaluation 
of this application for a use permit must send written copies of this 
information within 30 days of the publication of this notice to both the 
applicant and: ~ 
i I BC Environment . 
Deputy Administrator, Pesticide Control Act i . . . .  
1011 4th Avenue i".. ; 
Prince George, BC V2L 3H9 
Phonei(250) 565-6945 Fax: (250) 565-6629 . ~ : i  : , :  
lUUl . . . . . . . . . . .  ::~! 7 ,  :i 
, ,  , . . . .  
It's that time of the year again- 
INVENTORY .SALE 
Apparel/Gift Shop.,- SO% Off 
Tack & All Else 30% Off 
~E~,~ • ' 
~ - - ~  n a =1 ~1 ;tnl:~,'Vdl,,[oI,l CaVJ i~it I ~i m'l~o]nl :~:m ~ [,] ," m?~ m v~J  
l~ ,  ~ ~ ,  4628 OreigAvenue, Terrace, Ph: 638.7252 e Fax: 638.7253 M~ OrdersWekomo 
Bus, Houm MowSat 10 s,m. to 6 p,m, ~ http'#w~w, hi ay16,com/nh~/ 
Tired of The Stress of Being 
Unemployed? 
Self, Employment is always an option. 
If you want to start your own business, let us show youl howl I 
4,Where to start lWhat to do first CWiuyour idea work 
4, Is your business needed ¢ Can you compete in your market 
CWhat red tape you have to cut through 
WE can tell you if we can help you with a loan/with income, or just 
.putting it down on paper so you can see if you can creme a more 
reliable source of income for vourself. 
i F "  OH nl.t 2000 HI~ZDnS : : '  i " " ~:":::~:', 
%. J 
The M;zda Proteg6 inspired Car 8 Driver* to rank it =1... ) '" I'~ :I~" 
World of Wheels to see it as a # 1 pick.... J 
Q 
Get in. Be moved. 
,,,0u~r, LP~ GRRDURTES GET AN RDDITIONRL ~;750 OFF 
L~o~Rn~ *Offers available on retail purchases of any new 2000 Mazda Proteg• from January 2, 
2001 for a limited time only. Lease and Finance O,A.C. for qualified customers only. Finance xample for 
$10,000 at 0% APR; 36 months at $277,78 per month, C,O.B. is $0 for a total of $10,000.00. License, 
insurance, taxes and other dealer charges extra, Dealer may sell/lease for less. See your dealer for 
details. Offers cannot be combined. 
THORNHILL HRZDfl 
5040 Hwy 16 E 
Phone 635-7286 
D7o41 
r , !  . . . . .  : . 
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SARAH Z IMMERMAN PORTS 
• : . . -  
. ,  L . 
_ -  ~__ -  ~_ :  :_ [ _ - -~. 
ROB BROW~ 
• Ang ler  management  
B ecause of its setting and the ferocity 
of its fish, the Dean River is the pre- 
mier steel.head river in BC. For arena 
spurts crowds are desirable, for fine 
angling the)" are anathema. Worried 
by crowding, the Fish and Wildlife Branch tm. 
denook a study of the angling use on the Dean 
ten years ago. The study revealed that anglers 
from outside Canada were growing faster than 
other groups of Dean River anglers. To stem this 
growth the Branch established a lottery system, 
and devised a policy that gave guides rod day 
allocations. This brought form, substance, and 
cons'el to the guiding industry. 
The program worked. Dean River guides are 
fully subscribed, and crowding has not been a 
problem until recently. In Skeena a lucrative 
guiding business developed on classified rivers 
as a result of the same initiative. 
The demand for good ste¢lheading has conti- 
nued to grow to the point where the original 
classified waters regime is no longer adequate 
to preserve fine angling. The government as- 
sembled an interageney review team and 
charged to deal with the problem. In their earn- 
est desire to be hip and current, the leaders of 
the review team hired a facilitator, then invited 
all sorts of hoary heads to a series of touchy- 
feel), .~ ions  intended to map out a strategy to 
deal with crowd controL 
The result of these deliberat/ons is pmported- 
ly captured in a work entitled a Discussion 
Paper re." Angling Guide Managemenl System and 
Classified Waters (AGMS &CW) Review. Be- 
cause it is written inthe language of tnocess- 
processed language, replete with "stakeh01ders, 
concensns-based, transparent processes," 
"inputs" and twisted syntax-reading the docu- 
mere is like solving a cryl~,ooam. The first two 
thirds of this paper says almost nothing and can 
be ignored. When its authors finally decide to 
get down to business they are disingenuous. 
Three options axe put forward. 'The fi~st, to aban- 
don all regulation, is not an option at alL The 
second option is to build upon and modify the 
existing system, but later in the paper it be- 
I comes cleat that its authors favour a third op- 
, don, which suggests that rod day allocations to 
guides should be phased oat, and that residents 
should be allotted a fixed amount of fishing 
time. The former suggestion has provoked an 
aggressive r action from guides. 
=A guide h~ tam,red rights to special water, 
ja..q like a logger has tenured fights to timber," 
says Terrace guide, Noel C~'ger. "The logger is 
assured tim/x~ sdaich allows him to plan for the 
future, and enables him to invest thousands of 
dollars ha ~ Guides are granted time 
on spedal wat~ so they can hire assisaan~ rma 
their lodges, and run their equipmenL Now the 
government is backing an option that would 
mke that mmn-c away." 
"Deregulating the guiding industxy," says 
Dean Rh,-er Guide, Rob St. 'art,  "would result 
in a proliferation of guides on blue ffbbon wa- 
U.~rs. Most of those gaddes would be part limers 
wbo ~Id  be ~ off their expensive equip 
mint agaimt a small seasonal income. They 
~oald be paying vbmally no taxes compm-ed to 
a== pn=s=u assis=m angUng guides who have a 
fairly high, stable income withalmost no tax 
~ m  
Pamedom fi, um a.~. B.C. D~til~ F-ed~e~ tl~ B.C Fe- 
aw=6m ~Ely F '~ a~d tl~ B.C W'dd~ Feden- 
~ to the ~=$d0a tlm tl)= a¢c=ss of n:sideats to 
special wmess be resaicted was umquivocal, ha a 
joim ktmr to ~ ~,finister of AOieo]nne the three o~. 
ganizttkm said a~ belkve reddeat anglers have 
u=U~u~ pd=i~ =~=g =c=ss to p=bUc wa=x 
that they eXl)e~ res~le=~ to.be the hue class of am 
e~ ~ ~d th= ~da ~ ~ho~d o~r 
occm.afl~ all other chsse~ of a=gl~r lame left t l~  
~ sema~ =~,pr0=c~ d m~ adjm==eau m a= 
system already in fo~ the= give= tim u~ to the 
M ~  of t~  ~ ad=f i~ raft. in p ta i~ 
Wildcats hungry to win 
least stay the same while 
~-~i  ~.~ . 
• . ~. f : .~ :~ . . : : :~ :  .~ 
THE SKEE2,;A boys bas. 
ketball team has gone 
through some serious 
changes this year. 
With only four boys re- 
turning from last year's 
roster, the team has had to 
work hard to come toge- 
ther as a UuiL 
But the players have 
been working dilligently 
under the guidance of new 
coach, Terry Monture. 
Monture has coached 
body builders and individ- 
ual athletes for 16 years, 
and he is excited about 
taking on the job of coach- 
ing a team sport. 
"I'm a real fan of con- 
ditioning," says Monture. 
Pad it shows in how the 
boys play. 
Their 10 wins and 0 loss 
record against other junior 
secondary teams has 
ranked this team at 15th in 
the province as of Decem- 
ber 
The secret, says coach 
Ter ry  Monture  
Monture is all in physical 
fitness. 
"I have a lot of different 
ideas about training," he 
says. "We don't realise 
how hard they can work." 
Pad work hard they cer- 
tainly do. A typical prac- 
tice not only includes 
drills and scrimmages, it
includes a lot of cardio 
vascular training - some- 
thing that is proving to 
give these boys an edge. 
"In the second half we 
can pick up the pace or at 
the other team might be 
slowing down," said Men- 
n/ re .  
The boys' conditioning 
also helps them play more 
of a running game which 
helps c-omensate for the 
lack of height on their 
team. 
The tallest player 
stands an even six feet 
with all the others tanding 
between 5'7" and 5'11". 
The Wildcats will be 
playing at a 16 team tour- 
nament hosted by D.P. 
Todd in Prince George in 
early February. 
If the team does well 
they will have an even 
better idea of where they 
stand provincially. 
"Our goal is to go down 
there and win that tourna- 
ment. I'm a firm believer 
that you have to set your 
goals so they're attainable 
but you can still set them 
high," said Monture. 
JAMES VICKERS and assistant Derrick Matthews 
pass the ball to one another during a drill at ont of 
the Wildcats' practices. 
1 Not  on  my court! 
CALEDONIA Kermodes captain Kelly Haug- 
land keeps a Smithers Gryphon at bay in 
game one of the Kermodes EXtreme tourrm- 
merit Jan. 19-21. The Kermodes won 55-36. 
Gi]rmn Gook k~d me seoang ~ 17 points. 
Biuebacks host 
invitational meet 
KYLE NARTZ won't be 
competing at the Blueback 
Invitational swim meet 
here this weekend. 
T'he 17-year-old has de- 
cided to put swimming on 
hold to focus  
said Blue.back mm 
coach Mike 1 ~ ~  
Carlysle. 
Nartz was m !!~::=--. 
one of the ~ ~:~:: : .~:: -~ 
club's s.'on- ===================== ~.. 
but he is tak- ~i l f~ : ........... !~!:~ 
g some .~ .  l ~  ~ 
for uaiversi~  ~ i ! :  :: : :~ i : i l  
m the fall. 
Another Blueback to 
watch is long distance 
swimmer Chris Morris. 
Morris needed to take 7 
seconds off his time in the 
1500 metre freestyle in 
I order to qualify ~, 
I I  c~mpionships; :' 
l He came 
~roa~zh with 
ml ~y~ colours 
Im ~y ~-y -  
l [~  with 35 
l --'e~on~ under 
m 19 minute 
m,o ~cond eut-  
m offdme. 
However .  K~Ie Narl:z Both Morris 
- and Barton 
the rest of ~ have qualified 
Blueback.~ will ~ ~ for. ~:epro'dncial~ 
to the pool to com~p¢~ ha z -~r  h i~ght  of the 
regional meet ~ 26-28. ~ will be the use of the 
Teams from Ki6_mal, ~ew score board at the 
Smithers, Pri~c~ Rupen ~ centre.  . . . .  
and M~ wiB be ~ . ,  Spectators will be able 
"l"l~e level of kids ha  ito see the swimmers' Split 
the ~ g~ts" ~ group times as well as thdr final 
is qui~e strong ooming times. 
fixn:n K.itimza tad 1~,  Distance events gill be 
says ~ Friday at 7"-30 p.m., 9 p.m. 
That means that 15- ~ Saturday the younger 
year-okl J¢=ine ~ ~ swimmers will compete in 
have some good comped- the morning with the se- 
tioa on b=r bands, nior girls and boys swim- 
S ~  N'mbols from ming in the afternoon. 
Princ~ Rupert, /en F/or- Events run 9 a.m.'5 p.m. 
wood and Megan Allen Various events will be 
bo~ from Kitimat, will all he ld  Sunday from 8:30 
be solid competition for am, andends with awards 
her. ceremony at 1:30 p.m. 
1992 avalanche tragedy 
marked by snowmobilers 
By SARAH A. ZI~IMERblAN 
IT'S BEEN nine years since two 
local snowmobilers were killed in an 
avalanche on Tlmmht'll mountain. 
The avalanche claimed the lives 
of Petrie Turner, 33, and Peter Do- 
ble~, 25 on Jan. 3, 1992. 
"An avalanche awareness pro- trouble." 
gram for anyone spending time in Anyone travelling in the back- 
the backcountry is a day well country should carry and know how 
spent," said Lubke. to operate the appropriate rescue 
Fifteen people have died in ava- equipment as well, said Gee, 
lunches in North America so far this A beacon, probe and shovel are 
Sports 
menu 
To get your game, event 
or mooting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu or Sports Scope, 
fax us at 638-8482, or 
you can e-mail us at 
s(anda(r/@kermode.net 
Jan. 24 
• Men's Day at 
Shames. Every Wednes- 
day is men's day, bdng a 
friend and they get their 
lift ticket for half price, 
Jan. 25 
• Ladies' Day at 
Shames. Lessons, lift 
tickets, lunch and vine 
with your ski pro. Call 
635-3773 for details, 
Jan. 26-28 
• Terrace Legion Open 
Bonspiel takes place at 
the Terrace Cuding Rink, 
J Jan. 26-27 
• Caledonia Kermodes 
host Prince Rupert for a 
double header. Games j 
6:15 p.m. Friday and 
10:30 a,m, Saturday. 
Jan. 27 
• Terrace Bluebacks 
host a regional invita- 
tional swim meet at the 
Terrace Aquatic Centre. 
Jan, 26 
l Snow Valley Nordic I :: 
Ski Club hosts Men's 
Day, A full day of skill 
building, food and fun 
i I with the guys at Onion " Lakes, Women's Day has been rescheduled for today, Register at 
Source for Sports. :.:. 
Feb, 2.,1 
• Caledonia Kermodes • • i ~ 
~a~d.t~f who ~ con~nzct tb= o~=d ~ winter, Eight of those people were the essentials. I boys basketball teem r 
an, is marked bY ,he .owever, he .utioned that just host White Rock 
sals '~ ~gr~z~=''~ Simeon Valley Snowmobilers, Asso- Those numbers are higher than because you have the proper equip; Christian, Games Frl. 
t~.. have ~ thei rp~0-  ciatinn with a memorial ride every: average, says Rod Gee, avalanche ment doesn,t mean you are guaran- 
_ ~;==:~ prote in  nmoa the same~ Janmn'y;:said Cun-em:chlb president coordimtorforCN . . . .  teed to escape an avalanche should ' 7:30 pm end noon sat, . . . .  
Fomn do~ -ira th~ ~ic  ,~k,~ Lubke.Xhis year's:ride drew B= they hit borne in the wake of one occur. 
process. After soliciting tie public's comm=~ tl~ 90 participants. . . . .  three deaths involving: snowmbbilers the avalanche Jan. 6, the vic, Feb. 3-4 :: 
team could then make the modifications they "It's a fun ride but you remember near Prince George in the last tim was located within 15 minutes • Torra~ Curling Club : 
deemed appropriate and forward tl~b nmmmaenda- tlmm too," said Lubk¢, who was part using his beacon but rescuers could hosts the Juvenile zone , 
tie= to government, of the rescue team who searched for Two All~rtan snowmobilers died not revive hire, said ' playdown, Wlnnem go to 
Had the problem been dealt with that way, I have the two men nine years ago. near Powder King Dec. 29 and an- ~ough beacons can indeed save provincial playdowns, 
no doubt rod day allocations would hay= b¢=a retain- As a result of the tragic accident other man was killed in  an ava-  a life it isue guarantee, he said. 
rained in the form of daily quotas foe special ziv=~ the association also holds an ave- lanehe in tbe McGregor Range Jan. Another misconception some Feb, 4 Elecmm~ licem~g would have been ade,lx~t let. ' 
a=ve see= nnnttmd on dam= wtmre such a =~t=m : =We to as audit informs ; snowmobilers may have is that they • Application deadline 
:~ ;~ ~ ~ ~d p i lo t :~  tourn= lion "- aft_ ~ put . ~ " , '  r ~ ~ brought in to teach the can: ou~:  an avalanche. However, for coaches, assistant 
. . m u~ my as possmte, .said !avalanche awareness course to the ava lu~e.s  can travel faster than 
' ~ ~ aS ~ ~ ~  ~ tO ~ ' ~ ; : . . . . . .  : : '; ~ i l e ~ .  : . ..... some m;.ht firs t .....t. - " coaches and men,gem 
: ' - :~~ ~beuied ,N:~:~ l , , '~ ,  ~ , . L  = ~ ~ . ~  : :"You: need to educate ::yourself is: sometlm ' for Terraen Youth , ',=i i  i=  or 'm w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . : .  ....... . . . . . . .  P es thmk the 0 f a n g s t . a v o l d e d . . ~  a i1~ by~im snovnooDmm.-about how avalanches work " :said , - . ; -~ .~. - . - : - . - , , - , , - - : : :  . . . .  Y cur Assoclatlon. Call . . . .  m.,.,~nr ~ =;..~_ ,~::~::: . : :__.  : -  r . ",  ~:  ~; :- ,~,--=-= --  n*=m,:ue on a SHOW, 
~.~ . . . .  -~© aoo~[ ~ t . . . .  : " ' ' G~rge at 635-3719 for .: . . . . . .  , ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  =~nm~g . . . .  l s your  own actions and molbil . . . . . .  ~.:: . . . . .  e, but there is no wa ou can 
~ for the first time, knowledge that keep you  out :of  outnm > ,- y y ..... d¢~ls, : : - era. stud Gee.. . . . . .  ...... ' 
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Over 14,000 ads-  updated daily 
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BC Newspaper Group 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE- FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, Word Ciapified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on.a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is 
Thursday at 4 i~.m. for all dlsolav and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All:classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
• phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
i numberready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & W~kend AdwPrtleer 
(Slanderd & Advertiser ) ~i.!..~.~ac~L~. o s;)
3 weekB(Standerd&Advertlser)$25.68*(in~.OST ) , * -.'.I I -  * 
°Additional words (over 2S~ 2S¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.90 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mall out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAYIANNIVERSARWCARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES I 
IN MEMORlUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $7.70 eJn 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $14.14 pal" column inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad In the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
• .... : Io5!: :  : : :  
:ANNOUNCEMENT: 
• ' i " " " • : " -  ' .  
Classifications! 
~ S  6t 6 COMMERCIAL 
lOS  ANNOUNCF.MENTS 628 FOR SALE OR BENT 
110 ANNN'ERSARES 636 HOUSES f~R RENT 
120 BIRTHDAYS 640 MISC. FOR RENT 
125 CHURCH 644 MOBILE HOMES 
t 30 COMING EVENTS 648 ROOM & ~OAAD 
135 ENGAGEMENT/ 656 SHARE 
W'EDC~NGS ACCO/~MODAI~ON 
14S IN MEMORIAM 660 STORAGE 
150 IFGAL NOTEES 668 TOURIST 
ISS oBmJARIES ACCOMMOOAnC~IS 
160 TENDERS 676 WANTED 10 RENT 
t 65 THANKS 680 WAREHOUSES 
RE3tSONAL REAL 
210 ~USINEeS PER.SONALS 7O5ACREAGES/LOrS 
230 LOST & FOUND 715 COMMERCIAL PROPERTY 
240 ~SONALS 730 FOR SALE BY OV,'H ER 
MERCHAN~ 735 HOUSES 
315 AUCTIONS 745 MOEg I~ S
330 COMPUTERS 755 OPEN HOUSE 
355 FURNITURE 770 WANTED 
360 G~aE SALES A~nYE 
365 MLSC. FOR SA4E 8tO CARS fOR SALE 
380 11M~ER el s TRUCKS FOR SA~ 
395 WANTED 820 VAN5 FOR SALE 
• RIS I ~AIU~ t, EalEA//ONAL 410 FARM EQUIPMENT 
425 LIVESTocK 65,4 ARCRAFT 
435 PETS B58 ATV'$ 
' B62 BOATS / N~qlNE 
l ~  666 MO~O;CYC~S 
460 EQUIPMENT 870 RV'S CAMPERS 
470 L(~..,C~ NG/TIMB~ R 874 RV'G .S'XH WHEELS 
48O t,V~ERY 6?8 RV'$ MOTORHOMES 
~MPIOY/AB~r 882 RV RENTA/3 
510 BUSINESS 890 SNOWMOBILES 
OPPORTUNITIES 
520 CAREERS S~W/CFJ ' 
S30 EDUCATK3N 910 BUILI~NG SERVICES 
S40 HELP WANTED 912 CARPENTRY 
STO TUTORING 914 CHILD CARE 
5~0 WORK.WANTED 920 CONSTRUCIK)N 
R/NTAL ~ 932 HANDYMAN 
604 APARTMENTS 936 JAJ~T(~.L 
60B BASEMENT SUflE 944 M~SC. SEP.VICES 
612 CABINS/COTTAGES 
The Terrace Standard rosen/as the tight to classify ads under appreptlate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. . 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it Is against the provincial Human Rlghls Act to discriminate on the basis el children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking prelemnee. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service. and to repay the customer the sum paid lor the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold' instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instructions ere received. 
Those answering Box Numbem are requested not to send original documents to avoid lose. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
n is agreed by the advertiser equesting space that lhe liability of the Terrace Standard In the event of failure to publish an advertlsemenl as published 
shall be limited to Ihe amounl paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect Insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that them shall be no liability In any evenl grealer lhan the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name. _.Address 
Phone Star t  Date . # of  Inser t ions  Ter race  Standard  #Weekend Adver t i ser  
CLASS IF ICAT ION.  Cred i t  Card  No  Exp i ry  D a t e _ _  
r~ VISA ~ MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 
6 
11 12 
16 17 
. 21 ' "d2 
13.64  13.91 
2 .5 .95  26 .22  
C l ip  & Ma l l  Th is  Form To :  
Ter race  Standard  
3210 C l in ton  St.,  Ter race ,  B .C.  V8G 5R2 
3 
8 
13 
18 
23 
14.18 
2e .4B 
S TA= ARD 
4 5 
9 10 
14 15 
lg  20 
13.3e 
24  25 .68  
14 ,45  14.71 
26 .75  27 02 
For Ionoer ad. ~lease use a separate shl~et ' 
Phone Fax, 
638-7283 638-8432 
i Six l0 seven weeks a f le r ,~  
cencepli0n all your vital ~: :  
erg0nswere present. ~ ,~:  
Choose Ufe, your M0m didi ......... 
Tern=ca Pm.b~ E ~  A~=o¢. 
~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & HEAUNG CENTRE 
Me ,taphysicaVSpiritual Growth Books, 
incense, smudge, Aromatherapy 
products, tarot cards, runes, gem° 
stones/cnjstals, Meditation 
tapes/Music, drums & more. 
Laur911 Ballard, Msc, D,, Ph, D, 
+::: :i 3o:!coMi mS:: !:: : 
' ~ I ;:+::::;EVENTS::::I/ 
Don' t  
• .Loose Your 
F irearms! 
Get in on the  
next  Federal 
Firearms 
Licence Safety 
Course  "P .A .L  " 
Next course  
begins Feb.. 5 th  
a t  3406 Eby St. 
Call John Halley I t°regis r ~ ' ~ 1  
j ; :  45 IN.•:!:::•: ::. MEMORI :AM : 
i i i i  i i  i . . . .  i 
l ew tpRm 
I ;' told Imsi sorvko end most o~tuials 
l.+ +,,.. 
I * Career 
I / *  Relationships 
| i*.Spouse habits '~  
| * Picking Lotto #'s 
I "+'+'. • in 2000 
l i.900.4S1.40SS 
TRANSFORM YOUR life with 
spiritual excercised building inn- 
er strength and vitality. Experi- 
ence It for yourself. For free 
book, ECKANKAR, 1-800- 
LOVE-GOD, ask for book #F18. 
www.eckankar.or~ 
~eatrice Cordeli~a 
Gurney 
Sept. 19, 1924- 
Jan. 21, 2000 
Peaceful be your rest, 
dear mother, 
How sweet to breathe 
your name; 
In life we loved you close 
and dear, 
In death we do the same. 
Hector, Charlene, 
Shirley, Curtis, Vern & 
Families 
i::'i 5S~OBITUARIES  
• . : .  ~ : .:., , 
HAUGLAND- Albert 
(All, formal ly  of 
Terrace, passed  
away peacefully on 
December .  2g ,  
2000 in Victoria, 
~ BC. He.. leaves  his IovinE familY: wife 
Eileen (Ida);. dauEh- 
ters, Patricia and 
~ Barbara (Costa); 
son, Dennis (Ma-  
rtha) and seven' 
of O~ston, BC, passed oWay in Mount 
el. Francis Hospifut, Nelson, BC, on 
lh.urdq, 0ctol~r S, 2000 follo~ing 
g !nnothy Illnnss. Sadie was born 
Fubu.my 13,1914 In N,ley, Alberto 
and there wos ralmd and erie(glee. 
I on Wdn~, Odu~t }i, 2000 gl 
I 2:00 pm from Ihe O.F. Oliver Funeral 
I 0mp~l, O~on, K, ~h P=~or 0kk III 
I Morfln oIIkioflng.lnlitrmuntfo(lawd I' 
III I. ,ho romlly~lot In Forest Lawn Ill 
- - ,  , ' 
i ii i 
+ B~I"~SH RENTAL OF CONSTRUCTION i~wt 01 ~ 
COLUMBL~ EQUIPMENT , , -  
The Ministry of Forrests invites ubmissions to Its Equipment Rental Submission List 
for the 2001-2002 fiscal year. Only those units lisled will be used by the Forest 
Raglans and Districts when hiring road construction, mainlenence and deactivation ~ l  
equipment on an hourly baslsJ0r work on Forest Service mads~ The f0il0wl.~g'!.~e~J" I'~ 
tractors; scrapers; trent-and lea~rs; graders; excavators and backh0eS; iota'drillingS!! | 
equipment; compaction equlpme/lt; wiser trucks; miscellaneous hea~/duty con. I 
struclion equipment. . | 
All equipment listed for rental purposes must be owned or on e lease-to.purchase I 
agreement. Rental rates on an all.found basts wilt be requested if and when the I 
equipment is required• 
Interested equipment owners are Invited to list their equipment, giving the following 
information: " 
Year, make, model, serial number, and'attnchments tar each machine; 
business address, lelephone number and Workers' Compensation umber. 
This Information may be placed on an intemet web site for viewing by other govern- 
ment agencies end the general public. 
Written submissions hould be forwarded before February 28, 2001, to', 
Manager, Engineering and Financial Services 
Resoumo Tenures and Engineering Branch 
Ministry at Forests, 
PO Box 9510 Sin Pmv Govt 
Victoria, British Columbia 
V,8,W 9C2 ., 
The Prince Rupert Golf Club is requesting all 
interested parties to submit a proposal for operating 
the Golf Club's Kitchen. 
All applicants must have the appropriate 
"Serving It Right and FoodSafe Certificates 
,,previous experience in a short order cook and 
catering environment 
',preference will be given to applicants with 
previous, experience in running their own business. 
• The successful applicant will be required to: 
"provide catering to all golf course functions 
"operate a short order kitchen, providing quality 
foc;d services to the members 
• the contract period will be from April 1,2001 to 
December 31, 2001. 
Submit all applications to: 
Prince R.upert Golf Club 
523 9th Avenue West 
Prince Rupert, B.C, V8J 2S9 
, Attention: House Committee 
i ii i i H I /  
~. J  ...~RJ~'ISH INVITATION TO APPLY ~m*yd ~)  I f~.,OLUMB~ TIMBER SALE LIGENCE A45977 r.,~ Bid Proposal Sale 
'This Is e regular bid propocal timber sale Ik:ence. For the purpose of this limber 
sale ltcence, we.tern red cedar ehekee and shingles are deemed.to be value. 
added wodgcte. Puregard Io eectloN 21 at the Forest Acl, the District Manager will 
accept tenders from IndlvidualB or corporations reglBlered el Small Business 
Forest Enteq0flses. Category 2 and Cetegory 3. Tenders require the submles~o~ of
a proposal. • 
C~oslng Date:' February 16, 200t at 8:30 a,m. DIshlCl: Kstum 
Geographic Location: Oasque Creek Term: five (5) years 
Upset Stum~ge Role: $30.10 per eubk= metre 
Volume: 34.781 cubic melee, more or leca 
Upset 81umpage Rate: $0,25 per eublo metre 
Volume: 18,698 cubic metes, more or less 
The upset atumpsge rate was.determined by the Market Pricing System, and Is 
applicable only to coniferous green eewlog grades. 
AppllcantB must commit o opersle, or somme to construct end operate, e timber 
pr0ceBdng fsellity owned or loosed by Ihe applicant, Ihst Is capable of producing 
wood fibre products considered by the Minister of Fo.msll to be value-added prod- 
ucts for Ihe purpose of this competition. 
All applications will be further evalueled by the following creation and wetghllngg: 
Criteria 
EmJolovment 
PmxlmNv 
EIctstlr~ Plant 
New eaoltal Investment 
Labour uAluA,.edd~d 
Chenoe in value.added 
Flnv¢0oe 
TOTAL WEIGHTING 
Welehtlna 
3e 
20 
tO 
5 
5 
. ,10  
20  
1oo , . ,  
Co111menls: 
1. SIx (6) blocks hra designed for cable legging and two (2) ere skyline blocks, 
Appflcmlone witl be accepted by the eistrk:t Menage,. Kelum Forest Olstrk:t. 200. 
6220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia, VaG t LI until 8:30 e,m. on Felxuew 
18, 2001.  
There Is additional materiel which Ihe ipplk',anls must consider In Iheit eppr~0on. 
This material, application forms end any olher Information about ihe Smell 
BuRlness Program can be oblelned from the above Forest Dislrlcl Office. 8peril V 
Timber Sale Ucence Meg77. 
ii i i i , . . T  ~,~__  
ii 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed Tenders marked 01-001 HAZELTON CAMPUS JANITORIAL 
will be received up to 2:00 pro.local time the 23rd February 2001 
and those available at that time will be opened in public ati 
Northwest Community College 
Hazehon, B.C. 
Tendering documents may be obtained at the above address after 
9:00 am on 5th February 2001, Tenders must be filed on the forms 
provided, in sealed, clearly marked envelopes. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
Please direct all enquiries Io: 
Northwest Community College 
~: - ~ l t  '" h, ttn" Peter Cromplon .+ i!' L '  '~ .... ; '  
" , Faahhes Manager 
" 5331Mcconnel l  AvefiUe u :~ ' : : " . :~ '""~,  
Terrace B.C. V8G 4X21 
Phone 638-5406 or Fax 638-5446 
I I I I  I I I I I I 
OB~HI, ~ INFORMATION SESSION 
Proposed Kalum Land and Resource 
C Management Plan (LRMP) 
Table members oF the Kalum LRMP are pleased to announce that theyhave 
reached consensus on a package of Ihe land use recommendations Tar the 
Kalum area. 
The LRMP area encompasses the southern portion of the Kalurn Forest District 
including the Kitsumf~alum, Kitimat, an~ Copper River watersheds and 
reaches south including the Kitlope Heritage Cbnservancy proteded area. 
The communities of Terrace, Kitimat, and Kitimaat Village lie within the LRMP. 
Information and Table members will be available for discussion at the 
following locations and times: 
Kifimat Mall, January 26, 2001 • 3 p.m. - 8 p.m. " " 
Skeena Mall, January 27, 2001 •'9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Ministry of Farads, Terrace, January 29, 2001 • 3 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
Rived~ge Community Centre, Kitimat, January 30, 2001 • 3 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
K timaat V Ilage, January 31, 2001 s 4 p.m. - 8 p.m. • Community School 
Gilanyow, February 1,2001 • 3 p.m. - 6 p.m, • Gilanyow Community Hall 
Hazelton, February 2, 200t * 1 p.m. - 5 p.m. • Gitxsan Treaty Office 
The planning table's land use recommendations are available For review 
prior to the informal on sees o n and can be oblained tram: ~ : 
• _ Eamon O'ponoghue, Process Coordinator , 
M;nlstry o~: Forests 
Room :)00-.5220 Keith Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VBG |L1 
Phone: (250] 638-5115 Fax: (250) 638-5176 
A)I public comments must be received no later than February 12th, 2001. 
Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
Skeena District 
Hired Equipment Registration 
The Skeena District of the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways is creating its lists of registered Equipment for 
Hire for the fiscal year 2001/2002, which begins April 
1, 2001. 
If you have construction equipment o register, or if: your 
equipment is currently registered and you have acquired 
new equipment or made changes to your previously 
registered equipment, please contact the District Office 
for registration forms. Current address, telephone and 
WCB numbers are also required. 
All owners of dump trucks or belly dump trucks must 
provide a current weigh scale slip. (This is used for the 
purpose of calculaling hourly rates,) 
Registration forms are available at: 
Skeena District Office 
Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
4825 Ke|th Avenue 
Terrace, BC, V8G IK7 
Phone: (250) 638-6402 or 1 (800)663'9910~i 
Fax: (250) 638-6414 • :i ~ 
The deadline for registration is March 1611200i! 
Registrations received after March 16, 2001 will be 
recorded on a late registration list and consequently 
may not receive a share of the available work. 
Don Ramsay 
District Highways Manager 
+ ...B :IISH .,n,stryo, 
Transportation L.,OLUMBIA mg,w., 
B6- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, January 24, 2001 
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MISCELLANEOUS 
FOR SALE 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS AND 
OTHERS 
Re: The estate of 
DONNA JEAN KATRINA HAW 
also kr~wn as 
DONNA JEAN HAW, Deceased 
~rmerly d Terrace, British Columbia 
Creditors and others having claims 
against the eslate oF DONNA JEAN 
K~TRINA HAW are hereby notified 
under seclion 38 of the Trustee Act. 
that particulars o~ their claims hould I
be. sent to the undersignqd I 
Administralor al #200-4630 Lazelb I
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1S6, on I 
or before March 9, 2001, after I
which date the Administrator will dis- I 
I tribute.the estate among the parties I 
e ntitred to it, having regard only Io I 
~he claims thai have then been I
~ei,,ed. I 
UANNE GAYLE FUNK, I 
Mmln;slraloe. I 
Warner Baedstra Brown, I 
Solicitors I 
The Parent Advlso~j Committee (PAC) of 
Copper Mount, ale Elemenl;ary 5~hool 
would like to thank the following local buelneeeee and Indlviduale 
for'their generoue donatlone to our Chrletma~ Raffle. 
All Season's Source forSporCa McDonal~'e ~eetaurant 
Bargain 5hop Northern Drugs 
Canada Poet Northern Motor Inn 
Cookie Jar Bakery 
Denny's Restaurant 
Oemma'a Gifts anti CoIlec~iblee 
Groundworks Coffee Co. l 
Jacqule Guldbaek 
Carol HaaJes 
Home Hardware 
Just Klddin Playground 
NWCC l~ooket, ore " 
Safeway 
~u~wa~ ~ 
T=ra= A~ua~ Cent= 
Terrace Arena I~e~ Office 
Terrace Builders Do-It Center 
Attaea Wagner 
Zellere In;. 
WAREHOUSEMAN'S 
LIEN ACT 
Debtor: Les Thompson 
Vehicle: 1988 GM 
Firebird 2.8 
Litre V6 
VIN# 
1G2FS21 SOJL255462 
Debt: $841.50 
Will be sold to recover. 
Sale will be at 3 p.m. Feb. 
14, 2001 at Canadian Tire 
Service Cenlre, #486 5100 
Hwy. 16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 5K4 
For more information contact 
Parm Phangura et Ihe 
Canadian Tire Autamative 
Cenlre, 
Ph (2,50) 635-8177 or 
Fax (250) 63,5-6962. 
330 COMPUTERS 
w 
'TAYLOR-Elizabeth' 
1906-2001 
After a short  i l lness, 
Mrs. El izabeth Taylor 
o f  Terrace passed 
away peacefu l ly  at 
M i l l s  Memor ia l  
Hospita l  on Saturday, 
January 13, .2001.  
Mrs. Taylor is survived 
by her daughter Helen 
Glngera (Ed), three 
grandchildren, Linda 
Spak (Mike),  Apryl 
LeB!anc  : . i (Den is )~ 
Jeffery; Gingera,, (Gall) 
and  s ix  great  
grandchildren, 
M ichae l ,  C layton ,  
Matthew, Jena, Katie 
and Alex. 
I The [omily of Waller Henq 
McConnell would like to thank a] 
his friends who sent their 9oo< 
wishes, flowers, get well card= 
and stopped by his hospital bed- 
side to visit. It meant so much to 
him and eased his last remaining 
days. Thank you to the nursing 
slaff, Dr. Kenyon, Dr. Phillips and 
Dr. Hay [or their care and kind 
treatment. A special thank you to 
his 'brothers and sisters' who 
helped with the funeral and 
spoke on his behalF. And finally a
thank you to oil those who sent 
cards o~ condolenca to the ~amil~ 
and those who sent money in lie= 
, oF flowers to the 
i'lapw Gang Cenler. 
p,.-~ 
A Very Sincere 
Thank You To 
All Our Friends 
who sent cards and 
flowers in the recent loss 
of a husband and 
stepfather Don Anderson. 
A huge thanks to all who 
made donations to Ihe 
scholarships fund opened 
af NWCC in Dan's home. 
And a special thanks to 
the nurses in emergency 
and to Dr. Brown & Leslie 
Sincereiy Anderson & 
Tracy Ramsay 
i 
THANKY,0!J 
Helen and Ed Gingera 
and family would like to 
thank Dr. Van Herk for 
his kindness, compas- 
sion and care he gave 
GENTLEMEN NEW to area, 
clean cut, would like to meet 
lady 45-55 for friendship possi- 
ble long term relationship. Rep- 
ly to Box 89, Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton Street, V8G 5R2 
GOOD NEWS: Do you want a 
new and ever-lasting life? Then 
get to know God throuh a Free 
Bibe Study Course and Bible. 
For more Information write to: 
Good News Bible Study, Box 
349, Telkwa, BC, V0J 2X0, or 
phone Rick collect at 250-846- 
5219 
"VERY ATTRACTIVE fit gentle- 
man who is financially secure 
seeks that special lady, single 
or otherwise for romantic geta- 
ways/get-togethers" Enquiries 
to alex_tavIor71 @ hotmail.com 
COMPUTER: 733MHZ Pentium 
3, 815e chlpset, 128 MB RAM, 
20 GB hard drive, 50X CD- 
ROM, 8 MB AGP Intel 3D 
graphics card, 56K V-90 mo- 
dem. No monitor. Comes with 
Windows 98SE. $1200. Call 
250-635-5564 after 6:00 pm. 
HP 250C color printer, E size, 
16 MB of RAM, metal stand• 
Will print all media types up to 
and Including 34" x 44". Must 
Sell $1500 OBO. Extra set of 
cartridges included. Contact 
Doufl at 250-635-6295 days. 
LAP TOP computer. NEC Ver- 
sa LX Pentium 11, touch pad, 3 
year warranty. $1400.oo 250- 
638-1665 
1993 WESTERN star: 450 De- 
4 NEW tires. American G-45 troit; 18 apeed; 46 rears; w/log 
general tires P205/70 R15, truck dgglng, two bunks; 5th 
$200 eve. Childrens car, yellow wheel & Iowbed ramps, 
perego Volkswagen car, runs $40,000. also 1994 arctic tridem 
on battery $230. 3 piece wall log trl; good condition, $22,000. 
unit entertainment centre, Call 1-250.845-7202 
Black, gold color trim w/glass LOGGING CONTRACTOR 
doors. $650. 250-635-3440 wanted immediately to harvest 
MOUNTAIN BIKE, Kona Stab 3,000 m3, spruce bug timber cn 
woodlot, must be delivered to 
DH, Shlmano XT components. Burns Lake from southslde 
Race face cranks. Triple clamp Francois Lake by March 2, 
Jr. T forks, hardly used, original 2001. Bruce 250-694,3645 Fax 
price $3500 asking $2500 250-694-3674 
OBO., 250-638.1890 
1510BUSINESSI 
OPPORTUNIT IES 
NEW-TON-TEK Satellite Sys- 
tems. DSS Sales & installation. 
Card programming. We also 
buy used DSS systems and H- 
cards, Phone 250-846.9762 
SURFIN THE Web? www.sur. 
plusherbys.com Distress mer- 
chandise- outdoor/fishing ear, 
Military Surplus, Check out Sur- 
polus Herby's . The Carzlest 
store on the Webl 
CASH FOR antlers, brown or 
white, For more info, call Ted or 
Louise. 250-422-3189 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales and Iocators. Hauling 
available. Dave Crossan 250- 
567-2607, 6km Mapes Road, 
Vanderhoof B.C. 
BULLS FOR sale. 100 plus 
yearling bulls. Hereford, red and 
black angus, charolais, belb- 
viehs and limousin on test at 
Lazy B Ranch. Please call 
Cahrlv 250-690-7226 
EXCELLENT GREEN dry hay. 
50 pound sqare bales. $3. per 
bale in barn, Local delivery pos- 
sible, Call: 250-845-7867 
FACTORY DIRECT SALES, af- 
fordable easy to assemble 
kitchen cabinets, Murphy beds. 
10 year product warranty. Free 
estimates. Teh250-561-2240 
Www.murphybedsb~.com. Fax:. • 
~. 1-888-553-2343 
www.kltchensbc.com 
LARGE ROUND bales of hay 
for sale. Alfalfa grass mixture, 
1200 Ibs. $50/ton, last years 
hay $40/ton. Phone 250-690- 
7431 
MINIATUIRE SHORT haired 
daschund puppies. Ready to go 
end of February. Red, first. 
shots and wormed• $350.00 
phone: 250-964-6850 
REGISTERED GERMAN 
Shepherd puppies. First sffots. 
• Wormed, vet checked. Hip and 
health guaranteed, parents may 
be seen. 250-635-4084 
WANTED PURE bred yellow 
lab for stud service. 250-849- 
5557 
1995 LOG processor, 2800 link 
belt with 3000 Denis stroker, 
butt saw, cable drive boom, 
control plus computer, Forestry 
cab with riser. 250-992-2785 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
2000 SQ fl home 48X34 shop 
includes compressor and hoist, 
assorted tools. 2001 Western 
Star truck rigged for off hwy 
with excellent job with West 
Fraser Sawmills, inquiries: 250- 
699-8828 
DELANEY'S FAST Food in 
Skeena Mall, 20 years estab- 
lished business, $28,000. 250- 
635-2661 
DESIRABLE VERNON loca- 
tion. Tanglewood Nursery for 
sale. 7 green houses• All equip- 
ment, containers, plant inven- 
tory. Can be moved if neces- 
san]. Call for detailed list. 
$50,000. Make offers. 250-503- 
0192 
EXPERIENCE NORTHWEST 
BC, Small town friendly envi- 
romnent. Extensive recreational 
facilities, outdoor activities in- 
elude excellent fishing & hunt- 
ing. For sale well established 2 
bay automotive repair shop, 30 
years in business, includes 
equipment, stock, building is 
leased. Serious inquiries only. 
Phone 250-632-2303 
FREE TAPE & Report - Reveal 
how I made 10,000 last month 
In what I consider the easiest 
home-based business on earth. 
Call 24 hours, 1-888.773-9963 
SMALL YOUNG Business in 
food services industry, less than 
one year old withi healthy reve- 
nue. Must sell. Call 250-635:' 
3940 
TEST DRIVEl Unique opportun- 
ity to own and operate a 2000 
Pete with zero down, You must 
have min. 2yrs flatdeck highway 
;experience, able and willing to 
run Canada/USA and possess 
gbod references, Tom or Andre. 
600~663-0099 
.TRAIN TO work in the comlout- 
er Industryl Network Techn- 
clan,' Computer Technician, 
Programmer Analyst, Office Ad- 
ministrator, F.0r program or 
Student loan info call our CDI 
college- Abbotsford Campus- 
~collect, odavI 0-604-850.8585, 
WE NEED you to join Canada's 
fastest growing dlract sa les .  
company The Pampered Cl~ef, i i .  
selling high quality kitchen 
tools. Low start COSt., excellent 
income. 250-563-8826 
WEEKLY NEWPAPER In Fort 
A private funeral was 
he ld  on Monday ,  
:January 15, 2001 and 
in  accordance w i th  
Mrs. Taylor 's  wishes, 
,She was cremated. 
.= ~=' 
I I ' e 
BEUAMY-Albert (Bert) Warren, 
age.86 of Creston, BC, passed 
away In the Creston Valley 
Hospital on May 31, 2000, Bert 
was boJ'n January :1.6, 1914 In 
Bonnyvlfle, Alta. and received his 
education there, During his 
younger years he resided In Cold 
Lake, Alto., Prince Rupert and 
Kemano, BC, and later In 
Terrace, BC where he owned and 
operated an automotive repair 
shop prior to moving to Creston 
in 1969. He was a lifetime 
member of the Elks Lodge #446 
Creston BC, and loved to bowl, 
dance, and help where he could. 
He was also an active member 
of the Senior Citizens Broneh # 
28. Bert was predeceased by 
one daughter, Nice, and stepson 
Ron Dolphin. He will be sadly 
missed by his wife Sadie; son-Ire 
law Mike Ramaradhya, erosion, 
BC., daughters: Irene Bellamy of 
Victoria and Karen Eaklns of 
Langley, BC stepson; Patrick 
Dolphin of Australia; 
grandchildren' Ashton, Addison, 
Sarah and Matthew of Croston, 
BC, Shone and Colin of Langley, 
BC; Denise and Heather of 
Australia; Pat and Kelly of 
Terrace, BC, 2 great 
grandchildren and 12 brothers 
and sisters, A Service of 
Remembrance was held Monday, 
June 5; 2000 at 2:00 P,M. from 
the G,F. Oliver Funeral Chapel 
with Rev, Louise Sklbsted 
offlclatlr~. Interment of ashes 
will take place at a later date In 
Forest Lawn Cemetery, Erlckson, 
Be. Friends wishing to make a 
memorial tribute may do so to 
the Canadian Cancer Society, 
Box 307, Craston, BC, VOB 1GO 
or the Heart and Stroke 
Foundation of BC, Box 723, 
Creston, BC, V0B 1G0, i 
to Nan during her ill- 
ness. We would also 
like to thank the nurs- 
Ing  staff  at Mills 
Memorial Hospital for 
their kindness and care 
of Mrs. Taylor and to 
the staff of the Terrace 
& District Credit Union 
for the lovely food and 
cake tray and the beau- 
tiful flowers. They were 
very much appreciated, 
We would also like to 
thank Sharon for the 
kindness she gave to 
Nan every day at home 
and to Father Houghton 
for his prayers and 
funeral service and 
helping us get through 
this very difficult time 
Thank You. 
: l 540HELPI: : ~I ~l "l~l~ 
IWAN,TE  D I i ~' ~l.'J ~  
[:': ; :~ :. ~i: .~ 
BUY VITAMINS Wholesale. 
canadian-wholesale-direct.corn 
1 TIME fencing, solid steel 
fence posts. Custom 'built for 
barbed wire, high tensile or any 
page wire. toll free 1-866-747- 
0275, Quesnel. B.C. 
1999 WHITE snowblower, 13 
hp, 33" clearing width large 
frame, electdc start, folding 
handles, steerable wheel ddve, 
halogen head lamps, snow hog 
tires. $990.00. 250-638-7291 
STANDARD 
PALLETS 
FOR SALE 
The Terrace Standard has 
a collection af pallefs. 
Suitable for 
kindling, small fences, etc. 
 2.00 
Available at 
3210 Clinton Street, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
i i i  
farm equipment. Quality used..,St. James, BC. seeks a junior 
sales & Iocatora. Hauling avail- reporter/photographer for its 
able. Dave Crossan 250-567-. one person newsroom. Must 
2607, 6 km Mapes Road, Van- have car and camera, We are 
derhoof, BC part of the Bdtlsh Columbia 
Newspaper group. Contact 
Mark Warner 250.567.9258 fax 
250-567-2070 emall:. 
express@ttwy16.com' 
.o • "UL If 
SAFETrT,,  ' ,O,O, ' 
WCB OFA Level 1 • '' l ~ 
$0t., January 27 Man., February 5 Sat., Febru=;y 10 
WCB OFA Level 3 February 12-23 March 19~30 
'C4REY BOGART, Instructor April ] 7-30 
TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
Sun., January 28 Wed., January 31 Sun., February 11 
_WHMIS - Anytime via computer 
Fire Suppression Refresher to be sckeduled. 
NOT JUST HOUSEKEEPING 
What do we do? Call ust 250- cNoO~hmWeS.t Cont inuing Education I 635-0177. NEW YEAR, NEW un i ty  
LOOKI NW painting & decorat- 
Ing can bdghten your New 
Year. 250-635-0177. DOG 
TRAINING NW Obedience 
Training can help make walking 
your dog a pleasurel 250-635- 
0177 
LOST JUNE 17 at 9:30pro at 
the Bingo Hall in Pdnce Rupert. 
a black leather wallet. Please 
return, no questions asked. I.D. 
very important. Please call 
(2S0)624-2002 extension "0". 
Reward offered. 
~ 2l~40l PERsoNALs :  
CANADA'S BEST 24 HOUR 1 
on 1 (18yrs+) 1-888-913-B122 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: from $2.00/min, Credit card bill- 
Set up and maintenance of your lug. 1-900.870-7647 $3.99/mln 
small business requirements. Webslte:www.discreettalk,com 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592 
NORTH COAST Health & Fit- 
hess 250-635-6500. New year, 
new Iookl Check It curl New 
¢ardlo area w/delllte tv monl- ..: For more Information wdte to: 
tore & Hammer Strength equip- ~; G~ News Bible Study, Box 
ment, Fdendly environment, ;'849, Telkwa, BC, V0J 2X0, or 
personalized Instruction, and. !.phone Rick collect at 1-250- 
expanded hours. ,846-5219 " 
• ~ : ~ i ' ; ,  - '~  
• GOOD NEWS: Do you want a 
new and ever-lasting life? Then 
'get to know God through a fire 
-Bible Study Course and Bible. 
Leadership Development Program 
Northwest Community College in partnership with Talus TM brings you a comprehensive 
program for managers, supervisors and staff that will: 
• assist your management teams In developing the core competencies required In your 
organization. 
• provide a better understanding of the challenges end issues padlclpants will encounter 
in their management roles. - 
i enable the participants to use their new knowledge and skills While providing an 
opportunity for follow-up, coaching and support. ~ " ~ " L r 
establish the .groundwork to ensure a sustainable and progresive environement for 
future learning outcomesl 
The Challenge of Leadership 
Feb 20 (Tues  8:30.4:30 
Overcoming the Resistance to Cha 
Feb 21 (Wed) 8:30.4:30 
Social Styles ,: 
Apr 24 (Tues) 8:30,4:30 
- , ! , ; 
"~ FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY 
SHEFIELD & SONS TOBACCONISTS ® 
• Skeena Mall 
• Great New Store 
• Established Chain 
• Great Lease 
• Established Lottery Centre, Sales I million + 
• Excellent Return 
• Full Training & Support 
1-800-663-4213 
weekdays 8 am - 4 pm (p.s,t.) i 
~ )  Nor thwest  ~ m  
l l~"J Community . . . .  
Co,e  ;-  .- 
Timber Framing 
Offered for the First Time/ 
A six week Timber Framing course will be offered at NWCC, 
Terrace Campus. The course will focus on frame construction 
with an emphasis on proficiency of layout, Joinery, and tool use. 
A timber frame building will be constructed as part of the course 
- -  all tools and matedals will be supplied. 
Apr, 2-May 1 t .......... Monday-Friday ................. $2750 
Call Joan at (250) 638-5408 for information. Student must be 
physically fit and supply own Safety Gear. 
j u ,~ Northwest  ~ /  
I Di~'J Communi ty  
~Jan/?- .Febl  . . , I 
Financial Planning for Women.. .................. free r 
Jan 31 
Grief Workshop ........................................ $49+g.. I 
Feb 3 
MS Word- Level I .; ......... ,i:i IL"[I i~:i I i.,:i... $16 
Feb 5-14 i ~ ~l  
Simply Accounting..?...'....i...,.[,.,,,,i.i.i,ilil,..,'i $i8i' 
Feb 6-15 
Chi Idsafe 
""i ............ : .... i!! "~'''I'''"''''':'"'''"'I: $73 Feb 10 
OFA Level I I I  ................. , ........ ,., ........... .. ...... $639 
Feb 12-23 (Instructor: Fred Adair) 
Airbrakes ............. . ........ .............. ; .................... $185 
Feb 13-17 
Building Service.Worker, Level I .. ........... $265 
Building Service Worker . . . .  l Level Ii~.ii,i,,~i:i:., $299 ' 
Feb 16-18 
MS Excel, Level I ....................................... ;  $169 
Feb 19-28 I ~ ~; +'1~ 
Internet/E:mail ...... :: ............. ' ....... '.......... ..'.'... $ 891 
i r  Feb 20-22. 
Computer Starter Course $691 
• r Feb 27-Mar 1 
Global Positioning Fieldwork ......................... $149 
• r Feb 27-Mar 3 
ensures the delivery of essential services under the Act ancl I 
~ e d  to provide special- l ,  
~ l d  social workers, I 
regional supervisors and management staff ' ina geographic region I 
dealing with serious, complex cultural context aad while meeting the 
legislated and policy requirements. Directly accountable for the qual- 
ity of service for clients. Band Council and the communities, NIFCS 
Board of Directore and the Director, Assessing teams and their dele' 
gstien, setting and monitoring new workers or those handling par- 
ticularly difficult cases, Works inclose cooperation with other special- 
ized assessment services while working slangs de teams to promote 
strategic priorities in support of increased capacity building of rural! 
communities, 
Qualifications: Bachelor of'Social Worker degree or equivalent is 
required. A Masters is preferred, 3years recent experience in child! 
welfare social work requires with emphasis on child protection and at 
least one year recent supervisory experience, Travel may be required 
in the line of duty and transportation arrangements must be meet 
operational requirements of the Agency. 
Preference wilt be given to applicants who are Aboriginal or 
visible minorities. 
CLOSING DATE= JANUARY 26, 2001.4r30 p,m. .... 
ATTENTION: Sharon Bryant - Exeeutlve Assistant 
F.~X: (250)838-8930. PH: (250)638-0451. TOLL FREE: 1-888-310.3311 
i 
CHILDREN & FAMIMES: Responsible for recruiting; developing and 
maintaining a range of resources in which to place Children in Care. 
This position monitors ervices provided, supports the resource pro- 
eiders and liaisons with staff in providing child protection services. 
Conducts adoption home studies and making recommendations for 
approval and liaisons with non-residential contract resources may be 
required. Extensive Job description available on request. 
QUAURCATIONS: Bachelor of Social Worker degree br equivalent is  
required, experience in child welfare social work Is required. At least 
one year working experience is required In work ng w th Rrst Natlon's. 
communities, organizations and families Must be willing to Vain and 
travel is an asset. Applicants ubject o criminal record check, 
Preference will be given to applicants who are Abodglnel or vliible 
mlnodtles. 
CLOSING DATE: February 2, 2001 at 4:30 pm ! 
LOCATION: State preference for I)ease Lake or ' 
North Coast Office , ' 
ATIENTION: Sharon Bryant • Executive Assistant i ~ , 
FAX: 260-638.8930 ,~ 
PHONE: 2S0-638.0451 
TOIL FREE: 1-888-310.3311 : / ,  
I 
Ill ill i l 
i /  /:~ I.¸ 
~i:i i ¸  ¸/ I ~i:/ 
TRINITY COLLEGE London, 
United Kingdom. Speech, 
drama, effective comrnunlca. 
tion. Exam Centres. May 2001. 
Vancouver/Vernon. for Syllabus 
information contact Trinity rap- 
resentative. Phone/fax 250-260- 
1082 
$300, $500.00 or more per 
week assembling jewellery at 
home no experience needed. 
Sent a self addressed stamped 
envelope to: Bucci 6-295 
Queen Street East Suite 274, 
Re/ 3800 Brampton, Ontario. 
L6W 456 
$300.00, $500.00 or more per 
week assembling jewellery at 
home n o experience needed• 
Send a self addressed stamped 
envelope to: Bucci 6-295 
Queen Street East Suite 274 
Re/: 806 Brampton, Ontarb, 
L6W 456 
ABSOLUTELY FREE in~. In- 
temet use~ wanted, $25 - 
$75~r. 250-877-7726 or 
wealth~hou~hts@hotmall.com 
EARN $200.00, $300.00, 
$500.00 or more per week, as- 
sembling product in the comfort 
of your own home, send a self 
addressed stamped envelope 
to: OPH 6-2400 Dundas St. 
West Suite 541, Re/#683, Mis- 
sissauqa, Ontario L5K 2RB 
ARENA WORKER 1(regular 
Part-time) The Town of Smith- 
ors has an immediate opening 
for an Arena Worker 1 (Regular 
Part-time). Responsibilities In- 
dude the operation and main. 
tenance of the arena re/tigers. 
lion equipment and Ice surface 
Including custodial duties. Qual- 
ifications include a valid BC 
Class 5 Drivers Llcence. Provln. 
clal certification as a Refrlgera. 
lion Plant Operator and two 
years experience in Civic Build. 
ing Maintenance. the hours of 
work for the regular part time 
position is mlnumum 20 hours 
per week comprising of two 10 
hour shifts (includes wee- 
kends), the position has an im- 
mediate starting date and ends 
when the ice Is removed In the 
spring. The current wags rate is 
$20.41 per hour. Interested ap- 
plicants are requested to submit 
their application and resume to 
Mr. Darcey Kohuch, Director fo 
Operational Services, Town of 
Smithers, PO Vex 879, 3836- 
4th Ave, V0J 2NO by 3:00pm 
Wednesday, January 31, 2001. 
For luther information please 
contact Damey Kohuch, DIrec- 
tot of Operational Services at 
250-847-1646 
AI-rENTION UNIVERSITY/col- 
lege students, summer man- 
agement position available with 
student works. Training provid- 
ed in Business Management, 
hiring and customer service, ex- 
cellent managment opportunity. 
Average summer earnings 
$8000+. Deadline Jan 29, 2001. 
Info 1-800-665-4992 
ATrENTION: PROFESSIONAL 
Drivers lralnlng program for 
long haul trucking. Job place- 
ment available for those who 
qualify on highway training. Call 
1-877.763.8040. MJ Bloomfield 
Contracttn.q Ltd. 
AVON CALLING free kit, free 
samples, tree start-up cost, Jan 
29th to Feb 2nd Inclusive call 
todayl to book your appoint- 
ment 1-866-718-1896 
CASUALS REQUIRED - Home 
Support Workers. Cadng de- 
pendable Individuals who have 
a Home Support Worker/Nurses 
Aide certificate or a nursing 
abckground and enjoy working 
with clients in their I~omes. Ve- 
hicle required. Apply at Terrace 
Home Support Services, 4720 
Haugland, Terrace, BC, 250- 
638-4013 
EXPERIENCED BOBCAT (3p. 
crater required for snow remov- 
al season. Wages negollable. 
Resumes to File # 79, Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton St., Tar- 
race, BC, V8G 5R2 
EXPERIENCED PROFESSIAL 
Food sewice Manager required 
for well established fast food re- 
staurant in the Quensal area. 
Salary based on •experience. 
Please forward resume to Box 
K c/o The Quesnel Cariboo Ob- 
sewer, 188 Carson Ave, Oues- 
nel. BC V2J 2AB 
IMMEDIATE OPENING for as- 
sistant real estate executive. 
Ybu should be an organizer, a 
positive person, a good commu- 
nicator-both written and verbal- 
experience with computer/word 
processing, have a good sense 
of humour, be a fast learner 
with a quick mind and be willing 
to work hard and smart. You'll 
work in a fast paced real estate 
office in Terrace. We offer an 
exciting atmosphere in a peo- 
ple-oriented business. This Is 
NOT an entry-level position. 
Please indicati salary desired. 
The first step is to send or deliv- 
er your resume . to: Royal 
• LePage Terrace, 102-4644 La- 
zelle Avenue, Terrace, BC, V8G 
156, 250-635-2404, tax 250- 
635-2161. Email Inf~ 
@ RovalLePa.qeTerrace.com 
LEADING GIIPrS and toy 
wholesaler. Requires sales rep- 
resentative calling on food and 
drug stores in your area. Fax 
resume to 604-869-33B8 cana. 
da.qifts @ uniserve.com 
-PART TIME sales 
merchandiser. Independent 
contract position servicing a 
broad range of pckaged goods 
clients in a variety of retail 
outlets in the area. If you love 
challenge, are self-directad, 
possess strong interpersonal 
skills, organlzatlonl ability, and 
a willingness to manage an 
ever-changing set of objectives 
on an on-going basis, you will 
be a strong candidate. 
Competitive hourly rate snd 
generous kllometer allownace is 
available. You must have a car 
and be willing to travel locally to 
service the teritory. Please 
submit your resume by fax or 
mail. Arrnid Marketing, 7035 Fir 
Tree Dr. Unit 21, Misslssauga, 
Onta'do L5S 1V6 Fax: 905-671:. 
O017 
LOCOMOTIVE  
ENGINEERS 
British Columbia 
BC Rail currentl~ has 1,440 ma!nline track miles throughout . . . . . . .  he interior of British 
Vancouver to Fort Nelsoo. Our Lbcomotiv#'Engineerg Columbia ranging from North 
w#lsupportourbus~nessgrow~v~l~es~ ": . . . . . . . . .  t~, ~ ..... ~ . . . .  n",',:' • " ' . . . .  "-' ~pplernenti~gborex~Jtin~'rk:'~)ce. " r 
We are looking/or high-energy, self-motivated indil~/dd'als w~O'a/e'comrr}itted "f~' 
customer service as we//as working in all weather conditions.As a qualified 
Locomotive Engineer, you wilt have freight train operating experience on terrain v~th 
2.2 % grades utilizing motive power ranging from 1800 yard/ocqmotives to4400HP 
diesel ocomotives in heavy haul Iocotrol freight service. Frequent away.from.home 
travel and relocation are required. ' 
We thank all applicants in advance for their interest in BC Rail. Only those selected 
for an interview will be contacted. 
Competitive compensation is offered. Please send a r~sum~ (stating full 
qualifications and relevant work experience), quoting reference 02-O&M-01, 
by 4:00 pro, Friday, February 16, 2001 to: HumanResources, BC Raft Ltd., 
PO Box 8770, Vancouver, BC V6B 4X6. Fax:604,984.5471; e.mail: 
jobs@befall.com. 
BCR 
GROUP OF COMPANIES 
BC Rail is committed to building a diverse workforce and encourages appfications from all 
qualified individuals. 
M22854 
Due to a continuing increase in workload, the 
following positions are available immediately: 
Gee-Environmental Engineer. - Intermediate level REng or P.Geo. with 4-5 
years in contaminated site/groundwater investigations and remediation 
Environmental Technician or Engineer - Junior level, at least 1 year 
experience since graduation in conducting environmental drilling/sampling 
Geotechnical Enaineer - intermedia!e P.Eng. with at least 5-8 years of 
foundation, subdivisions, road design and/or terrain analysis/slope stability 
experience. 
Groundwater Enq ineer lHydroaeo log is t  - P•Eng. or P.Geo. with minimum 4 
years experience conducting groundwater esource evaluations. 
Materials TechnlclanlEnaineer - Intermediate to Senior positions with a 
minimum of 5 years experience in concrete, asphalt, soils and geotechnical 
site investigations. 
All positions have considerable field and communication components and 
therefore require excellent interpersonal, verbal and written communication 
skflls:,The Intermediate positions listed above also have a project 
management component, which entails report/proposal writing; and 
budget/schedule tracking, 
.Positions are available in our Prince George and Smithers offices. A 
Geotechnlcal Engineer position Is also available in our Kamloops office, 
AMEC is one of Canada's largest environmental, geotechnical and materials 
consulting firms. AMEC operates offices around the world. Only successful 
caridldates will be contacted. Please forward resumes to: 
=-AMEC Earth& Environmental Limited 8/.he 
' Nick Polysou, P.Eng. Senior Geotechnical Engineer 
-610 Richard Road , 
• Prince George, BC V2K 4L3 . 
eliher by fa;<: i250) 562-7045, mail or emaU to nick,polysou@amec.com 
LIMITED TIME from Jan 29th to 
Feb 2nd inclusive. Join Avon to. 
day, enjoy earning extra 
$$money$$ no start-up fee call 
1.866.718-1896 
I-OSE FAT, Inches & Cellulite. 
Wanted 18 Serious people who 
want to lose up to 20 Ibs in one 
month. Guaranteed, 1.877-389- 
0311. 
for a highly motivated Individual to manage thej 
Leisure Sewices Department at the Quesnel and District Arts and 
Recreation Centre. For more information regarding the vacancy 
and the detailed job description Ior the position, the City of 
Ouesnel, or the region, visit our website ~~J2 .~C& 
Closing date for receipt of applications is 4:00 p.m. February 7, 
2001. We thank all applicants for their interest, however, onl 
those selected for an Interview ill be contacted. 
i I , 
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i J0iN rile NPW TEAMIll " 
I ' Due to Major Expansion Royal U[ 
I Volkswagen requires 2salespeople • 
[ a,tomotive s lling experience Is 
I required - only top producers will Ill 
[ be considered. Fax resumes to the 
I attentionofDunnyMillerat Ill 
I (250)545-2351 ,,I Experienced truck, heavy duty parts 
person required immediately. 
Preference will be given to someone 
who has a good knowledge of Class 6, 
7 & 8.trucks, as well as a good 
I understanding of Detroit Diesel, 
il~,:-'~-~*':,i~ Cummins and Caterpillar 
B I J ~  parts. Apply in person to 
r i ~ ~  Terrace Freightliner, 
~ i ~ = ~  250-635-4938 or  fax 
. -=  ] 250=635-g535. 
I I I  I II 
Infant Development Program Consultanl posilion is 
available. This position involves working with a team of 
therapists providing education and support to families. 1'he 
consultant assists families in planning and providing 
experiences which encourage the growth and development of 
infants at risk or Identified as having special needs. 
Applicanls hould have a degree related to the field of early 
development (nursing, education, therapy) and practical 
experience in working with families and young children. 
A full job description and details regarding salary and 
,benefit package for this pad:time position (25 hours per 
week) are available at the CDC. Must have a BC Drivers 
License and own transpodation. Please send resume to: 
Terrace Child Development Centre, 2510 South Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 2X3 *Attn: Margot Van Kleeck. Closing 
date: January 29, 2001. 
KI.TSELAS Band 
Hous,ng Coordinator 
Responsibilities: 
Under the direction of, and reporting to the band 
Manager, the Housing Coordinator is responsible for: 
• Man~iglng the Kitselas Social housing program, 
• •Managing the Kltselas Band housing Program, 
• Managing and Directing the Kitselas housing Repairs 
and Maintenance Program, 
• Promoting and increasing understanding of the Kitselas 
housing policy and Procedures, 
,Encouraging and improving access to housing services 
for the Kitselas membership, 
• Promoting issues that directly impact the Kltselas 
housing program, 
• Promoting, encouraging and developing Tenant's ability 
to carryout minor repairs and maintenance, 
,Informing Kitselas Band Members of the Housing 
Eligibility and Criteria, 
Qualifications: 
The following qualifications would be desirable: 
,Post secondary education In Business Administration or 
Commerce with a minimum of three years experience in 
Housing Coordination and Management on Indian 
IL-:' Res~yes:ls.deslrable,.~, . . . . .  ~. ;: ~ ::,,~:,:; ,~;~ 
~5"-',';~ g~d'~kfi~edge~of~e Canada Mortgage.and:.Houslnt~ 
|~,~,cbr~)o~at on:.ahd;nd an and Rorthern Affa rs:!Canada 
programs, regulations and procedures as they relate to 
funding arrangements with the Kitselas Band, 
• Knowledge of and experience with use of Microsoft 
Word, WinWord, Microsoft Excel and Database would be 
an asset, 
=Good working knowledge of financial accounting 
principles, furl-cycle bookkeeping, budget development i 
and budget tracking, 
• Ability to communicate well with Band members, 
eA reliable vehicle and valid B.C. driver's Ilcence Is 
required, 
,,Must be Bondable. • 
Please apply to: Kitselas Band Council 
4562 Queensway Dr., Terrace, 8.C. y8G 3X6 
Ph: (250) 635-5084 Fax:(2501635-5335 
Toll Freer 1-888.777-2837 
Emall: kitselas.vlllage@osg.net 
R 
i 
APPRAISER TRAINEE 
• $16.22 Per Hour 
$1,135.19 Bi-Weekly • 
(2000 Rates) 
BC Assessment has temporary opportunities for 
Appraiser Trainees in the Northwest Area Office (Terrace), 
Duties may Include, but are not limited to: (working 
under supervision) inspect, measure, inventory and 
value single family dwellings, manufactured homes, 
accessory buildings and  vacant and improved land, 
collection of income and expense data plus entering 
this information on a spreadsheet database. 
Applicants will have completed grade 12 and be enrolled 
in post-secondary courses related to the appraisal field, 
such as: Commerce, Geography, Economics, Business, 
Engineering, Law, Building Construction, Accounting and 
Appraisal theory. 
The well-motivated and productive applicants will have 
the ability to: work effectively as part of a group,make 
decisions on your own, think in an innovative and creative 
way, pay attention to detail and accuracy, think on your 
feet, read and interpret building plans and land maps. 
Applicants will also possess excellent customer service 
skills, good oral and written communication skills, good 
knowledge of math and statistics, be well.organized with 
good record keeping skills, be flexible and adaptive to 
change, be analytical, computer literate and have a basic 
knowledge of building construction, 
It should also be noted that travel may be required. 
How to apply: Return a completed BC Assessment 
application form together with your completed Appraisal 
Questionnaire quoting "Terrace Student/Youth" to: 
Human Resources Division 
BG Assessment 
1537 Hillside Avenue 
Victoria, B.C. V8T 4Y2. Fax: (250) 595-3733. 
Application forms and Appraisal .Questionnaires are 
available at our Terrace Office, #100 - 4545 Lazelle Ave. 
(638-1116) or our Pdnce Rupad Office, #400 - 309 Second 
Ave. W. (624-9607). 
The closing date for submission of applications Is: 
4:30 p.m. February 14. 2001. 
Application forms received/n Human Resources after 
the closing date and time will not be considered, nor will 
applications received without the completed appraisal 
questionnaire. 
We thank all applicants for their interest, however, only 
those selected for an interview will be contacted. 
BC ' 
i , i ,  i i i 
I I 
FULL TIME 
SERVICE WRITER 
Automotive knowledge or previous experi- 
ence is preferred, but not necessary. The 
successful candidate must be able to deal 
effectively with the public, neat in appear- 
ance and willing to work in a strong team 
environment. 
Apply in person with resume to: 
arm Phangura 
Service Manager 
5100 Hwy. 16 West, Terrace, B
i 
,. SENIOR ACCOUNTAN T posITION ~ 
Re. tail-.:and~W,h~esale-' ~ompany, with ~S.alcs,exceeding 
$30;000,000'0pei-ating 30 retail =outlets'in N6~thern]l~, 
Alberta, Territories, and Yukon is seeking a dynamic 
individual possessing excellent people skills with a 
commitment to a quality team environment of 265 
employees (14 of which are in Administration). 
Professional accounting designationor at least 5 years 
of recent public practice and a knowledge of NT 
Systems are requirements. Computer skills are a 
necessity; a working knbwledge of Great Plains 
Accounting •Systems would be an asset. The recipient 
will receive an excellent benefit package and 
opportunity for advancement toController position. 
Please state salary expectations when applying. 
Our small mountainous northern community of 10,000 
offers an excellent family environment with various 
recreation facilities available, including swimming, 
tennis, fishing, and downhill and cross-country skiing 
only 20 minutes away. 
NOTE: Closing date January 26th. 
Only accepted applicants will he contacted. 
Interested Applicants please apply to: 
Laura Stanton 
Istanton@awgassociates.com 
AWG Northern Industries Inc. 
Box 850, 3424 Highway 16, 
Smithers, BC. V0J 2N0 
Fax: (250) 877-7610 
  WILP WlLX0'0SKWHL NISGA'A P.O. Box 237, N~w Aiyansh, B.C. V0J 1A0-" 
Phone: (250) 633-2292 Fax: (250) 633-2463 
JOB POSTING 
DIRECTOR OF COLLEGE 
TECHNICAL-VOCATIONAL 
PROGRAMS 
The Wilp Wilxo'oskwhl Ni~a'a Society (WWN) is accepting applications for 
Director of College Technical-Vocational Programs. Among other duties, the 
successful applicant will provide the WWN Board with strategic education plan. 
ning, program designs, implemenlation strategies, and lime lines. These pro. 
grams will be designed for Nass Valley adults pumuing these types ot training, 
, Meet with the WWN Advisory Committee, Village Governmenls, and other 
Nass Valley instilutions todetermine appropriate programming in all WWN 
Nsss Valley locations, ~, 
. Design technical nd vocational programs. 
, Develop implementations strategies and time lines, i 
, Seek funding to support the technical nd vocalional program, 
Qualifications: 
, Preference will be given to candidates in possession of s university masters' 
degree in Natural Resource Management orworking towards such a degree. I 
• Familiar with Nisga'a ~nguage and Culture. I • Possess a valid BC Drivers' License. 
, Resident in the Nass Valley or willing to relocate to 1he Nass Valley. i 
, Mafntain confidentiality. 
• Willing and able to travel as requested by the WWN Board, 
Background In College Technical nd Vocational lralning isessential. Salary is 
commensurate with education and experience. The application deadline Is 
extended to January 30. 2001. The start date is as soon as possible, 
PleaSe submit your Curriculum Wee, supporting documentation, a d at least 
two (2) referercea to: 
Deanna Nyce, Chief Executive Officer 
Wilp Wilxo'oskwhl NJsga'a 
' PO Box 237 
NewAlyansh, BC V0J 1A0 
Telephone: (250)633-2292 
Faeslmllei (250)633.2463 
II i ' I 
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INSURANCE AGENT North 
Okanagan insurance agency is 
currently acceping applications 
for experienced Level I or level 
II agent. This position will be of 
interest to motivated individuals 
seeking a role in the growth of 
our operations. We offer a com- 
petitive salary, benefits plan, 
and a positive work environ- 
2 BEDROOM Apt. close to 
schools & hospital. Laundry 
facilities. Gym & racquet ball 
courts. $500 month + drag de- 
posits. 250-638-0404 
2&3 bedroom Ground level. ; 
F/S, W/D. No pets, no parties, , 
no smoking. Available Feb 1. 
250.635-9684 
ment. Positions available in Ke- 2BEDROOM APARTMENT 
Iowna and Armstrong locations, available immediately, no pets, 
Please reply in confidence to: no smoking, security entrance, 
Mat Hassen & Sons Ltd, 2595 rec facility on site, references 
Pleasant Valley Blvd, Box 10, required. $550/mo plus deposit, 
Armstronq, BC, V0E 1B0 . . . . .  Call 250-635-6824 
TWO FULL Time Positions 2BEDROOM SUITE in town, 
Planerman capable of installing available immediately, No pets 
and operating older planer 250-638-1902 
Yates A 66. Please send re- 3 BEDROOM apartment. W/D, 
sume to Box 233, Port F/S, dishwasher. :Downtown. 
Clements, BC V0T 1R0 or fax Available immediately; Refer- 
to 250-557-4590. Millwright / ences required.Sec.dep~ $3501 
welder capable of Installing and No pets. $710 month. 250-635- 
fabricating sawmill equipment. 
Please send resume to Box 
233, Port Clements, BC, V0T 
1 R0 or fx to 250.557-4590 
WANT TO live in the Okana- 
gan?. Vernon taxi needs lease- 
car operators. Great opportuni- 
ty! Serious inquiries write to 
Vernon Taxi Inc. Box 788, Ver. 
non, BC V1T 6M7 
WANT TO live in the Okana- 
gan? Vernon taxi needs lease- 
car operators. Great opportuni- 
tyl Sedous inquiries wdte to 
Vernon Taxi Inc. Box 788, Ver- 
non, BC V1T 6M7 
OKANAGAN AGGREGATGE 
Ltd has the following positions 
available: Estimator co-ordina- 
tor; Project Supervisor; Junior 
engineer, or CET; Paving Per- 
sonnel - Highway and City' Pi- 
pelaying Personnel: Crusher 
Personnel. based In Vernon, 
BC Okanagan Aggregates Ltd, 
specializes in Asphalt Paving, 
Road Construction, Site Devel- 
opment, and Aggregate Pro- 
cessing. Relocaton allowance 
and benefit packages are avail- 
able.Resumes may be taxed or 
5954 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
small apartment for rent in 
Thornhill. Ideal for single or 
couple, call 250-635-3166 
BRIGHT NEW, clean 2 bed- 
morn strata apartment. 5 ap. 
pliances ground floor, adult ori- 
ented, no pets, no smoking, pa- 
tio door and parking for two. 
$750/mo, references required. 
N.W. Property Management. 
250-635-0177 
FOR RENT A new 2 bedroom 
apartment suite. 2 floors; very 
clean & quiet area. Comes with 
fddge, stove, washer & dryer. 
No  pets pleasellAvailable im- 
mediately. Phone 250-635-4571 
FOR RENT In Thornh]ll one 
bedroom furnished apartment, 
single occupancy only. Refer- 
ences required. No pets. $360 
+ $180 sec dep. Ph. 250-635- 
2065. 
FOR RENT newly renovated 2 
bedroom apartment, plus den. 
New carpet and Iino. Available 
• immediately. Located in town. 
Phone 250-635-2360 
FURNISHED ONE bedroom 
mailed to: Box 7, Armstrong, apartment in Thomhitl. $380/m0 
BC, V0E 1B0 250-546.8955, or plus damage deposit $190.00. 
email to: don~i owskiokaff.com Utilities not included, no pets, 
OUR CLIENT requires an em- 
ployee to handle accounts re- 
ceivable, daily deposits, Organ- 
ize timesheets, and perf6rm 
stock control Expedence with a 
"One-Write" accounting system 
is an asset. Work schedule is 
approximately 22 hours/week. 
Wages commensurate with ex- 
pedence. Please send resume 
with a hand-wdtten cover letter 
to: Carlyle Shepherd &Co., 
CA's , Second Floor, 4544 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 1 P8 
250-635-6851 
NEAR NEW, bdght, spacious 2 
bdrm apt. Onsite caretakers, 5 
appliances, NG fireplace, mini 
storage, NO pets, references 
required. $750/month. 250-635- 
6248 
NICE. BRIGHT One bedroom 
suite in the horseshoe. Heat, 
hydro, and cable incl. Referenc- 
es required. $600 mo. 250-638- 
8639 
ONE & Two Bedroom economy 
apartments on Braun's Island. 
Pets welcome. 250-635-9102 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
!, Now 
for 1&2 
Bedroom suites 
, Clean, quiet renovated suites 
,, Ample parking 
•Leundry facilities on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
. On bu.s route 
• Security, entrance 
• On site management 
, No pets 
, Reforences required 
To v iew call 
638-1748 
1 BDRM above ground Base- 
ment Suite suitable for.single 
person. Utilities incl. N/S, N/P. 
Ref Req. $500 month. Phone 
250-635-5081 
1 BEDROOM basement suite in 
a 3 year old home, located in a 
quiet neighborhood, Very clean 
and bright. Must see. $450/mo. 
250.638-1456 
1 BEDROOM basement suite, 
new carpet, recently painted, in 
good condition. $450/m0 250- 
638-8544 
2 BEDROOM above ground 
basement suite. $450/mo F/S 
included. Available immediately. 
250-635-5070 or leave rues- 
pa~e: 
2 BEDROOM suite available 
immediately. F/S laundry facili- 
ties close to downtown. Cov- 
ered parking. No pets, $550 per 
month. References requded & 
.dama.qe deposit. 250-635-2921 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT suite 
available immediately. Couple 
preferred, close to downtown, 
big backyard, separate en- 
trance, no pets, no smoking. 
references required. $500/mo 
ptus deposit.Call 250-635-6824 
FOR RENT clean and spacious 
2 bedroom basement suite suit- 
able for 1-3 persons. One block 
from college. Available Feb Ist. 
Very reasonable rent. Call: 250- 
638-1164 
FOR RENT: one bedroom sen- 
iors apartment at Cadboo Sun- 
set Manor, Williams Lake, BC 
must be 55+. Available imme- 
diately, Phone 250-398-6020 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite close to downtown. Separate 
entrance and laundry faclitles 
available. $375/m0 + utilites. 
Available immediately. Non- 
616 COMMERCIAL 
• .. " . i :  • 
,,==,,,,,,,m=~,==,~=m ,,=,m,= 
Of f i ce  
First and second floor office space available at 
Terrace & District Credit Union, a centrally located 
bulldln~ in Terrace's down town core. Second floor 
has elevator access. Flat rate lease includes all 
uttlltles excluding phone. For more Information, 
please call Val or Chris at 635-7282,  
951 sq. ft. 
7,450 sq. ft. 
1,280 sq. ft. 
1,920 sq. ft. 
5,200 sq. ft. 
1,735 sq. ft. 
3 BEDROOM townhouse with 
basement. Close to shopping 
centre in Terrace• References 
required. No pets. Avail imme- 
diately. $750 month. 250-638- 
7140 or 250-632-5918 
3 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath town- 
house with basement on Molitor 
St in Terrace. Fddge, stove, 
• blinds, incl. No pets. Referenc- 
es and sec udty deposit re- 
quired. Ask $750.mo phone 
250-632-2261 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE. close to 
bus stop, and schools. 1 f/2 
baths, with fddge, dishwasher, 
stove, washer, dryer. Available 
furnished or non, momate also 
considered. $600/mo, referenc- 
es required. Phone250-638- 
8909 
5 BEDROOM house, 5 ap- 
pliances, references required. 
N/S. damage deposit. $750.mo. 
250-638-8403 after 6 10m. 
AVAILABLE FEB 1st, very 
clean 2 bedroom trailer in 
Thornhill. f/s, w/d, $550/mo 
$275 secudty deposit, no pets. 
250-635-293f 
WORK FROM Homelll No stuff- smoking. 250-635-0604 
Ing envelopes, no craft assem. ONE BEDROOM apartment in FOR SALE or rent. Appraised 
bly. Earn $1,000.$5000+ duplex - $375/mo. small 2 bed- . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  at $98,000 will sell for $89,000 UI~IP"  U I "uHOuM Su i te ,  ( , , , ;UU l l [ ry  
PT/FT Computer an asset 1- room house $500/mo. Both Io- senmg, own transporzauon a . .." :: . . . .  ~ . . . .  ,.,~.~ . ~ . , ,  . ~:..~ . . . . . .  obo 56 acreswlth4bedroom 
877-:419-0710 or-~/;~/~cashonll- i;cated In complex, very close to .~usL Available immed.. Hydro zra,erzso-635-9233 . . . . .  
nebiz.com "r , ~down"-town;'" Re'feren~eS" re:" and~bcbe§s "to W/D~Included.~-,~. :FUI~bY,',RENQVA-1;E~L:~bed.: 
-- i,-~-" ...... i ~quir'ed:'N6'pets. PhOne';'250- Ref. Required.1250.635.4094 room!mobilei~wl~,:i0~~10'i~ddiL ;'FANTASIA" L~crati;ve. No 638-1648 
tion. N/G furnace, wo0dstove, start up fee. Home based busi- 
ness. Sensual products. Call 
Denise 250-562-8523 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction. 
Available for renovations, m- 
pairs or new construction. 25 
years experience.Call Richard 
638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER; 
Jurgen Matthels. 635-7810. 
Housing, renos, office remodel- 
ing. Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
EXPERIENCED PAINTER its 
smart to call smart paintingl 
Residential and Commercial. 
winter intedor painting. Add 
some new colour. Good clean 
quality painting, Reasonable 
rates, seniors discounts, free 
estimates Call Karl 250-615- 
0199 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
 420.00 month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
$500.00 month. 
Oneblock from swimming pool. 
No Pets, references t:equired. 
Phone 635-3475 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
• Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
• Ask for Monica Warner 
.Call: 635-4478 
ONE BEDROOM apt. Cable 
and laundry facilities, New man- 
agement on site. No pets 
please• 250-615-5441 
ONE BEDROOM upper suite in 
the horsehoe, freshly painted, 
PART-TIME work wanted, work 
experienced, Public relations. 
Wanting house or office clean- 
ing, kitchen helper, store clerk, 
etc. 250-638.1325 
SPACIOUS ONE bedroom su- 
ite, newly redecorqted, utilities 
included, non-smoker. Available 
immediately. 250-635-6062 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
Ite in Thomhill. Close to 
schools, laundry facilities on 
promises, no pets. Recently 
renovated, with new appliances. 
$500 month. Phone Rob: 250 
638-7290 
FOR SALE or rent to own: 
Newly renovated three bedroom 
mobile home in quiet downtown 
Terrace, Sunnyhill Park Avail- 
able now. $560/mo Call 250- 
635-7189 
1&2 BEDROOM duplex for 
rent, Close to downtown. F/S. 
250-635-3796 
1A. FOR Rent. Two bedroom 
mobile home in Thornhill, ffs. 
$425/mo. 250-638-8052 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en- 
closed, and new 32' trailers, will 
protect your goods across town 
or across country. Will assist, or 
load for you. Reasonable rates. 
Terrace at 615-0002 or 638-- 
6969 (cell). 
2 BDRM house in town on 
southside. Fridge & stove in- 
cluded. Completely renovated. 
$725 month. Avail. Jan. 1, 
2001. Call 250-635-4858. Ref- 
erences & damage deposit re- 
quired. 
new vinyl flooring, heatJhydm 3796 
included. $500/mo. 250.638. 2 BEDROOM 14x70 trailer on 
8639 private lot. F/s, w/d, $325 de- 
QUIET AND clean, 2 bedroom posit, $650/mo. Available Feb 
ground level apt. available Feb. !st 250-635.8224 
1, 2001. Laundry facilities, on 2 BEDROOM 4 plex unit, wall 
site manager, no parties. Refer. to wall carpet, fireplace, no 
ences and damage deposit.m- pets, Kalum Lake Drive, $350 
qulred. No pets Ph. 250-635- month. 250-635.7341 
1126. 2 BEDROOM apartment in tri. 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 'plex. Very roomy. Large shared 
back yard. South side of t6wn. 
1 AND 2 bdr apts available 
immed. On site management• 
250-635-6929, 250-635-5136 or 
635-6428. 
1 BEDROOM apartment down- 
town on Lakelse Ave, just reno. 
vated $450/mo. Heat included, 
securtity entrance. Phone: 250- 
638-1702 after 6pro. 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt. Avail Immd. On close to town.Laundry facilities. 
site management. Ref reqd: $525/month. Ref reqd. 250-615- 
635-6428 or 638-0015 or 615. 7665 or 250-635-5653. 
0345 
1/2 DUPLEX, 1 bedroom unit 
available Feb 1, 2001. 
$500/mo, heat and hydro. Small 
pets welcome. References re- 
quired. 250.635-3042 
2 BACHELPR suites furnished 
and utilities Included. $325 & 
$425~ 250-635-5021 or 250. ~,~, ,~~~~,~.  
615-9968 
2 BDR suite 'in town. Utilities 
incl. $550 mo. 250-638.8639 
• PARK MANOR APTI i '  ' We fre~t our tenants as 
valued customersl 
Available immediately. 
3-Bedroom Suite. Bright 
and Clean. Washer/Dryer. 
Beautiful fenced yard with 
fruit trees and garden. 
$650/monlh 
BDRM townhouse. Clean 
quleL Fridge/stove. Suitable for 
professional couples. No pets. 
Ref. required.Phone 250-635-" 
Call 635-4261 
References required. NO pets. 
$560/m0 plus deposit phone 
250-638-1648 
2 BEDROOM duplex, F/S, W/D 
large back yard, ng heat 
$585/mo. Available Feb 1st. No 
pets. 250-635-2556 
2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE In 
6-plex, on Soulhslde. with fddge 
and stove, washer/dryer hook., 
ups. No pets. $600/mo 250- 
636.5213 
3 BDRM upstairs, close to 
town, no pets, no parties, 1600 
sq.ff., drag. deposit $ mf mq. 
Avail. Immed. 250-638-8874 
3 BEDROOM home, large ga- 
rage shop. f/s, dishwasher, 
large fenced yard, quiet neigh. 
borhood, close to echool In 
Thornhlll. $1000/mo, references 
a must 250-615.9983 
3 BEDROOM house on bench. 
No pets, Referenced required. 
$875/mo. 250-638-8753 
COUNTRY HOME, scenic view, 
2bedroom w/porch, f/s, w/d 
hookups. $600/mo. Phone 250- " 
638-8772 
new carpets, good size yard 
w/garden area in quiet secluded 
area of Thornhill Bench. Ref. 
Req. $615/mbnth hydro includ- 
ed. 250-635-2839 
NEW CLEAN 2 bedroom / 3 
bedroom townhouse 1/2 block 
from downtown. W/D, F/S, DW, 
Blinds, Security, fireplace, avail. 
immed. 250-636-0046, 250- 
635-4852 evenin.qs 
SMALL 4 bdrm house, NG 
heat, close to schools and town, 
avail immed. 3 Bdrm house, 
close to schools & town, newly 
renovated. Avail Immed. No 
,smokinq. 250-635.3616 
2 bedroom opt., 
$600 mth,.includes heat. 
Close to swimming pool & 
:. clown/own. " 
No pets. 
References required. 
._ Ph. 635:3475 , 
• 7"  
5002 Pohle Avenue 
4820 Hwy ] 6 West 
5] ]0 Keith Avenue 
51 ]0 Keith Avenue 
2709 Kalum Street 
2905 Kenney Street 
NEW PROPERTY Manage- 
ment, professional manage- 
ment at an affordable rate. 250- 
635-0177 
THREE BEDROOM house 
Agar ave, appliances included, 
natural gas heat, wood fire- 
place, large fenced backyard. 
Available Jan 31 st. Phone Dave 
250-638-7662 
TWO BEDROOM duplex, quiet 
street in Thornhill, w/d, cats o.k. 
Referenced required $500/m0 
plus damage deposit. 250-638- 
8503 
TWO BEDROOM duplex. 
$475/mo. One bedroom house 
$395/mo in Thomhill. No pets. 
References required. Damage 
deposit. 250-635-9530 
TWO BEDROOM "rental suite 
available immediately. Damage 
depositrequired. No pets. 250- 
635-2932 
UPPER LEVEL of house, 3 
bedrooms, near college, rea- 
sonable rent. Call 250-638. 
1164 
VERY APACIOUR 4 bdrm du- 
plex, located in upper Thomhill 
PROPERT  
451 7 Cedar  Crescent 
2.8 acres - 1,700 sq. ft. 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, full 
walkout basement, 3 car garage, forced air heatinr 'air 
cond., alarm system. 2 nat. rock fireplaces, paved ~ re- 
way and much more. This home could have many uses 
such as daycare, bed and breakfast or a home business. 
ASKING PRICE $249,000. 
TO VIEW CALL 1 "250-766-0205 or 635-1543 
THREE BEDROOM mobile on 
Bmun's Island. Washer & dryer 
hookups. Pets welcome. 250- 
635-9102 
TWO BEDROOM mobile in 
Thornhill. Newly renovated, w/d, 
f/s, natural gas heat. Serious in- 
quiries only. References and 
damage deposit required. 
$625/mo. 250-635-1393 
TWO BEDROOM trailer on pri- 
vate property on Braun's Island, 
close to bus stop, lots of park- 
Ing. Older trailer, recently refur- 
bished. (70 X 30) W/d, sundeck, 
carpeted joey shack, pets wel- 
come. Large play area, new gas 
funace. Gas, hydro, phone ex- 
tra. Phone Betty 250615-0272 
AVAILABLE FOR Non-smok. 
ing female. A comfortable, re- 
laxed atmosphere close to town 
on bus mute. Available Imme- 
diately. $400 month. (all inclu- 
sive) 250-635-1249 
ONE BEDROOM for rent for a 
gentleman with kitchen facili- 
ties. Available imeediately. 250- 
635-5893 
RESPONSIBLE ADULTS to 
share home in horshoe area, 
washer dryer, cable, all utilities 
included. $325/m0 + damage 
near golf course. $800/mo, da- deposit. Phone 250-635-2701 
mage deposit, references re-. or1-604-254-9205 
quired, available Feb 17/01. 
5 STAR Maul condo for rent, 1 
bedroom, full kitchen sleeps 4, 
from Feb 24 - Mamh 3 and 
Mamh 3 - March 10. $650/week 
U.S. 250-638-6357 
PENDER ISLE OCEANFRONT 
Bed and Breakfast. Relax on 
10 acres in own private deluxe 
suite with hot tub, ensuite bath, 
fireplace, deck. 1-877-629-6555 
SKI SUN Peaks Resort. The ski 
vacation of your dreams begins 
with us: Great accommodation, 
great rotes, great service at a 
great resort. For more Informa. 
lion and reservations Call 1- 
888-578-8369. Visit our website 
at www.sunpeaksmserva. 
tions.com 
2832 JACKPOINE ROAD. Cus- 
tom built executive Rancher on 
very private treed, one acre lot. 
3 bedrooms, 2 baths, quality 
oak cabinetry, hardwood floors, 
vaulted ceilings, double car ga- 
rage. asking $198,000. To view 
call 250-635-1855" 
3 BEDROOM house on bench• 
1090 sq. ft. Newly decorated. 
$129,000.00 250-635-8469 
THREE BEDROOM house on 
30 acre hobby farm, in JacE- 
pine. Asking $189,000. 250- 
638-8809 
Phone 250-638-0410 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 1'20-160, Kitchen 
and Bar. Ideal for Weddings, 
Anniversaries, Reunions,. ~Day 
and Evening rates..-250-635. 
7777 e=mall kinsmen@osg.net. 
Bartending Services Available. 
3 BDRM Mobile home no pets 
or smokers, very clean, low 
heating costs. References. 
$700 month +Sec. Pep. 3921 
Simpson Cms. Call Ran 250- 
635-6128 
FIRST MONTH RENT FREE 
1995 SRI home on nicely land. 
scaped lot. Has 2 bedrooms, 2 
ROOMATE WANTED to sham baths, mountainvieW, patio, 
3 bedroom house (master bed- . dog-run, fenced storage, close 
morn) in Horseshoe withsingle to schools, 3511 Clare, 
parent. On college bus mute. $104,000 250-635-3440 
$350/mo includes utilities. Call 
250-635-1296 anytime. 
PENDER ISLE Oceanfront Bell 
& Breakfast. Relax on 10 acres 
in own private deluxe suite with 
hot tub. ensuite bath, fireplace, 
deck. 1-800.663.6962 ' or 
www.alicesoceanfmntbnb.com 
SKI SUN Peaks Resort BC 45 
min. from Kamloops. Fully 
equipped hotels, condos & cha- 
!ets. Hot tubs, ski in/ski out. ski- 
rag, enowbarding, cross coun- 
try, skating snowmobiling, sno- 
shoeing. Kids 12 & under 
2 & 3 bedroom mobile homes in w/adult full pdce ticket FREE. 
Pine Park, washer, dryer, Call Sun Peaks Online at 1- 
fddge, stove. Fenced yard, very 888-578-8369 or visit our' web- 
clean, available Immediately. site at www.igobc.com (some 
$550/mo and $600/mo. 250- 
635-2126 r_estdctions apply) 
3 BEDROOM 1.5 bath horse. 
shoe area, fully finishedbase. 
ment with separate entrance, 
large fenced back yard, excel- 
lent home at $122,900. View 
online http:\\nwhomes.hyper. 
mart.net orcal1250.635;2922; 
BEAUTIFUL 'VALLEY View 
building site on large acreage in 
Vernon only 10 minutes from. 
town. Power and phone serv- 
iced. Reduced .to sell imme- 
diately $75,000. 1-888o324. 
2224 
MUST BE seen 1250 sq ft, 
3bdrm rancher in horseshoe, 
large living morn, french glass 
doors, wood stove, fenced yard, 
garage, many mcen.t renova- 
tions. $119,900. 250-635-5510 
~!~srove~ :'. passenge'Lcqmfoi~:;~zhd::llaWleS~! ~ 9 ~!,;~ ;: 
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, 838 HWY 16 W, TERRACE Dealer#9562 1-813rl-fiRS-lqqn R. R-R171 
• ,-,f.~ .,:,.-,, !~¢=~ [wi,:, w) v,, ),~zo (A,~:z, z u) per nomrl tar 48 monlha respectively Total lease oblloaflon 0i ~]5263';;';';',=.';'~" ";~ '/, ?'" ~,.od~.u u. a ,:v,.,i uric ~e~an UX model ES1521PX (At.Civic 
rD:~l~!,e~/_, 48 monlh~payrnonB a d..re_lated axes. Down payment orequivalent #ode Is$2 04120 (A,~Z2149 3~ Initiation ~e~u I/e~l'o~ ~ ~)~ 6n~9u ~ ~ Own,,p,a,~ymen!' documentation fee,r.egisffallon fee, tire & 
g f~.on~ee, secunp/eepositorszl~OO(A~$27500) Zorodownpaymen -la salso~,a ab" q~;';¢';'.~-'(~,~..~-,.^,'- ~ - '.:-=.:-.( ~a,h'U,UZtl.n.cmoes~ownpeymenl, firs month . 
purchas~ at I,aseendfor$lSO00OIAzt$7 74200inlustaxes 'Asr nn ~*t'.~,~..~z. . . . . . f.~,.~,~;~. ~,:~.~:,w~u~t,~ur exeoeomg 9eut~u) applies Taxes ;tcensean(/insurancezre additlona~OPoaYl~l ent. • .. er.ded ~,-- . ,,,0., , ~." u,,~ , . ~=.u,,, yUd,,:UVJ Dealer ma sell/lease fo ptlon to ' ' ' ' ' ' "°~ ' . , Y ' r ~ss, S~ dealer for complete d tails. ' 
14x70 3-bdrm, well insulated 
w/2-additions, 5-appliances + 
window coverings Included. 
Over 1.100 sq, ft. $37,800. abe. 
250-847-0175 
FACTORY DIRECT Chaparral 
modulars, Discounting display 
homssl Factory tours, custom 
designs, park models. Only at 
SHELDON CUSTOM HOMES, 
3075 Sexsmith, Kelowna, Toll 
free 1-883-765.8992 
810:CARS FOR 
SALE  ~ 
. • . .  
/ : 862BO:ATS/:: 
: : MARINE ' :  : 
CHRYSLER 
SRI HOMES now on sale at 
Pine Ridge In Burns Lake. Dou- 
ble wides starting at $58,9001 
Limited time offer. Call Leon at 
250-692-3375 
CARPET.LOOKING TO buy a 
10 ft X 8 fl or larger pelce of 
carpet. Could be used but in 
good condition. Call 250-638. 
0103 
FAMILY OF four looking to 
rent/purchase a house in the 
Terrace area with property for 
my horse. N/s, n/p. Have excel- 
lent references. Please call 
250-635.4342 
WANTED: 1928 - 1934 ford 
coupe, Call Jason at 1-604-466- 
0618 
"GET APPROVED" Do you 
need help to get car/truck you 
want? No/bad credit? Refused 
by bank? New Job? Self-em- 
ployed? Our friendly staff can 
help! Give Frank/Denise a call. 
1-888-322-2488 and you can 
ddve todayl DL#10891 
815TRUCKSFOR 
: SALE:  ~ :
1986 CHEV 4x4, heavy half, 6.2 
diesel, auto trans, 250kin, runs 
good, not pretty. Asking $3,500. 
No reasonable offer refused. 
250-847-2846 
1988 FORD F150 Pickup, 
2WDR Reg. Cab, 6 cyl, 4 spd, 
$3800. Locking ski roof rack for 
import car. $40. 250-635-6608 FORD 
1991 GMC suburban 350 auto, 
2wd, GC, one owner rust pro- 
tected, seats 8. $139,000km, 
$12,500. 250-635-7006 
1999 ARCTIC cat 500 Atv, like 
new, 10w mileage, heated hen. 
die bars and thumbwarmers, 
warn winch and snow blade. 
$8000.250-635-2126 
1982 22-foot Campoin special; 
full canopy, depth so under and 
radio. 9.9 Yamaha high thrust 
kicker. Very economical family 
boat. Phone 250-845-2069 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
ATV Snowblades 
Availobh For All 
Mokes And Models 
200 ! Ynmaha 
BR250, Long Track 
s3,999.00 
1997 Arctic Cat I 
Killy Col 
*999.00 
1988 PLYMOUTH Grand Voya- 
geur LE. Seats seven. ERC. 
New tires. Good brakes. Very 
clean. One owner. Extras. 
$2500 OBO. 250-635-5268 
1990 1 ton, 16it cube van, dei- 
sel, well  maintained. Rebuilt 
motor and transmission, good 
1999 Arctic Cat 
Powder Special 
700EC 
*4 ,995 .00  
BLOWOUT 
rubber, good running conditon, il : 92: i!! ohlrl !iln [iil 
$6999.00 Phone 250-635-54851994 DODGE grand caravan 7- l~!~i i l ; i !~i~i:0!! i !~!i  ii!iiiiii 
4 SP auto,OD, /VC, cruise, 
PDL. 4 new studded tires, Bob 
250-638-8856 
chevrolet Astro- 
Van. Low kilometers 34,000kn. 
All wheel drive-8passenger ca- 
pacity. White, very clean1 
$18,000. Call Barb at 250-635- 
8731 
k . / : . , -  
ram=ram 
1994 H ~ ~ E  1999 Honda Accord LX 
Auto, 4 cyl, L0W ~s, 
WAS $23,9gS 
$22,995 
1997 Chev 3/4 Ton 4x4 1992 Honda Prelude 
Diesel, Automatic, NC, Cruise, Till 
WAS S=4,993 4 cyl, 5 spd 
$22,995 $9,995 
1997 Chev 3/4 Ton Silverado 1999 Honda Civic CX 
Ext, Cab, 4x4,Auto, Full Load, Inc. C.O., Hatch,Auto, Low km's 
Power Drive, Seat & Towing Package $16,995 
w~s aT.9~s 1994 Pathfinder LE 
$25,995 4x4, Leather Interior, Auto, V6 
1992 Mazda MPV WAS s,~.~s 
4x4, LX, Full Load NOW $18,995 
WAS ~.~ss 1995 Honda Accord EXR 
NOW $7,995 V6, Fully L0aded, Aut0maUc 
19¢35 GMC 1 Ton Reg Cab WAS s~,~s 
Diesel, 4x4 $17,995 
WAS$,S,m 1987 Honda Civic 
$18,995 Sedan, 4 Door, 5 Speed 
1998 Ford Contour Sedan $4,995 
NC, Auto 1994 Pontiac Sunbird LE 
$14,995 5 Spd,, 4 CyI.,NC, Cassette 
$8,995 lg97 Subaru Legacy GT 
Sedan,AWD, Auto, C0, Only 40,000 k 1991 Ford Escort GT 
WAS S~4,.S 5 Spd., 4 Cyl. 
NOW $23,995 $6,495 
1999 Pontiac Transpod Montana 1993 Dodge Campedzed Van 
7 Passenger Van, V6, Full Load, Low l~s., 0~e Owner 
Auto, Factory Warranty $16,99S 
$24,995 1988 Mere GR Marquis LS 
1989 Ford F150 Supercab 4 0~, Auto, Full Load, 6 Passenger 
2WHOR,, 5 Spd,, 8 CyL, A/C, Till, Cruiss $6,995 
$7,995 1996 Honda Accord EX 
1998 Chev 3/4 Ton L Box 4 Cyl,,Mt0, Fully Loaded. 
Diesel, 4x4,Automatic,NC, Cruise, $17,995 
Tilt, Towing Package WAS m,m 1983 Ford E150 Econoline Van 
$22,995 MIo, 0 0/1. 
1996 Chev $ilverado 3/4 Ton $6,995 
ExL Cab, Long Box,Turbo Diesel 1995 Hondo Civ]o Hatchback 
Full Lead,Automatic 5 SIxl., 4 CyI. 
WAS smm $9,995 
$25,995 2000 Honda Civic DX 
lg97 Honda Clvio EX 5 Spd,, 4 CyL, CD Player, Low Krn's, 
5 Spd,, A/C/, ABS, Fully Loaded Tinted Windows, 15' Alloy Wheels 
WAS SIT,99, WAS $17.99S 
NOW $15,995 $16,995 
1999 Honda Civic SE 1992 Pontiac Transport SE 
Sedan, 5 Spcl,, NC, Low Kin's, 6 CyL, Auto, Full Load 
Power Locks, Keylass Entry $7,995 
$16,995 1993 Chev Blazer Tahoe 
lg81 Ford Econoline Van 6 Cyl.,~0, 4x4, One Owner, Super Low Km'~ 
$3,995 $14,995 
IMPORTS 
r' m g21m   
4838HWY 16 W, TERRACE 0~, em~ 1-800-665-1990 638-8171 
1996 TUNDRA II Excellent con- 
dition, low hours with hood. 
$2000. 1996 Dodge Dakota 4x4 
with extras. $18,000. Phono 
250-635-6943 
199e 700 RMK, excellent condi- 
tion, low miles, twin SLP pipes, 
clutch kit, too many extras to 
list. $6,600 no tax, Call Tyson. 
250.846-9062 days, 250.846- 
5998 
1999 YAMAHA EXCITER "FX" 
fastest ever built. Mint condl- 
tion, 1.1/4-inch long track, cov- 
er, saddlebag, low kin. $3,200 
no tax. Call Tyson 250.8462, 
9062 days, 250-846-5998 eves. 
AGAR CHILDCARE cntre has 
after school spaces available. 
We have been accepted into 
the Funding Assistance Pro- 
gram. Call 250-635-1366 to reg- 
ister. 
LOOKING FOR childcare for 8 
month old boy, 4days a week, 
8am-5pm, your home or ours, 
must have references and will- 
ing to have criminal record 
check, call 250-638-0125 any. 
time 
i 
Looking for % 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information 0 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop hy The Family Race 
at 4553 Park Ave, 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
~and is funded by the Minis~ el S~cial 
vetopment and Economic ,Secud~ 
NADINA ENTERPRISE wood- 
working: T&G lx4- 0.34, lx6- 
$0.39, 2x6-$0.59. Log cabin 
siding 2x6 $0.69, Aspen T&G 
lx4 -$0,45, Dfir flooring lx4 
$0,60. Prices per lin: ft. Call At- 
bert 250-695 6954 
A WORKING person;s car/truck 
lot. Are you self employed (or 
not) Is no proof of income a 
problem? No down payment? 
Declined by your bank or deal- 
ership? We can helpl We will 
lend you our money trom 0.9 1or 
Fords, Dodges,'GM's. Western 
Canada's only straight forward 
dealer group. We will make it 
happenl Call now for further in- 
formation. Jeanne or David 1- 
800:3i 0.23~6~ ................. 
FREE 3-nights stay, 5 star re. 
sort, Falrmont Hot Springs, 
must be 29 with credit card. Call 
(208) 265-5412 Leave name, 
address. We will mall you a gift 
certificate. 
1 Business SPategies 
m Pra~'calTarAdvice 
Rnanc/al P/anning . " 
TnLct & Estate SeMces 
- " 1 : I ' I I 
I I ~  ~ O r y ~  
SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIALISTS IN CLEANING 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES "SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
','AIR DUCTS "SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
• BOILERS -CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
• FIREPLACES "REST. GREASE TRAPS 
"ATTIC INSULATION REMOVAL' ' %ELECTRIC SNAKE 
eAIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS "FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
• PAINT BOOTH5 "VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Ct1~qlFIED GBEg~tL/U~OOU k'I~J{IS 
C/~'IRE9 f'INkNCUU.PI./~NE~S 
(250) 638-8705 or 
tw~w.de me ~a ndb rodle.bc.ca 
Slltt~ 2a1,4'/ts t.Lz~t~ ,~ 
~.~s~,= Industrial Vacuum Trucks 635-  1132 I I I I  I , ,~  
, .  I I  i i  
PRECISELY RIGHT: I 
, . . . .  " Pro essiona[ et roomin 
: &j Jan ~Wllilm~ ~~"  Your Maving Prolessionals Since 1997 [ 
Track'& N~v 32 & 28 ft TraiLvs at Your Sm,i~ll 
 iCats&Dogs .  crossto norf eco ntr, I 
i~ :W? J~O%e . ~ ,  ,,~ o Wi//assistorload foryou , 
l:!~;:i:i'c~j'o ,,oint em I ~ . ~ "  Reas°nableRatesl"8~6"615"O002 [I 
1  !: o-635-5o4o r',alemm'   1615 i0002 
COOSEMANS P IANOS 
Serv ing  the Nor thwest  s ince  1980 
Piano Tuning 
Complete R buirding 
Regulating & Sales 
.. c~f~. . .  
t'laBO l ~ler  " J eCBlUCIaB 
Jos~. Cooscmarts 
(250) 635-9275 
Sl ilLII   ELECTitlC&L SI R1/ICE$ 
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[ ,HRYSLE I  | 
4916 Its/. 16 West 635.7187 
1-800,313-7187 m s ss 
www,terraceautomall.com 
6 Hou~s A DAY, 80AYS A W~ I : 
• Snow Removal I : 
• Excavating I 
• Septic Systems I i: 
Dhtm~ RI~.ORI31'~ •Water Systems I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  • Lot Clearing / i 
~Cell 615.2248 ,Landscaping J : .  
~l~'J~ ~ 24 Hour Emergency Service 
~. otheex-cable guy 
I I CONSIGNMENTS NOW! 
/ I I I ~ A  / .~dl i~,~h,~t~el I *DamagedGoods,h~t i t t t re -  ,Seasona[Cl~rOu.ts 
• '~w~'~.  ~"~,/,,~,.~ ,23vear~gex~n'en~ I J *~Uques *Tools ,OiscontinuedS[ock 
~ "  - "  . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  I [ "Rep~~t 'u lmm~r ,Etc. 
~oo~ -~r~-  Dr. Randy Dozzi  I I ~r ~ASSLES OFSmm YOUR MERCaNmE ~n'sce, B.C. t tanay uozz z J [ ~ ................... 
VSG~H3 randy_dozzi@te|ugne'[J I t~]~41~m~'F/.~-x'f.ZSO)-.63~'d-O00 -.- 
. . . . . . . .  - L ~ ' " ~ " #lO Mot~ Pl(o:a, Terrace,  BC 
Corru unity I w, paper. et. ork 
UlaSSlIleO/ overtlslng 
Reach 2.3 million BC & Yukon readers for $309 
I III 
To place a 
NetworkClass i f ied Ad, 
O 
call this newspaper or 
16041 669-9222 J 
dassifieds@bccommunitynowLcom 
F 
.FO._R _S_A LE.B3. O_WNgR ............ S E .R_V.!Fg_ s ......... 
BUYING? SELLING? CRIMINAL RECORD? 
RENTING? Get free 
announcements about Canadian pardon seals 
your Property-For-Sale or record. U.S. waiver 
Looking-to-Buy. Visit permits legal American 
www.BChomesearch.com 
or call Toll.Free 1.8e8- enlry. Why risk 
323-5229 (24_h_r~). _ _ .  employment, licensing, 
HEALTH PRODUCTS travel, arrest, depodallon, 
BUY QUALITY VITAMINS property confiscation? 
...or 11 mil l ion readers nation.wide for $1411 
BUSINESS .CAREER O_PPgRTUNITY 
.... qp.P.0RTU_.N.!TI_ ES .. . .  FREE 128 page "Career 
PAYDAY LOANSI BAD Opportunities" Guide 
Credit? No Credit? No shows you how to train at 
home for top paying Jobs, 
PLqblem. Borrow up to Earn More. Call Granton 
$600 until payday. Have e Institute today at 1-B00- 
job? Get a loan 361-t971 for your free 
Guaranteedl 1 hour easy guide. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Phone Approval CAREER TRAINING 
J'-8~-6".3-:P.A.Y.-D-A-Y.-2-4--h-rs'-- EXCITING WELL PAID 
2000 Chrysler Intrepid 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Pwr 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
NOW ONLY $19,995 
'99 Jeep Cherokee Classic 
4 Or., 4x4, 6 Cyl., Auto,Air, Guise, 
Tilt, Pwr Windows & Locks, more 
Watt $24,995 
NOW ONLY $22,995 
'98 Chrys leL~# LXl Aut  %ed 
No~Z' I ,995  
'96 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, 4 Door, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
Was $11,395 
NOW ONLY $10,995 
'98 Jeep Cherokee Sport 
4 Dr., 4x4, 0 Cyl,, Air 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'97 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
Umited, Leather, A/C, Sunroof, Tilt, 
Cruise, Windows, Locks & More 
NOW ONLY $27,995 
'96 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
Auto, 4 Or., 4x4, ~r, Tilt, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
NOW ONLY $19,995 
'96 Dodge Grand Caravan 
V6, Auto, NC 
Was $11,995 
' NOW ONLY $10,995 
'94 Jeep Cherokee Sport 
4 Dr., 4x4, 6 Cyl., 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
'99 Ford F150 XLT 
XCab, V8, Auto, 4 Door, NC, Power 
Windows & Locks, Tilt, Cruise 
Watt $28,995 
NOW ONLY $27,995 
"98 Ford !:250 XL 
4x4, ReD Cab,V8, NC, 5 spd 
Was $24,FJ5 
NOW ONLY $22,995 
'98 F150 XLT 
V8,Auto, 4x4, 3 Door, Loaded 
was $28,995 
Now ONLY $26,995 
'97 Ford Taurus 
4 Door, 6 Cyl,,Auto, 
NC, Tllt, Cruise 
.ow ONLY $13,995 
'93 Ford T~o 
4 ~ ~  
'99 Pontiac Sunfire 
4 Door, Air, Auto 
Wns $13,995 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
'97 GMC Sierra SLE 
Ext. Cab,, V8, Auto, 3 Door 
Y/at $2a,~5 
NOW ONLY $21,995 
"96 ~CamroZ-28  
T-T0p, A/C, Tilt, Cruise, 
Cass., pw, pl 
Wits $21,995 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'96 GMC XCab 4x4 
V8, Auto,NC, Till, Cruise, 
Wn $16,~S 
NOW ONLY $15,995 
'95 Chevrolet Tahoe LT 
V8, Auto, 4dr, 4x4. 
CASH IN- CASH OUT, 
Coke, Pepsi, Hostess, 
M&M, etc, Re-fill combo 
vendors in your area. No 
selling. F/T, P/T. Min, 
Investment $13,980. 1- 
B88-577-5376 (24hra). 
careers in computer 
programmingllnternel 
webalte design. Home 
Study Diploma program. 
Reglsleredlapproved 
Private Vocational School, 
Student loans, loaner 
computers/job placement 
Member A.V.A. and D.& B. tools available. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 .800-477-9578 
MAC TOOLS. 
DIS:TRIBUTORSHIP 
Available, In various BC 
locations. Applicants 
should have sale 
experience, leehnl¢al 
aptllude and the desire to 
own and operate their own 
business. Mac Tools lea 
non-franchLse opportunity. 
An investment Is required. 
Contact Mac Tools 
ReorulUng al 1-800-Mac- 
Tools exl. 27037 
or websffe 
wwwi m_a.F.t 99] s. ~c .am_: . . . . .  
iNVENTORS - PRODUCT 
IDEAS wantedt Free 
Information Package. 
Develop end 
pmlesslonaBy present your 
new product Idea to 
manulscturors through 
Davlson, an sward winning 
firm, Patent assistance 
available: 1-800-677-6382. 
DOLLAR Store franchise 
opportunity from $80,000 
~nduding stock. Member of 
Caneflen Franchise 
Association. #302 • 31 
Bastion Square, Victoria, 
BC, Yaw 1J1. Fax 250- 
388-9763, Wobslte: 
~ .~ l Ja  r~sto._res,com.... 
THINKING ABOUT 
WORKING •overseas? 
• $25- , $351hr. No 
experience neeeseary, 
t8+, $25 flat rate, Call 
i.900-565-5627, 
~;p_msLraJnln g._cgm: .... 
_ _-..... E_D_U. C_A_TJ_O_ N _. . . . .  
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
INSTITUTE, Accredited by 
PPSEC, Become a 
professional counsellor 
through on-campus or 
correspondence courses. 
Free catalogue 1-800-665- 
70_44. . ...................... 
A NEW CAREER? Train to 
be an 
ApartmenVCondomlnlum 
Manager. Many }DOS 
avallablel Free job 
placement assistance. 
Govsrnmenl registered 
program. For 
Informallon/broehure Call 
(604) 681-5456/1-800- 
665-8339. www.rmtLca, 
WORK FDR THE largest 
employer in the worldt 
Travel & Tourism. Train for 
Jobs in: Hotele/Resorls, 
AdvenlurelEco-Toudsm, 
AlrlineslTravel. Call 
Canadian Tourism College 
Today] (604)738-8000 or 
1-800-668-9301, 
BE A SUCCESSFUL 
WRITER... wrlle for money 
and pleasure 'with our 
unique home.study 
course. You get Individual 
tuition from professional 
writers on all aspects of 
writing - romances, short 
stories, radio and TV 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
GET A GRIP on your 
Career with Kal Tire; 
Western Canadian 
Opportunities: Managers: 
Assistant Managers: 
Customer Service: 
Technicians: Details 
at Winners Circle 
Employmonl l  
http://wlnjobe.insask.com, and Herbal Bupplemenls 
Fax 306.525.9979. Direct. No middle.man. 
Wholesale Prices. 
FULL-TIME LOG HOME Guaranteed Home 
Builders, minimum 5 yrs. Delivery. Call today for 
experience in all areas of your tree full-colour 
building. Some Crane Canadian catalogue. Toll 
Operation and Grapple Ires 1-877-000-4372 
Work, Pentlclon, BC. Call or order online: 
(250} 492.2188, fax ~Y~/fl-'-m-°-°--n.h-e-Lb-'-c°..-m~'- ..... 
r?sume 12591.492:.21_22 ........... HELP WANTE..D ..... 
AGGRESSIVE CENTRAL BEST WESTERN 
Albeda Ford dealer wanls MOUNTAIN resort now 
hiring. Poslliene include 
parlsman. Experience an convenience stem/gas bar 
assert. Mail resume to: manager, housekeeping 
Laoombe Ford Sales, supervisor, liquor 
5610 Hwy 2A, Laoombe, manager, Fulltlme, hands 
AB, T4L 1A3 or fax 403- on, live-in poslllons. 
73._2.._2365.. .. .............. Previous experience 
required (3 years mln.), 
DENHAM CHRYSLER Salary nogoliable. Fax 
LLOYDMINSTER, SKIA9 resumeto (250) 837.2130, 
requires Apprentice and ....................... 
Journeyman Technicians PAY TELEPHONE SERV, 
immediately, Chrysler CA'NP,'DA'S ............ TOP 
exper]enoe an asset, PSYCHICS... We know 
excellent wages, benefit your desliny. Call now for 
package and work Ihe answers toal lyour 
questions. Love, Money, 
environment, Fax Career, Health end more, 
application Io 306-825- t -900-451 .70?0 .  
039o._ .......................... .$.2._95!m Ln:.! 8_+_. ...... 
scripts, articles arid 
children's stories, Send 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
MYDEaTSOLUTION.COM 
Debt solutions on line. 
A.n.ytlme.-- .................. 
..... .Fg.R._SAKE..MtS.~. ..... 
SAWMILL  $4895.00. All 
new Super  Lumbermate  
2000, larger capacities, 
more options. Norwood 
Industries, manufacture o! 
sawmills, edgers and 
sklddsra. Free Intormallon. 
1.800.566.e89g ext, 
400.o1. 
1 BUCK A DAY, no money 
down, no payments fill 
........ R..EA.k g.s.T_A.T_q ...... 
PRE-ENGINEERED 
STEEL Building For Sale, 
Clearapan Building - Ideal 
for Produollon Planl, 
Warehousing, Riding 
Arena, Ice Arena, oto, 
Main Bldg size - 95 II wide 
x 200 ft long x 16 ft high 
with a 8400 sq' annex oil 
one sidewall, For more 
information please call 
1_-~.o.o.:93_2:9.L3!. .... .... 
RECREATIONAL 
. . . . . . .  YgPlc..LgS ......... 
OVER 200 RV's In 
STOCK on Sale, Custom 
order an Itasca, Jayoo, 
Ioday for our FreeBook. 1- April 2001, 70OMHZ Prowler or more & save 
8 00  - 2 6 7 -18  2 9, comPuter* . $1500, thousands. Allow e.10 
~w.qualltyo~'~urse.com. software; Ilmltea quan.llty, weeks for delivery, Call or 
QUalityol Course, 3601 • $29 a monm u,A,u, small us today 
3eMo#.dhurAve,,Ottawa, 1 .8e8 .e55-5527~ sales@voyager.rv,oom, 
ON K1L eR2. www,1 buckadey.com, 1-800.ee0.1447. 
Canadian U,$. 
Immigration specialists. 
1:eo_0:34-7_-23@, . . . . . . . . . .  
TRAVEL 
TIMESHARE RESALES, 
World's Largest Reseller.. 
Era Slroman since 1979. 
Call Nowl Buyers Call 
1-800-613-7987. Sellers 
Call 1-800-201-0864. 
www.stroman.com. 
.............. T.RSDeS_ ......... 
ALL CONSTRUCTION 
Jobs available Now1 
Bricklayers, Carpenters, 
Concrete, Insulation, Tiles, 
Labourers, Drywaiters, 
Elootrloians, Framers, 
Glaziers, Rod Workers, 
Painters, Plumbers 
Stuoco, Reefers, 
Equipment Operators, etc. 
~,Co_mmun tvJobALed.:_.~._ .  
........... T..R u.C_K.S . . . . . .  
• 0 DOWN O.A.C.' 
Guaranteed credit 
approvals. Trucks, 4x4'e, 
crew cabs, diesels, sport 
utilities, cars & vans. 
Repo's, broken leases, 
heavy duly equipment. 
Take over payments, Free 
delivery, Cell Lawrence 
Slccla BC's largest finance 
broker. 1-800-993-3673. 
Y~n. q o u. v..e. r_3_.22-_6327 ........ 
.... Y..A.9.6TLO..B_s~ .O_TE_ 
SKI APEX - January 
Packages from $59,00. 
Phone 1.888.252-4454 or 
cheek specials at 
www,apexresorl,com, BC 
Wise, 
Wen $29,99S 
NOW ONLY $26,995 
'95 Chevrolet Blazer 
4 Dr., 4x4, V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, 
Tilt, Cassette & More 
NOW ONLY $16,995 
'94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Auto, Air & more Watt $7,99S 
NOW ONLY $6,995 
'98 Honda Accord EX 
V6, Auto, Leather, 
Sunroof, Loaded 
NOW ONLY $26,995 
'95 Honda Civic I 
4 door, Tilt 
Wet $11,~ 
NOW ONLY $10,995 
'94 Toyota Camry LE 
4 door, Auto, Air & More 
Wet ale,g95 
NOW ONLY $15,995 
'93 Subaru Legacy AWD 
4 D0or, Aut0 
NOW ONLY $8,995 
'93 Toyota Camry 
Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power Locke, Windows 
* ,We| $14,~)5 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
TER C'CE 
Q [ :HRYSLEF  I 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.7t87 
1-800-313-7187 ,m. 59s8 
www.terraceautomall.com 
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Rep hockey teams 
are back in action 
TERRACE'S rep teams 
were back in action Jan. 
12-13, coming off a two- 
week break for the Christ- 
mas Holidays. 
The Skeeaa Cellulose 
Peewee Reps actually had 
a three-week break due to 
a pair of games in Smi- 
thers being postponed Dec. 
16-17 as a result of bad 
road conditions. 
Nevertheless, the team 
was in Prince Rupert Jan. 
12-13, hungry to get back 
on the ice and improve 
their Skeena Valley Lea- 
gue record of 4 wins, 5 
losses, and 1 tie. 
In the Friday night 
game Prince Rupert 
would strike first at the 
11:28 mark of the opening 
period. Dustin Hystad tied 
it up for Terrace with 4:50 
left, after being set up by 
Stephen Simons and Ken 
Molitor. 
Prince Rupert took the 
lead in the second at the 
14:30 mark. Terrace was 
outplaying the Prince Ru- 
pert team however, and it 
looked to be like this 
would be quite a hockey 
game, but the Terrace 
team was unable to solve 
Prince Rupert goaltender 
Micah Pyde. 
Terrace had "chance 
after chance but couldn't 
come up with a goal. 
Things then got worse 
for Terrace at the 6:10 
Phone: 604-689-0878 
TYLER NOBLE 
mark, as Prince Rupert 
scored a power play mark- 
er to give the home team a 
3-1 lead entering the sec- 
ond period ice clean. 
In the third, Terrace 
continued to play strong, 
but nothing seemed to 
work against this Prince 
Rupert team. 
Prince Rupert went up 
4-1 at the 7:09 mark, to 
put the game out of reach 
for Terrace. Tanner Noble 
added'another for Terrace 
in the final minute, but it 
wouldn't be enough. 
Prince Rupert defeated 
Terrace by a score of 4-2. 
The Saturday morning 
game proved to be much 
like the game the night 
before. Terrace fell again, 
this time by a score of 6-2. 
Taylor Ouinn and 
Dustin Hystad scored the 
goals for Terrace, while 
Jason Adam, Nik Redpath, 
Stephen Simons, and Kyle 
Wilcox picked up an assist 
James W. Radelet 
RADELET &COMPANY ~r~isters & Soticitor~ 
Tax Law • Trusts • Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Fax: 604-689-1386 
each. 
Meanwhile, back in 
Terrace, the Totem Ford 
Midget Reps were taking 
on Smithers for a pair of 
games. In the Friday night 
match-up, it looked like 
Terrace would squeak out 
a close one, but Smithers 
tied it up with 2 minutes 
left on the clock. 
This game ended in a 5- 
5 draw. Smithers took the 
Saturday morning game 6- 
3. 
The Inland Kenworth 
Bantam Reps were also in 
action on the weekend, 
playing a total of 5 games 
at the Prince George AAA 
Bantam Rep Tournament. 
Terrace lost the opening 
game 6-3 to Fort St. John, 
but responded with better 
results against South 
Delta. Terrace squeaked 
out a 3-2 victory, with 
Sean Mahoney scoring the 
winning goal for Terrace 
with a mere 13.5 seconds 
left. 
Their third game was 
against host team Prince 
George, and Terrace took 
this one by a score of 4-1. 
Congratulations to 
David Redpath, who 
posted a hat trick in this 
one.However, Terrace lost, 
their final pair of games, 
by scores of 3-2 to Skeena 
Valley rival Smithers, and 
10-0 to Quesnel. 
Terrace Salmonid 
Enhancement Society 
GENERAL 
MEET ING 
will be held 
Monday ,  Jan .  29  
at the " 
Best  Western Hote l  
Skeena Room 
7:30  p .m.  
TER.CE YOUT. SOCCE  
ASSOCIATION SELECT ; 
 TEAH COACHES FOR 2001 '" 
' The Terrace Youth Soccer I~ 
Association is "a&epting ~'." 
applications for qualifies 
Provincial B level Select 
® ; Coaches for the 2001 ' 
Season. Coaches are ¢,) 
~,, required for both Boys and g 
g .-- ~ Girls from U-12 to U-18. 
If you are interested in participating in the 
'~' development of our youth by being a Head 
g Coach, Assistant Coach, or Manager of our 
g Select Teams, please submit your application by 
February 4~, 2001. ' .¢  
TERRACE PEEWEE Rep captain Nik Redpath at- 
tempts a breakaway goal against Prince Rupert 
goaltender Micah Pyde. 
Scoreboard 
Men's Recreational 
Hockey League 
Oldtlmers Division: 
Jan. 10 BRD Blues 4 
Tlmberman 1 
Canadian Tire g 
Northern Motor Inn Oakies , 5 
Jan. 11 SRD Blues ' 6 : 
Subway i 3 
Recreational Division: 
Jan. 7 Nuyens Blasting Caps 10 
Back Eddy 5 
Chapter One 7 
All Seasons 3 
Jan. g All Seasons 6" 
Nuyens Blasting Caps 2 
White Spot 8 
Chapter One 4 
MacKay'sFuneral Service Ltd. Ii 
Serving Terrace, Kltimat, Smlthers &Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street :' II 
rA  Terrace, B.C. 78G 1X7 II , 
~alSm~ Phone635-2444 • Fax 635-635-2160 
taockttm 24 hour pager [i 
t! 
6lVb 
~oltr old eve,3lasses IIOI'ELS INNS,SUITES; 
to tile developing world. (250) 635-9151,  Toll Free 1-800-SANDMAN 
OPERATION 4828 H igh , ray  16 West, Terrace 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD UNIVERSAL 
1-800-585-8265 
I ,.PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE (2so) 635-6855, (250) 635-7369 After Hours 
Daily ~chedubd bus service from Stewari" to c"~'/'°~'~¢(~'~"°~°~° Toll-Free ! .8OO,227.7368 
Terraceondreturn, andolJpoinlsinbetween. Pick. [ Y o u  T H ~ : J  
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. . B E  U D G E  
v, P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. I 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 . A W'feTo M BY CLAIRE BERNSTEIN 
Tehace Depot:. 635"7676 I o a n y  
The three account executives were sifting in the 4 '  
cafeteria at the advertising agency, gossiping as 
j usual. 
O 
O O 
O 
¢3 ~ .i 
.x. tl. 1t 
~ NOTE: Prior to submission of your application, ¢ ~I. , * 'It * "It 2 * * ~ ,~ • ~" ~ t "N., 
O ~ contact George Buitas (select team O , ~ ; 
coach coordinator)  at 635-371.9 fo r .  O Sr~|~ep~ W~ ~ , 
o application information. C"~ __ ~r~ ~ ~ i ~ : ;  ~ 
) () (]) (]) (]) (])- (]) (1) (]) (D (1) (]) ().( 
WOMEN S WEEI ND: 
Terra':emn°r"  "  * S  mAR ,'T .L .CUNIC , Baseball , ." 
Assoaahon ~ ~ * FEB. 10 & ll, 2001 - ' 
REGISTRATION * ** 
Terrace Arena Banquet Room ~ * LEARN THE BASLCS OR * 
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. ~ * 
!0:00 u.m.- 4~00 p.m. • IMPROVE YOUR TECHNIQUES * 
' 6:00 p.m.- 9:00 p.m. g t * 
J 0:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. g , TO REGISTER CALL * 
~5-18  years ' , SKI SMITHERS AT * 
1-800-665-4299 OR 847-2058 ; 
" ' ' - Cut off date is 5 years as of Aug. I st. ~¢ OR 
Range s30-s45 ~, VALHALLA PURE OUTFITTERS AT 847-0200 
" ' .  .. " • * • '. ,~~.4  ~;'~ 
, ,  Norma o~ ChrlsAT~e::: ~ ,, : '  
4 ~'r~'''~ : '63515H' / - - f : ' " : ' . "  ' " '  
' ' '  ' ~ 11 )( *. * ' ,  * , . ' , "  
"Hey. girls, look whos a couple" BASED ON 
Sanclz casually, swept the room. "All I see s ACTUAL C~JRI" 
Amy and Danica sharing a dessert." rA¢~¢ 
Melanie grinned. "Exactly." . ~""  
Sandy store.d in disbelief. ,"You mean the)re..." kitchen to calm herself with an herbal tea. 
(Jet out of Ihe dark ages. Adriana speared an Amy called after her. "Youd be a lot calmer if 
olive from her plate. "Ever heqr of Ellen you got on the phone to round up some more 
u.e~,-enepes~ Amy and Danica are a lesbian cou- business. Like i'm doingl~' 
pie. No bindeal." The situation condnu~cl to worsen. 
Sand), shushed everyone up. "The) re walking Amy cursed as she read the mail. "Its a law- 
over. . . yers letter from one of our suppliers. Weren't you 
me executives concentrated on their greek supposed to negotiate a payment scheduleS" 
sara_us. , . . . .  - , Danica pout~l ,,"You I~la~e me for eve~'~ing. 
.~Caq .we join you~ Amy asked. I m doing my best.' 
~anoy broke rote a big smile. "Oh hil We didnt "Well its not good enoughl" Amy exdoded "1 
nofi~ you. Have a seat." put all my money into the house and'the busi- 
"~uess whaR". Amy_ was bubblin, g.."Ira buying ness, and,. youre barely, lifting a finger. And now 
a hou.se and Damca and I are mewnn m together, the creditors are houn~ling us" 
!ts only natural since wave been frTends tar so Dan ca walked out in a huff 
Ion..~." . . The next week, Amy got another lawyers let- 
, the  executives Med to look coo ; ter."Gr.eat. Another angry creditor. Wait a min- 
~ongrotutotionsl" ute...its from Danical Shes suina me for spousal 
Me]anie whispered to Adriana. "Such a shame suppo~ Well, she can forget itff 
to ruin a nice relationship with domesticityl" In court, Danica was nervous. "Your Honour, 
A few years later, Amy and Danica came up the low provides for support where a couple has 
with anotller announcement been together for over three years. Im entitled to 
"Were leaving the agency and slartina our own support considering the work and effort that I 
business at home." ~ have contributed." 
"Congratulationsl" . Amy stormed to her feet. "Your Honour, that 
Adriana whi.sper~ to Melanie. "Mixing busl- law also slates that a couple means a man and a 
nessrancl a relahonshlpl Can you say disaster?" woman. Had the leq slator wanted same sex 
rarer a nopetul start, Am X andDan ca were couples to be treated" n the same manner, she 
soon strugglinQ with their new business, wou d have said so." 
Danica sot m their home office, sulking. *Wave Should Danlca get suppgrt~ YOUI Be The 
lost another client. I cant take this." She ran to the Judge. Then, look be~ow for the decision. 
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YOUI BE' THE JUDGE - DECISION: "Pay up, Amy," Judge Thomas decided. "The law 
that limits support to heterosexual couples is unconstitutional. It discriminates on the basis of 
sexual orientation. Same iex.ceuples have the same right to meet Iheir basic financial needs 
after the breakup of a r~lationt, hlp invo ving intimacy and economlc dependence.' 
"Tod.~/s co lumn,  awyer an ur s basnd °n a~case'~mOq~ri6'lFy°u have aslmjlar P - m b l ° m ' r o v i n c e  To " Id0 Ii " . pI se contact { .sRonsor) oranother 
., ~ .  pn • ~ ,c~npe ng entertarpment, we have f lct i0~h~ ~ne names, Jha characters and 
me Fen arms m,m.e case. ,Any mememnce Io rml pe~lo is pu~e~ ¢oincidenlal, Inl~e interest of clarily and brevi . 
~ l~l~t  mu~),n me case I~'be~.. greatly r~l,. u&d_a~ dmplified, 1,1., " ly, 
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